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PREFACE 

This study is an attempt to determine structural elements of 

selected poems of Paul Val£ryfs collection, Charmes. The interpretation 

given of the poems is based on detailed analyses of the text of the 

poems themselves without the use of material external to them. The form, 

of the poems treated here is that found in the Pl&iado edition of 

Val&ry's works, edited by Jean Hytier and published by Gallimard in 1957* 

References in the text to Valery*s Oeuvres are made to this edition. 

References to Val£ry*s Cahiers are to the photocopy edition edited by 

Louis de Broglie and published by the Centre national da la recherche 

scientifique in Paris, 195?* 

I would like to express by gratitude to the Graduate College and 

to the faculty of the Department of Romance Languages of The University 

of Arizona for their guidance and encouragement during the course of my 

studies at that institution. I also wish to express my appreciation for 

having been selected to receive an NDEA Graduate Fellowship, an Arizona 

Predoctoral Fellowship and for the Teaching Assistantships which made it 

possible for me to complete my studies. In particular I wish to express 

my indebtedness to Professor Charles Rosenberg, director of my disserta

tion, for his patience and fortitude during my initial trials in the 

study of French poetry and also for his continuing encouragement and 

criticism of my work. 
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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation represents an attempt to determine structures 

inherent in the arrangement of the imagery and metaphors of certain poems 

of Paul Val6ry's Charmes» The poems studied are Aurore. Au Platane, 

C antique des colonnes. La Pythle, Le Cimetifere mar in, Le Rameur and 

Palme> The individual poems are analyzed without reference to material 

external to them. The conclusions drawn about their internal structures 

are based on the detailed study of their constituent parts. Questions of 

a philosophical or metaphysical nature, while they may become apparent in 

the process of the discussions# are not considered in themselves. Simi

larly, the poet's expressed views on poetics in general are not consid

ered in the study of the poems. The purpose of the analysis of "meaning" 

is solely to determine the principles of construction of the poems 

insofar as their imagery is concerned. In Aurore most of the metaphors 

and images are found to be divided into contrastive pairs. The opposi

tions they form are seen to have a vertical orientation. One group of 

images relates to transitional movement or an intermediate state between 

the two extremes of the oppositions mentioned above. The spectator or 

protagonist is normally found in this position. Such structuring is 

considered to be expressive of the physical and intellectual aspects of 

man's nature. Au Platane also exhibits a polarization of imagery with a 

vertical orientation which has implications similar to those found in 

Aurore. This same vertical ordering of image groups is seen in Cantique 

des colonnes. La Pythie. Le Cimetlfere marin. Palme and to a degree in 

vi 
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Le Rameur. Can tigue des colonnes. interpreted as a hymn to the creative 

intelligence of man, is the only poem studied in which the opposition of 

groups of images is not fundamental to the structure. La Pythie presents 

a metaphor of birth which is at once oracular, physical, verbal and psy

chological in nature. In Le Cimetifere marin the structuring of images 

takes a form slightly different from that of the other poems. The basic 

vertical orientation is present as well as the contrasting oppositions 

but in the intermediate position the spectator is set opposite the group 

of images relating to the cemetery. Le Rameur presents a series of 

opposing image groups which reflect again the conflict of man's dual 

nature and his struggle to resist the flow of time. The structuring of 

the imagery of Palme is found to be similar to that of the other poems in 

its vertical arrangement and, as does Aurora, it concerns the duality of 

man's nature. The concluding remarks of the dissertation as well as the 

conclusions of the individual chapters, suggest that the arrangement of 

the imagery on a vertical scale of opposing values reflects the con

flicting tendencies within man of his two natures: physical and 

intellectual. A further implication of this structuring is interpreted 

to be the opposition of the consciousness and the unconscious. The 

latter is seen to be the source of material for intellectual as well as 

artistic creation. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Born In 1871, Paul Val&y was exposed to a unique literary 

atmosphere during his formative years. Symbolism, the major movement in 

the literature of his day, was for him "both an influence and a force to 

repel"* as it was for others of his generation such as Gide, Proust and 

Claudel. Other earlier "schools" of literattire also left their mark on 

him to some degree. Hans Sirensen sees in Val£ry the combination of "la 

technique classique avec la technique ot 1*esprit symbolistes, et d'autre 

part • • • 1'esprit parnassien est refoul£, de sorte qu*il n'en reste 

que le respect de la forme et du travail bien fait."^ One of the more 

common views of Val&ry's position in the history of French literature is 

to consider him as the last of a line: "• • • the last French poet to 

have observed meticulously the classical rules of French prosody," in 

the words of Henry Grubbs P This opinion is shared by James Lawler who 

adds that it was Val^ry's intention to "se relier i. la po&ie tradition-

nelle et It en faire en quelque sorte I'aohfevement."^ Another critio, 

1. Elaine Harks, ed. French Poetry from Baudelaire to the 
Present (New York, 1962), p. 20. 

2. Hans S/6rensen, La Pofeie de Paul Valery; £tude stylistique 
8ur La Jeune Pargue (Aarhus, 19^), p. 1^» 

3. Henry A* Grubbs, Paul Val&ry (New York, 1968), p. 102. 

k. James A* Lawler, Lecture de Valery: Une 6tude de Charmes 
(Paris, 1963), p. 22. 

1 



Geoffrey Brereton, sees him as "the last and greatest representative of 

the Symbolism of the eighteen-nineties • • and "the last of a type of 

poets which seems, at least temporarily, to have become extinct.1'^ His 

literary lineage is impressive. According to Marc Eigeldinger, Valery 

alone, of all contemporary poets, belongs to the "tradition pure de la 

po£sie frangaise," which is that of Maurice Sc&ve, Racine, Nerval, Vigny, 

Baudelaire and Mallarml.'' To Louis Bolle, however, Valery seems to be 
g 

"un type, surgi sur le tard, de la Renaissance italienne." 

Whatever his relation to previous literature, Paul Valery is seen 

today as an isolated figure, standing apart from his contemporaries as 

well as from his predecessors. While most judgments of an author's 

worth are prejudiced for one reason or another, they can be informative. 

Henry Grubbs, for example, rates Valery above all other poets of his 

time, with Claudel and Peguy close by, though theirs is poetry of a 

different sort.^ He ranks Valery as "the best poet of a generation that 

included three other great writers, great in other domains; Paul Claudel, 

Andr£ Gide and Marcel Proust."*® Walzer says his poetics are equal in 

5. Geoffrey Brereton, An Introduction to the French Poets (New 
York, I960), p. 254. 

6. Ibid., p. 269. 

7. Marc Eigeldinger, Paul Valery; essais et t&noignages inedits 
(Neuch&tol, 19^5), p. 107. 

8. Louis Bolle, Paul Valery (Fribourg, 19^)» P» 123* 

9* Henry Grubbs, Paul Valery, p. 102. 
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importance to those of P^guy, Claudel, Apolllnaire or of Surrealism.** 

In any case, a distinction is to be made between Val6ry and other modern 

poets* This distinction is, according to Brereton, not in the conception 

of poetry as much as in the execution: "Saint Val£ry has ascended too 

perpendicularly into his Paradise of Language, where no one of any 

12 consequence dares or cares to follow him."A 

A characteristic of Val^ry's approach to writing that is often. 

mentioned is its methodical, "scientific" orientation. His interest in 

science and mathematics is well known as is his desire to apply concepts 

and methodology of these domains to the field of literature. There are, 

however, some dissenting voices. Francis Scarfe discounts any ambition 

on the author* s part to treat literature in such a manner and believes 

that critics are wrong in trying to reduce "to a •system' a body of work 

13 that was never intended to be systematic." J Scarfe rightly notes that 

"there is a struggle towards definition in his poetry, rather than 

definitions themselves," and concludes that"in this sense there is no 
Ik , 

system." Another critic opposed to the idea of calling Valery's work 

systematic is Edmund Wilson. His opinion of Vallry seems generally (and 

excessively) negative. Speaking primarily of his prose, he says that 

"in spite of his passion for method, Val£ry seems to have taken singularly 

11* Pierre-013.vier Walzer, La Pofeie de Val£ry (Genfeve, 1966), 
p. 239. 

12. Brereton, An Introduction . . • , p. 269# 

13» Francis Scarfe, The Art of Paul Val&ry, A Study in Dramatic 
Monologue (London, 19jft), p* ix. 

14. Ibid., p. 101. 
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little trouble to sort out or set in order his ideas: like M. Teste, he 

is occupied rather with savouring his intellectual sensations and in 

ooining more or less mixed metaphors to convey them."^ Val^ry's 

16 conception of poetry is to him "excessively esoteric." Wilson's dis

pleasure with the "scientific approach" is clear in his comments about 

Alain's edition of Charmes. It seems to him "that a pretence to exacti

tude is here used to cover a number of ridiculously false assumptions, 

and to promote a kind of aesthetic mysticism rather than to effect a 

17 scientific analysis." 

Other critics find the "scientific method" a vital and basic 

part of Val<5ry• s approach to literature. Lawler says Val£ry uses such a 

method in order to attain his goal of "purity" which resumes "une ambi

tion d£moniaque de tout analyser en termes simples afin de pouvoir tout 

1 ft 
construire." Blmol coins the word "val&rysme" to denote the poet's 

preoccupation with scientific method in his exploration of the "interior 

world."It is this same concern for precision of expression that for 

some detracts from the appeal of his verse. Because of this, Andr6 

Beme-Joffroy refuses to admit Val6ry to the highest rank of poets. There 

is a certain "studied quality4' of his poems which seems to him an absence 

15. Edmund Wilson, Axel's Castle (London, 1961), p. 69. 

16. Ibid., p. 70. 

17. Ibid., p. 71. 

18. Lawler, Lecture . . • , p. 5* 

19* Maurice B^mol, Paul ValSry (Paris, 19^9)» p» 421 • 
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20 
of poetry. To others there is a displeasing abstractness in Val^ry's 

verse* L^on-Paul Fargue, for example, viewed Val6ry as a prisoner of his 

system, his poetry "a prison of abstract speculations often without 

immediate relation to life. Yet there are in him lightning-like visions 

21 and the highest perceptions of certain realities." x Jacques Supervielle 

too feels the method and abstractness in Val5ry1 s poems are excessive.^ 

The Abb£ Henri Bremond adds to the fault of over-abstraction that of 

being too metaphysical, and says that ho distinctly does not like 

Val&ry's poetry. He feels that: 

Val6ry has attempted to versify ideas; he starts from philosoph
ical ideas as a basis for his poetry, instead of arriving at 
them as a goal. In this sense, his poetry does not reach down to 
the soul; it does not open the channels along which the mystic 
current of poetry must flow. It remains superficial always, 
that is to say, intellectual. It does not sink down into the 
mystic depths where the spirit struggles to discover its own 
truths unhampered by the pusillanimous prejudices and stumblings 
of the mind. Val&ry's poetry is cold, inhuman, at times.*3 

Val^ry's verse is intellectual, to be sure, but hardly superficial and 

Bremond*s requisite flow of a "mystic current of poetry" is debatable. 

His reading of Val&ry's poetry seems to have been done with considerable 

bias. Louis Perche also complains but justifies the abstractness of 

Val^ry's thought by saying that "pour lui la dignity de la penale 

20. AndrS Berne-Joffroy, Val^ry (Paris, I960), pp. 13**-37» 

21. Cited by S. A. Rhodes, "Candles for Isis: A Symposium of 
Poetic Ideas among French Writers," Sewanee Review, XLI, 1 (April-
September, 1933)t 215. 

22. | p. 2l6« 

23. Ibid., p. 221. 
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n'existait pas ailleurs que dans une idle toujours et malheureusement 

abstraite."2̂  

Vallry's penchant for expression of abstractions has won him a 

reputation for obscurity, which Marcel Raymond, for one, believes is 

unmerited.2̂  Vallry himself thought his verse was clearer than that of 

Musset, Hugo or Vigny.2̂  Jean Hytier says that in Valery as well as 

Mallarml there is no will to be obscure. Their obscurity arises from the 

elimination of all unnecessary elements in their verse.2'' Walzer, too, 

notes this, adding that "comme ses maltres /JiPoe and Mallarml_7» Vallry 

adopte la doctrine de l'effet, dfoti une recherche extr&me de l1expres

sion, un soin patiemment calculi, et rangon du systfcme, une certaine 

obscuritl, qui est loin de dlplaire au po&te & qui rlpugne toute espfece 

de facilitl."2̂  Concerning this subject Vallry says: "Obscur se fait 

nlcessairement celui qui ressent trfes profondlment les choses et qui se 

sent en union avec les choses mSmes. Car la clartl cesse & quelques 

coudles de la surface."2̂  This, according to Walzer, is another reason 

for Vallry's obscurity since he wished his art, as did Mallarml and other 

24-. Louis Perche, Vallry, les limites de l'humain (Paris, 1965)* 
p. 11. 

25. Marcel Raymond, Paul Vallry et la tentation de 1'esprit 
(Neuch&tel, 19^6), p» 130• 

26. Cited by Jean Hytier, La Poltique de Paul Vallry (Paris, 
1953). P. 100. 

2?. Hytier, La Poltique . • . , p. 99* 

28. Walzer, Polsie . . . , p. 184. 

29* Cited by Walzer, Pofeie . . . , p. l8*f. 
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symbolists, to be a means of communion vith the essence of things.At 

any rate, Walzer feels that most of Valery's poetry, as well as 

Mallarm£'s, is clear in its general meaning if not in all the details 

Another critic who finds little difficulty understanding Valery's verse 

is Hans Sirensen. In fact, he says that "le trait le plus marquant de la 

polsie valSryenne est la clart£," and adds that it is the reader's fault 

32 
if Val^ry is obscure. 

An aspect of Vallry's poetry about which there seems to be little 

disagreement is the importance of the world of the senses. In a partic

ularly generous mood, Edmund Wilson says ValSry is unsurpassed "in the 

reproduction, in beautiful verses, of shapes, sounds, effects of light 

and shadow, substances of fruit or flesh."-^ To Jean-Luc Faivre sensory 

experience seems an essential part of Val6ry for "elle /l1experience 

sensible/ s*organise en un univers autonome, cr£e ses propres mythes et 

ses signes privil£gies . • • Similar comments on the important role 

of sensory impressions in Valery's verse are made by Emilie Noulet-^ and 

Marcel Doisy. The latter says that "la sensibility de Val3ry imprfcgne 

30. Walzer, PoSsie . . . , p. 184. 

31. Ibid., p. 185. 

32. S^rensen, La Po6sie . . . , p. 348, 

33. Wilson, Axel's Castle, p. 65. 

3^. Jean-Luc Faivre, "Paul Val£ry et le thfeme de la lumifere," 
Les Lettres romanes. XXI, 2 (May, 1967), 107. 

35* Emilie Noulet, Paul Val£ry. Etudes (Bruxelles, 1951)» P* 95* 

36. Marcel Doisy, Paul ValiSry. intelligence et po£sie (Paris, 
1952), p. 141. 
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It tel point tous les ressorts de son esprit qu'il semble souvent que, chez 

lui, l'abstrait soit sensuel."^ 

Chief among the senses in Val6ry's poetry is sight. The excel

lent series of articles on the theme of light in Val&ry's works by Jean-

Luc Faivre^® is ample demonstration of this* Few critics have devoted 

much attention to this topic though it appears to be essential to 

Val£ry»s imagery in general. Geoffrey Hartman, however, deals with this 

in some detail, finding the concept of "visibility" an integral part of 

Val&y's philosophy. He believes, for example, that Valery experiences 

sight "as an unfulfilled condition, as visibility, and the object of 

sight as an unfulfilled existent, as possibility."-^ And again: "In 

Valery, everything—flesh, time, soul—tends toward [ej change of state, 

going always from heavy to rarified, from less visible to more visible, 

finally to be lost in the overbright and burning house of space. 

Hartman*s interpretation of Valery*s poetry centers on a theme he calls 

"sheer visibility" and which he defines as "Valery1s desire to intuit the 

visible form and virtual idea of an object by a coincident movement of 

41 the naked eye and of the unconditioned, a priori consciousness." 

37. Doisy,, Paul Valery . • . , p. 141. 

38. Faivre, Les Lettres romanes, XX-XXII (November. 1966-May. 
1968). 

39. Geoffrey H. Hartman, The Unmediated Vision (New Haven, 
1954), P. 109. 

40. Ibid., pp. 122-23. 

41. Ibid., pp. 123-24. 



While Hartman feels that Val£ryfs verse is "a continual medita-

42 
tion on the nature of space and the distribution of light," others, 

such as Walzer^ and Grubbs,^ see ValSry's main concern as the psycho

logical implications of the act of poetic creation itself. Emilie Noulet 

says the subject of all Val^ry's works is not the product of intelligence 

but intelligence itself, "le drame intellectuel."^ Most critics agree 

that the functioning of the intellect is indeed the preoccupation of the 

poet.^ Lawler sees in Valfiry an "esp&ce d*attention violente et volup-

tueuse aux phSnomenes de la vie interne .... PenchS sur soi-meme et 

amoureux de son reflet, le Narcisse souhaite de 'se saisir enfin* 

• • • ."^ Hans SfSrensen believes that most symbols of Val&y1 s poetry 

relate to the "moi" of the poet. He also finds many "phonetic" themes 
l,Q 

such as the hissing of a serpent or the sound of the sea. Sfirensen 

continues saying that he has noticed "l1 extreme monotonie de ses motifs. 

II y a chez lui aucune variation exageg^e; il poursuit toujours certains 

42. Hartman, The Unmediated Vision, p. 10?. 

43. Walzer, La Po£sie • . • , p. 246. 

44. Grubbs, Paul Valery. p. 83. 

45. Noulet, Paul Valery, p. 17. 

46. See: Hubert Fabureau, Paul Valery: Poesies Choisies (Paris, 
1952), p. 10; Walzer, La Poesie . . . , p. 183; Scarfe, The Art . . . , 
p. 89; Edm£e de La Rochefoucauld, Paul Valory (Paris, 1954), p. 10; 
Lawler, Lecture . . . , pp4 5-6. 

4?. Lawler, Lecture . . . , p. 5* 

48. S^rensen, La Poesie . . . , p. 337* 
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1*Q 
probl&mes de caract&re trfcs g£n£ral," vhich he defines as those "de la 

50 conscience humaine dans leurs rapports avec le monde des corps • • • •M-/ 

This opposition or conflict between the intellect and the physi

cal world appears to some critics to be the principal concern of Val^ry's 

verse. Its particular expression is that of the duality of man's own 

nature. In this respect Marcel Raymond speaks of the essential theme 

of a struggle between two contrary attitudes: "1'attitude pure (absolue), 

celle de la conscience qui se retranche dans son isolement, et 1'attitude 

oppos£e, ou impure, de 1'esprit qui accepte la vie, le changement, 

1'action ... Sirensen too notices a dualism which is expressed 

as an antagonism between the mind and the body.-^ The same sort of con

flict is noted, though expressed in varying terms, by Walzer,^3 

Hartraan,̂  and Wilson,-'-' to mention a few. To Marc Eigeldinger, the goal 

of the post's study of the processes of the mind is the "conscience 

integral© de soi."-^ Expressing Val&y's concept of the paradox of the 

duality noted above, he continues: "La fine pointe de la connaissance 

demeure inaccessible, parce que la conscience pure cfede aux instances de 

SjSrensen, La Pofeie • . • , p. 337* 

30. Tbid., p. 332. 

51. Raymond, De Baudelaire au Surr^alisme (Paris, 1966), p. 162. 

52. Sirensen, La Po£sie . . . , p. 331• 

53. Walzer, La Po£sie . . . , pp. 328-29. 

5^. Hartman, The Unmediated Vision, p. 105« 

55. Wilson, Axel's Castle, p. 6k, 

56. Eigeldinger, Paul Valgry . • • , p. 109. 
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la dur£e et du rlel, paree que l'&me ne peut s'abstraire du corps 

This, according to him, is the central theme of Val6ry's great poems. 

The question of Val^ry's philosophy, or rather, of whether or 

not Valery is Indeed a philosopher, has been the subject of much discus

sion. T. S. Eliot for one cannot or will not resolve the problem: 

". . . if he has a philosophy, that is to say a metaphysical system over 

and above his poetical system, then I do not know what that system is."'5 

Others are not so reluctant to take a stand on the issue. Ih his essay 

on the Cimetifere marin. Gustave Cohen, in Lawler's words, "reduces 

Val&ry's lyricism to an idiosyncratic 'philosophy of life' Edmund 

Wilson believes, characteristically, that what philosophy there is in 

Valery is something short of genuinely philosophical. He calls him "a 

sort of super-dilettante" who has some insight and talent but who "is 

just as likely, with groans of heavy labour, to unload a ponderous plat

itude."^® He expresses the wish that Valery "would either go farther 

with it or leave philosophy alone.Henri Peyre shows equal distaste 

62 of considering Valery a "poet-philosopher". However, some critics do 

not see any problem. For them Valery is first of all a poet, never 

57• Eigeldinger, Paul Valery . . . , p. 109* 

58. Cited by Scarfe. The Art . . . , p. 101. 

59* James Lawler, Form and Meaning in Valery's Cimetifere marin 
(Melbourne, 1959), pp» 2-3. 

60. Wilson, Axel's Castle, p. 69. 

61. Ibid. 

62. Henri Peyre, Paul Valery: Prose et Vers (Waltham, Mass., 
1968), p. xxxi. 
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truly a philosopher, never didactic.^ This opinion though seems to be 

held by a minority. Others, such as Fabureau^ and Doisy,^ for example, 

while still considering ValSry primarily as a poet, admit that there is 

a definite philosophical aspect to his verse* Louis Bolle believes that 

ValSry substitutes creation or "artistic construction" for philosophy.^ 

Most critics, however, find Valfiry a definitely philosophical 

poet. At least they prefer to dwell upon this aspect in their analyses 

of his poems. Alain, in his edition of Charmes, approaches the verse as 

that of a philosophical and metaphysical poet.^ Pierre-Jean Jouve dis

likes the cold, metaphysical nature of Vallry's poetry. He calls it a 

"capital sin" that Valery "has compelled poetry to become bed-fellow to 

68 
metaphysics." Marcel Raymond says, however, that Valery never truly 

poses problems of a metaphysical sort but that the nature of his inquiry 

into the relations of mind and body, the unconscious and consciousness, 

69 create that kind of atmosphere, one with "philosophical color." 7 

63. B&nol, Paul Valery, p. 395; Robert Monestier, ed. Charmes, 
yrScSdes d'extraits en prose relatifs & la po^tique de Vallry (Paris, 
1958), p. 15; Lawler, Form .... p. 3. 

64. Fabureau, Paul Valery ...» p. 10. 

65. Doisy, Paul Valery . . . , p. 14. 

66. Bolle, Paul Valery. pp. 13-14. 

67. Alain, ed., Charmes. pofemes de Paul Val&ry comment^s par 
Alain (Paris, 1928). 

68. Cited by Rhodes, Sewanee Review. XLI. 2 (April-September. 
1933). 290. 

69. Raymond, De Baudelaire . . . , p. 165» 
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Elsewhere Raymond treats ValSry primarily as a philosopher when studying 

70 his "ontological preoccupations.1" 

Monestier finds three basic elements to Val6ry*s personality 

which are due to his Mediterranean origin: Greek, Latin and Christian. 

The Greek is, he says, the more important, giving him his "philosophie 

toute rationnelle, apollonienne plut&t que dionysiaque, k la mesure de 

l'homme, £loignee du mysticisme aussi bien que du desespoir • • . . 

Thibaudet treats Valery as Bergsonian in his philosophy even though the 

poet was unaware of it himself.^ F. E. Sutcliffe holds a rather extreme 

view of Vallry. He says that he "voudrait qu'on le prlt pour un philo-

sophe, c'est entendu. Cela ne veut pas dire qu'il n'en fftt pas un."^ 

Ho then studies VaLSry's works by comparing him to and showing the in

fluence of such philosophers as Condillac, Maine da Biran and Hegel and 

pointing out what he sees as similarities with their ideas. Georges 

Cattaui also is concerned with Val&ry's apparent philosophical lineage. 

Val6ry, he says, "i. travers un Descartes assez Enigmatique et singulier 

s'apparenterait (sans doute & son insu) & la vieille lignee des illumi-

7 if. 
nistes arabes et baconiens." As if desirous of avoiding criticism of 

this sort, Vallry says: "Personnellement, je suis en matifcre philosoph-

ique un autodidacte. ... Quant & moi, je n'ai fait qu'essayer 

70. Raymond, Paul Val£ry . • . , p. ?• 

71* Monestier, Charmes . . • , p. 19. 

72. Albert Thibaudet, Paul Valery (Paris, 1923)* 

73» F. E. Sutcliffe, La Pensee de Valery (Paris, 1955)» P» 10. 

7^. Georges Cattaui, "L'Univers de Valery: Un illuminisme n£o-
pythagoricien" in Eigeldinger, Paul Valery • • • , pp. 123-24. 
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d'approfondir ce que j•appellerai mes problfcmes qui n'£taient point 

n^cessairement les problfemes traditionnels de la philosophic."^ 

Regardless of the degree of philosophical content of his poems, Henri 

Peyre believes that Valery's intelligence detracted from his gifts as 

artist and "verbal musician".^ 

Though the volume of Valery's writings is enormous, his verse 

constitutes a very small portion of it. The collection of twenty-one . 

poems entitled Charmes. which contains the poems treated in this study, 

first appeared in 1922, their definitive form being in the edition of 

1926. The individual poems were first published separately in various 

reviews * Written after the monumental poem La Jeune Parque, the poems 

of Charmes were simply intellectual "exercises" for Val^ry. The poems 

vary greatly in form and length. Int&rieur, for example, has only eight 

lines while the Fragments du Narcisse total 314 lines. The variety of 

form in the collection is noteworthy. Form is very important in Valery's 

poetics and nearly all regular forms of poetry have been employed in this 

collection. There are: three poems which are not divided into stanzas 

(Int£rieur. La Fausse morte in alexandrin verse, and Narcisse which 

mixes alexandrin with octosyllabic verse); five sonnets, each different 

in verse length (five, eight and twelve syllables) or rhyme scheme; one 

quatorzaln. La Ceinture. which appears to be a sort of irregular octo

syllabic sonnet; seven poems in quatrains of five, six, seven, eight or 

75* Cited by Fr£d5ric Lef&vre, Entretiens avec Paul Val£ry 
(Paris, 1926), p. 78. 

76. Peyre, Paul Val6ry . . . , p. ix. 
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twelve syllable verse; one poem composed of decasyllabic sizains; and 

four poems in dizains, two of seven syllable verse, two of octosyllables. 

Several critics have spoken of a relationship between Charmes 

and La Jeune Parque. Maurice B&mol, for example, calls Charmes "une 

premiere detente par rapport & 11idlal de po£sie formelle qui est celui 

de la Jeune Parque."7? James Lawler too sees a very close tie between 

La Jeune Parque and Charmes: "Chacun de ces ph&iomfenes mentaux suscit£s 

chez l'auteur de La Jeune Parque, nous pourrions l'illustrer en 

choisissant parmi les pieces de Charmes puisque Valery dans ce recueil 

mene & bien l'ambitieux projet de chanter tout le path£tique de la sen-

sibilite cr£atrice."^® Walzer feels it would be possible to present 

nearly all of the collection as being made of what was left over after 

the writing of La Jeune Parque. He adds that most of the themes of 

Charmes (death, sun, night, awareness, the ephemerality of things and 

beings, nihilism, the triumph of life, sleep, dream. Spring, the tree) 

79 are to be found in La Jeune Parque.' Alastair Thomson is not so pre

cise in stating the central theme of Charmes. He calls it simply "poetic 
Ort 

creation." This seems to be a widely held opinion on the subject 

though it is true only at one level of interpretation and for only some 

poems. Another critic, Hubert Fabureau, amplifies the view of Thomson 

somewhat, saying that Val£ry deliberately chose as the essential theme of 

77* Bemol, Paul Valery. p. U03» 

78. Lawler, Lecture . . . , p. 19. 

79* Walzer, La Poesie . . . , p. 238. 

80. Alastair W. Thomson, Val6ry (Edinburgh, 1965)* P* 60. 
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the collection "les tourments et les joies de 1*intelligence crlatrice 

en conflit avec elle-raSme, explorant la richesse de ses dons et triom-

phant des contraints du langage par la sQret£ de sa methode."®^ Marcel 

Doisy says though that the collection is "un ensemble de variations sur 

les principaux themes de la poesie val^ryenne, group^s autour du thfeme 

82 
central qu'est la conscience de soi." 

As has been seen above, most critics have focused their atten

tion on Valery the philosopher or the literary theorist. His poetics 

have been the subject of many exhaustive (and exhausting) studies by 

some very able critics such as Jean Hytier. Others prefer to examine 

the creative process involved in the production of Vallry's poetry. 

Again, his stated theory is as much the subject of criticism and exposi

tion as are the actual poems. Many studies content themselves with a 

biographical approach, relating, where possible, the poetry to the 

artist's personal history. This approach appears to be somewhat pre

mature for, as Val&ry himself says: "II sera blen temps de traiter de la 

vie, des amours et des opinions du pofete, de ses amis et ennemis, de sa 

naissance et de sa mort, quand nous aurons asses avane£ dans la con-

naissance poStique de son poeme."^ Some celebrated exegeses of Valery's 

poetry, such as Gustave Cohen's commentary of Le Cimeti&re marln and 

Alain's edition of Charmes. are really only quite impressionistic 

explanations of "meaning", often given in the form of periphrases. These 

81. Fabureau, Paul Valery • . . , p. 11. 

82. Doisy, Paul Valery . . . , p. 177* 

83. Cited by Laurent LeSage, The French New Criticism (University 
Park, Pa., 1967), p. 12. 
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explanations are meaningful, however, primarily to the critics them

selves. To be sure, there are many acceptable approaches to the study of 

a text. Val£ry himself admits the validity of phonetic, semantic and 

syntactical studies as well as those from the point of view of logic, 
Oh 

rhetoric, metrics and etymology. Val^ry's permissive attitude towards 

the varying interpretations of his poetry is well known.®'* 

In spite of the great quantity of material which seeks to 

"explain" Valery's poetry, there seems to be nearly a total neglect of 

one method of analysis. Previous studies have not concerned themselves 

with only the poems themselves but rely on much material external to the 

verse or go beyond the material presented in order to arrive at conclu

sions on the poet's intellectual and creative processes. One notable 

exception is Bernard Weinberg's admirable attempt to explicate the 

86 Cimetiere marin. What is lacking in previous studies is an effort to 

restrict the inquiry to just the material which is presented by the poem 

itself, in a search for organizing principles inherent in the structure 

of the poem. 

This study is an investigation, based on detailed analyses of 

only the material found in the poems, of the arrangement of images and 

metaphors of certain poems of Valery's Charmes. It is an attempt to 

determine the various groups or "families" into which the images fall. 

84. Paul Val6ry, Oeuvres. ed. Jean Hytier, I (Paris, 1957)» 1396. 

85. Cf. "Commentaires de Charmes." Oeuvres. I, 1507-12. 

86. Bernard Weinberg, "An Interrogation of Valery's 'Le Cimeti&re 
mar in'Romanic Review. XXXVUE (April, 1947), 133-58. 



The study will try to demonstrate that these groupings constitute coher

ent structures within the framework of the individual poems discussed* 

No attempt will be made to "classify" any particular poem as to meaning 

or style nor to compare it with poems of other poets. The purpose here 

is to determine the principles of construction of each of the poems 

treated insofar as their imagery is concerned. To arrive at such a goal, 

the meaning, or meanings, of each part (i.e., word, expression, image, 

metaphor) will be sought. These meanings will be determined by their 

relation to the poem as a whole. The goal will be to discover a "network 

87 
of meaning", to borrow an expression from Roland Barthes. This network 

is the fabric which covers the basic structure of the poem. The study 

will be made, as far as is practical, without reference to facts external 

to the poems. No attempt will be made to determine the poet's Intentions 
i 

or the process of the creative act. 

Immediately apparent in any careful reading of Val£ry's verse is 

the very definite visual basis of its imagery. In fact, comprehension 

of the poems is greatly aided if the reader can initially determine the 

point of view, taken in the most concrete sense of the expression, of 

the observer or narrator in the poem. Valery himself has commented on 

this aspect of his poetry as well as of poetry in general. For instance, 

in his explanation of the use of the verb picorer in Le Cimetifere marin. 

it is possible to see the importance of visual impressions in creating 

a literary image. He says: "Ce mot a scandalis£. Les marins disent 

d'un navire qui plonge de l'avant dans la lame, qu'il pique du nez. 

87* Roland Barthes, Critique et V&rite (Paris, 1966), p. 64. 
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L'image est analogue. Elle s1impose & qui a vu la chose."00 He states 

his ideas on the subject very specifically in the following passage: 

L'observation de 1'artiste peut atteindre une profondeur presque 
mystique. Les objets eclairds perdent leurs noms; ombres et 
clartes forment des systemes et des problfemes tout particuliers, 
qui ne reinvent d'aucune science, qui ne se rapportent Jl aucune 
pratique, mais qui resolvent tout leur existence et leur valeur 
de certains accords entre l'Sme /et] l'oeil ... »°9 

These words supply a clue to the internal structure (systfemes) of 

imagery in his poems. The passage cited suggests that a contrastive 

arrangement of light images or related ideas are basic to the structure 

involved. The importance of this concept will be seen in the discussion 

of each poem treated. Determination of the "physical" point of view for 

properly analyzing the poems is further substantiated by one of ValSry's 

definitions of a metaphor; "Une mataphore est ce qui arrive quand on 

regarde de telle faqon, comme un eternuement est ce qui arrive quand on 

regarde un soleil."^ Further support for the proposed method to be used 

in studying his poems is found in the preface he wrote to Alain's edition 

of Charmes; 

Tandis que le fond unique est exigible de la prose, c'est icl 
/in poetry7 la forme unique qui ordonne et survit. C'est le 
son, c'est le rythme, ce sont les rapprochements physiques des 
mots, leurs effets d'induction ou leurs influences mutuelles qui 
dominant, aux d£pens de leur propri£t6 de se consommer en un 
sens d^fini et certain.91 

It is, then, by means of examining the words of his poems in these 

88. Cited by Leffcvre, Entretiens . . . , p. 63. 

89. Vallry, Oeuvres. I, 1318-19. 

90. Ibid., p. 1453• His italics. 

91* Alain, Charmes . . . , p. 16 



relationships that definition of the structures must be sought. The 

existence of these structures is not due to chance for it results from 

Val£ry's attitude towards poetry. He refuses to accept "inspiration11 as 

the motive force for his verse: "J'aimerais infiniment mieux ecrlre en 

toute conscience et dans me enti&re lucidity quelque chose de faible, 

que d'enfanter & la favour d'une transe et hors de moi-m§rae un chef-

d'oeuvre d'entre les plus beaux."92 The conscious ordering of the 

elements of poetry is essential and basic to the very nature of his art 

for, as he says: "Ce qui est la 'forme* pour quiconque est le 'fond' 

pour moi."93 Order and structure was, according to Laurette, character

istic of Vallry's outlook from his early years: "D&s 1892, Valery 

rechercha dans toute substance une structure, dans tout ph&iomene un 

degrl de syraStrie."^ 

The particular interpretation given to the poems to be studied 

here is not proposed as the definitive answer to what the author "says" 

in them for "il n'y a pas de vrai sens d'un texte."95 The meanings 

given below are necessary to arrive at the goal described earlier, that 

of defining structures. Valery gives his permission, In effect, for any 

92* Cited by Walzer, La Polsie . . . , p. 171. 

93• Valery, Oeuvres, I, 1456. 

9^. Pierre Laurette, Le Thfeme de l'arbre chez Paul Valery 
(Paris, 1967), p. 112. 

95* Valery, Oeuvres, I, 1507* 
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such use of his works: "Uhe fois publi&e, un texte est comme un appareil 

dont chacun se peut servir sa guise et selon ses moyens ... ."96 

Since the method to be applied in this analysis deals primarily 

with the constituent elements of a poem, the quantity and variety of 

these elements determine to a degree its effectiveness. In La Pythie. 

for example, which has 130 lines, there are many "movements", many modi

fications of the expression of the central theme or of the various 

"tributary" metaphors and images* All of the poems in the collection 

Charmes could be subjected to this type of analysis with profit. The 

longer poems, however, because of the greater opportunity to develop 

their themes and imagery, provide the best examples of structuring. 

The poems treated here are Aurore, Au Platane, Cantique des colonnes. 

La Pythie. Le Ctmetifere marin, Le Rameur and Palme, which, it will be 

noted, are most of the longer poems of the collection. Aside from the 

consideration of length, it is felt that these poems are representative 

of the most common themes of Val^ry's poetry as well as of his use of 

imagery. All these poems deal in some respect with intellectual activ

ity or the development of consciousness. Aurore. for example, demon

strates the poet's concern with the question of the origins of 

intellectual activity and artistic creations. Cantique des colonnes 

treats a product of man's intelligence and is, in this respect, differ

ent from the other poems discussed. Even here though, the poet's use of 

imagery is similar to that in the other poems. In Au Platane , La Pythie 

and Palme, the poet deals specifically with artistic creation as well as 

96. Valery, Oeuvres. I, 150?. 
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the usual theme of man's dual nature* In Le Rameur the central idea 

appears to be, in addition to the latter theme, that of the inexorable 

passage of time and man's chance of escaping its influence. Most of 

these same themes appear again in Le Cimetifere marin which is, perhaps, 

Val&y's most "philosophical" poem. In the remaining poems of the 

collection perhaps only a single aspect of one of the items mentioned 

above is treated and usually- within a restricted range of expression. 

These facts in addition to material considerations relative to the 

preparation of this study determined the choice of the poems to be 

treated. 



CHAPTER 2 

AURORB 

In this poem the author uses dawn as a metaphor of the intellec

tual processes that take place within man's mind* There is an opposition 

established between the dark, chaotic state preceding the dawn and the 

order and full light of day. Expressed in terms of poetic creation, the 

poet is seen standing at the threshold between two states, between as yet 

formless concepts and the formal expression of them, which is the act of 

creation. Constituting also a commentary on the duality of man's nature, 

the poem treats the two sources of his knowledge and ideas: the exercise 

of the intellect alone on one hand and the world of the senses on the 

other. The difference between the two is reflected by the division of 

images into groups of contrastive pairs, intellectual qualities being 

associated primarily with images of height and light* 

In the first two lines the poet evokes the chaotic state of his 

thoughts prior to awakening. La confusion morose may be interpreted in 

several ways. Confusion, in its etymological sense of a melting together 

and mixing of elements, describes the disorder and lack of precision ' 

existing at this stage of consciousness. The word morose is also used in 

its Latin sense. It is a word of double origin, one source being mores 

and the other morosus from morare. "to stay" or "to delay". The former 

gives the more common meaning which implies here that the emotional 

state of the poet is related to this "confusion": he is sullen and 
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gloomy because of it. The latter source gives the meaning of "lingering" 

or "persistent", which suggests the difficulty the poet has in awakening. 

Line two says that not only is this condition over but there is also, in 

the word servait. the idea that this sommeil was not genuine, only a 

likeness of the real thing. This similitude of sleep dissipates with the 

coming of the sun, much as does the morning dew at that time. This sug

gestion is strengthened by the similarity of rose with ros£e. The idea, 

of falseness or artificiality is evoked again by apparence. The sun 

"appears" pink, a color which suggests ideas of newness and freshness as 

of the dawn. The position of apparence at the beginning of the line 

gives strength to this idea of illusion as well as stressing the majestic 

apparition of the sun in the sky. Line five interiorizes the imagery. 

Now the preceding lines may definitely be considered metaphors of a men

tal state as well as visual description. Ame means "thoughts" or "the 

intellectual process", "the development of consciousness". Its etymolog

ical meaning, coming from anima. suggests also the idea of life, the 

development of the self. The poet "advances", progresses in the develop

ment of this state of awareness. His enthusiasm is evident as he says he 

is ail£ de confiance, implying a lightness of spirit. 

In the next line the words premiere oraison serve a double pur

pose. First, by continuing the theme of morning, it is the morning 

prayer. But of greater significance is the meaning of oraison found in 

its etymon oratio, that of speech, language or eloquence, which will 

become one of the basic themes of the poem.. The next line begins with an 

expression often used by Val£ry with double meaning. A peine basically 

means "barely" but, recalling the secondary meaning of morose of line 
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one, "persistent", it may also mean "with difficulty41. This idea is also 

found in sables when the difficulty of walking in it (faire des pas) is 

considered. Sand evokes an imprecision of contour and a vagueness which 

would relate to the previous state of sleep or unconsciousness. In the 

last two lines the poet says he is progressing In the direction his 

reason has gone. This Implies perhaps that reason precedes action, the 

latter being personified by the je of the poem. It also suggests that he 

is growing in awareness and knowledge. 

With stanza two a new point of view begins. The poet, still in 

his internal world, addresses someone whom Walzer identifies as "meta

phors".* By the juxtaposition of Salut with raison of the previous 

stanza there seems to be some relationship implied between reason and the 

Similitudes amies greeted here. The latter, which Walzer calls "anal-

ogies entre les mots", are still asleep because, as will be seen, they 

are not yet precisely shaped in the poet's mind. That is, he is just 

waking up to them. Sourire indicates that the poet sees in these 

"forms'1̂  an agreeable or favorable aspect, which implies a successful 

future. Jumeaux, on the other hand, tempers this optimism somewhat. The 

idea of twins indicates that there is a duality in the nature of the 

Sourires, which have, however, a single source. The idea of duality 

appears also in the fact that language, alluded to in stanza one and 

1. Pierre-Olivier Walzer, La Polsie de Val&ry (Geneve, 1966), 
p. 247. 

2. Ibid. 

3. James Lawler, Lecture de ValSry: Une Itude de Charmes (Paris, 
1963), P. 32. 
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again at the end of line fourteen, is composed of two aspects, sound and 

meaning, which, however, do not combine to give a true expression of a 

concept, only a familiar likeness (similitudes amies). This dualism 

leads to confusion and vagueness, recalling that of stanza one, which is 

underscored by the next line. Similitudes, coming directly after 

.jumeaux, reinforces the idea of "likeness". The presence of the two words 

Similitudes and amies together implies that the amies, considering the 

word as a noun as well as an adjective, only seem to be that. These 

deceptive "potentialities" shine parmi les mots. If this is so they 

could not themselves be words as one critic asserts.^ They are more 

likely unverbalized concepts that the words themselves are unable to 

express. This is one of the implications of sourire. 

Brillez evokes light, and this, being associated with intellec

tual activity and awareness in general, strengthens the idea that these 

forms are intellectual concepts or even "correspondences" still not form

alized in the mind of the poet. The idea of intellectual activity evoked 

symbolically by brillez is continued through the rest of the stanza both 

by the theme of light and by the next image, the vacarme des abeilles. 

Vacarme evokes feverish activity and disorderly sound. The latter mean

ing recalls previous references to language. The image of the bees, a 

symbol of intellectual and creative activity as well as of eloquence,^ 

is a part of the next, that of picking the similitudes amies as one picks 

Robert Monestier, ed. Charmes, pr£c3d£s d'extraits en prose 
relatifs & la pogtique de Valery (Paris, 1958)* P» 31* 

5. Juan E. Cirlot, A Dictionary of Symbols, trans. Jack Sage, 
(New York, 1962), p. 198. 
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fruit from a tree. The bees swarming around the ripe fruit are perhaps 

symbolic of the creative energy and activity of the poet as he seizes the 

"analogies" presented by the similitudes as Monestier suggests.** It is 

to be noted, however, that this is only a projection. The poet is not 

yet acting but only contemplating the act and dreaming of his future 

creations. Pierre Benoist gives the most common interpretation of this 

passage by saying that "le pofete enthousiasm£ par la perspective de cette 

cueillette miraculeuse des idles, des mots et des rimes s'6lance sur son 

imaglnaire Ichelle de sole."? Hubert Fabureau sees this as the "image 
Q 

de la pensee qui s*organise et qui distingue d£j& la notion de choix."° 

The remainder of the stanza has a vertical orientation which is 

symbolically very important. The image is one of ascension and aspira

tion towards a height, surrounded here by images pertaining to light. 

The goal is the attainment of the source of light or, to other words, of 

complete awareness of the meaning of the similitudes amies. The poet is 

transcending his state of unconsciousness by climbing the ladder, though 

here only the first step is taken. The first rung of the ladder is 

described as tremblant which refers at once to the excitement and hesita

tion of the poet before such a portentous act, and also to the shimmering 

light reflected from this golden ladder. Dor£e indicates a close 

relationship between the ladder and the source of this light. Evaporle 

6. Monestier, Charmes . . . , p. 31. 

7. Pierre-FranQois Benoist, Les Essais de Paul Valery (pofemes et 
proses) (Paris, 196*0, P* 33 • 

8. Hubert Fabureau, Paul Val&ry: Poesies Cholsies (Paris, 1952), 
P. 33. 



of the next line fits into the vertical orientation of the imagery. The 

poet's prudence evaporates like the dew, rising as a vapor when the sun 

warms it* Concerning these lines, Walzer says that the poet's thought is 

making a choice between the metaphors (similitudes amies) for the words 

present themselves in great numbers (par corbeilles). He adds that the 

image of the ladder is used because the "esprit critique" (prudence) must 

assign to these words various degrees of propriety and "6prouver leur 

valeur associative et musicale avant de les faire entrer dans le pofeme."? 

In the last line d£.1& again indicates, as did & peine sorti and appar-

ence. that this is an action that is just beginning. The rest of this 

line strengthens this idea as the poet takes the first step up the lad

der. The use of the verb pose (rather than place, for example) accentu

ates the hesitancy and delicacy of the act. This is reinforced by the 

somewhat feminine image of the pied blanc. "White", suggesting innocence, 

newness, the unexperienced and untried, is a part of this pattern also. 

In the third stanza the poet comments on the beauty of the dawn 

but in relation to the croupes which are now becoming more distinct. The 

word croupe, "the ridge of a hill" and also "rump", forms a double image. 

The contours of the poet's mental landscape have now taken on human 

characteristics and a life of their own. They begin to tremble in the 

morning light (of. brillez and treniblant above). appears again 

here, once more strengthening the idea of an incipient action. The forms 

awaken in groups, an event interpreted by Lawler as a "merveilleux 6veil 

9» Walzer, Pofeie . . . , p. 247. 
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du langage par groupes de mots."*0 They "stretch out" as they awaken and 

if the forms are considered to be concepts* this is the first ordering of 

then in the process of thought. It is much the same as when words are 

placed together in groups stretching out in sentences to express 

thoughts* It is done in such a way that the poet has the impression that 

they were sleeping. This prepares the next stanza and again the idea of 

the false appearance of these forms is suggested. 

The brille of line twenty-five recalls the Brillez of line four

teen and continues the theme of the play of light. While one form 

shines, another yawns or, literally, opens its mouth as if to speak 

though no sound escapes as yet. The subject here is no longer all the 

forms, as indicated earlier by the plural references (ces croupes. 

Telles, l'une ... 1*autre) but only a single one. She allows her 

fingers to wander over the comb in a dreamlike state. The word 6garant 

also means "putting into a state of confusion". This is followed by 

vagues, "obscure", and evokes the light of dawn. In this word there is 

also the idea of "errant" or "vagabond" which complements 6garant. The 

paresseuse is still near the state of sleep, the "dream" here recalling 

the unreal or false appearance of this dawn. She is lazy because of the 

lethargy induced by her proximity to the dream, i.e., sleep, and because 

she is yet unproductive. 

The following metaphor in which she "chains the dream to the pre

mises of her voice" has been explained by critics in various ways. One 

interprets this to mean that "le travail nocturne se prolonge dans la 

10. Lawler, Lecture . . . , p. 33* 
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pens£e lucide."** Lawler's idea seems more just. He considers the 

premisses to be the "abstractions of language", and voix to be the phys-

12 ical reality of the language. The existence of only the premises, the 

first propositions of a syllogism; shows that she, a "concept", has not 

yet reached her conclusion. Again the incipient state is evoked. Her 

first premises are closely bound (enchalne) to the dream or the uncon

scious. The "voice" is equivalent to the formation of the concept (the 

paresseuse herself) into something which is expressed verbally. 

Suddenly the poet recognizes these forms and addresses them. 

They appear unhappy as well as still "wrinkled" from their sleep (mal 

dlrid£es). He applies three epithets to them. The first, mattresses de 

l'flme. is interpreted by Lawler as "les combinaisons de mots qu'il 

connait trop bien sous le nom d'id^es."^ The words maltresses and cour-

tisanes give the impression that it is a temporary relationship, one of 

convenience that may be quickly dissolved. This idea is strengthened by 

par ennui. It is, however, the poet, not the mistresses, who determines 

the permanency of their liaison. Tou.iours sages, "wise", as ideas ought 

to be, but also "faithful", they are the unchanging half of the relat

ionship. Undying concepts, they have never left him nor betrayed his 

"roof". This word means the poet's head, literally the home of these 

ideas* The intimacy of the relationship is stressed here by the similar

ity of tol and toit which is preceded by ton. This device is used again 

11. Monestier, Charmes . . . , p. 32. 

12. Lawler, Lecture . . . , p. 33» 

13. Ibid. 
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in line forty. The concept suggested by the word tolt has great signifi

cance for Valery since it appears In many other poems, most notable in 

Le Cimetifere marin« Its symbolism here is not as evident as in Le Cime-

tifere marin where it plays a vital role in the general structure of the 

poem. Even here though it has similar meaning, which is, according to 

Edouard Morot-Sir, "un peu le symbole de la realite." He adds that this 

lU word "est une part de sa vision du monde." The symbol will be examined 

more fully in the discussion of Le Cimetifere marin. 

The forms were never far away from the poet's consciousness and 

could have been summoned at a moment's notice if he had tried. They were 

like spiders busily spinning in the dark corners of his mind. Spiders 

are found usually in dark, uninhabited areas and imply long periods of 

disuse. As builders of intricate webs they are indicative of creative 

powers. These connotations are reinforced by secretes and tenebres. In 

the last line there is another play on the words toi and toit as earlier. 

The tenfebres de toi are an obvious metaphor of the unconscious. The 

spiders are characterized as "secret" because of their natural attributes 

and also because the poet was evidently unaware of their presence. The 

last half of this stanza is very similar in thought to that expressed in 

Palme, which originally formed the second half of this poem. The image 

is one of the slow, patient preparation for the creative act. Here, how

ever, the unconscious nature of this preparation is stressed. The image 

has been variously interpreted. For example, Jean-Luc Faivre believes 

that "ces 'secretes araignees' de l'Stre ont recouvert la reality du 

14. Lecture by Edouard Morot-Sir, Professor of French, The Univ
ersity of Arizona, November 5t 1969. 
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voile qu'elles ont tisse au cours de leur activity nocturne.11 This 

idea will be substantiated by stanza six. Alain, however, does little to 

clarify the matter by saying that "cette image si naturelle, i. I1instant 

du rjveil, quand les cils battant font des raies de lumifere sur toutes 

les choses, se trouve Stre aussi la plus exacte. Car une idle est tou

jour s un rapport tendu d'un point i un autre comme un fil."**' 

In the next stanza the metaphor of the spider is continued and 

developed fully. The "ideas" tell the poet of the great joys to come to 

him, asking if this wouldn't be enough to "disorient" him. The word Ivre 

gains in Importance and strength by its position as the re.jet of the pre

ceding line. Being ivre is, in effect, being without reason or reality. 

There is here, as earlier, a constant alternation between light and dark 

or, symbolically, between knowledge and ignorance and between conscious

ness and the unconscious. The poet is told that his joy will come from 

seeing "silken suns woven over his enigmas." These suns are symbolic of 

knowledge and, being made of silk, not an ordinary or "common" material, 

relate to the idea of the spider as a weaver of webs, by extension to 

cloth. The great number of these suns shining in the morning light sug

gests perhaps the image of dew drops sparkling on a spider web. These 

brilliant bits of knowledge coming out of the shadows of the unconscious 

are woven over his "enigmas". The word tissus. the past participle of 

the verb tistre. meaning "woven" or "mixed", can also be a noun meaning 

15. Jean-Luc Faivre, "Paul Val£ry et le th&me de la lumi&re," 
Les Lettres ronanes. XXI, 1 (February, 19^7), 18. 

16. Alain, ed. Charmes. pofemes de Paul Vallry commentes par 
Alain (Paris, 1928), p. 28. ' 



"cloths". As such it becomes part of the metaphor of the spiders' weav

ing* Enigmas here are symbolic of the mystery of man's unconscious where 

this activity takes place. The visual nature of this imagery is 

strengthened by line forty-five, "Regarde ce que nous fimes". The 

expression "sur tes abimes" recalls the earlier "Sur tes enigmes" and in 

this way equates the two nouns. The plural of the nouns alludes to the 

complexity and multiplicity of these hidden resources. Abimes is also 

related to the verticality inherent in the imagery of the second stanza. 

The word fils continues the imagery of weaving. These threads are pri-

mitifs, which is at once "basic" or "crude" and also the "first" of their 

kind. In the trap thus formed, "naked" nature is ensnared. That is to 

say, the complicated interweaving (trame) or relationships between the 

17 concepts, a "pr£cieux r^seau de correspondances," divests nature, or 

reality, of all that normally obscures man's vision of it. Nue could 

also be taken with the sense of primitifs: "young", "innocent", "in its 

pure form". T&iue, "thin" as of thread, modifies trame. the "woof" of 

woven cloth. Tremblants of the last line evokes the fragility and move

ment of a spider's web as it recalls the Echelon tremblant of the second 

stanza. Pr£paratifs again evokes the theme of incipient action. 

Now the poet speaks again, though not to the forms. The first 

line of the sixth stanza contains the last reference to the cloth meta

phor: "Leur toile spirituelle". This brings to mind the "toile d'arai-

gn£e", which is the web made of the "soie" secreted by the spider. 

Spirituelle suggests the "esprit", the mind and thought rather than 

17. Walzer, Po£sie . . . , p. 248. 



anything of a religious nature. What the forms have proposed, however, 

is inadequate. The poet destroys this "fabrication" that obscures his 

vision of reality and proceeds to discover it by a means other than 

intellection. Je la brise adds emphasis by coming at the beginning of 

the line, especially as it is separated from the rest of the line by a 

comma. This underscores the decisiveness of the action, which is really 

the first definite event of the poem and which brings us in time to the. 

present. 

The next image is similar to that found in Baudelaire's poem 

Correspondances: 

La Nature est un temple ou de vivants piliers 
Laissent parfois sortir de confuses paroles; 
L'homme y passe & travers des forets de symboles 
Qui l'observent avec des regards familiers.*® 

The poet searches in his unconscious (forSt) for the sources of his poem 

which are of a sensual rather than intellectual nature. The oracles are 

the concepts, derived from sensory impressions of reality, which will 

eventually become verbal expressions in his poems (chants). Just what 

form the oracles will take will be seen in the next stanza. Fabureau 

interprets this stanza differently from most critics. He appears to have 

turned the situation completely around, having the poet proceed from the 

unconscious as a source of ideas to the consciousness of the intellect: 

"Le pofcte se m£fie pour tant d'une inspiration qu1il n*a pu contr&ler. 

II refuse les dons gratuits de 1'inconscient et pretend trouver la source 

18. Charles Baudelaire, Les Fleurs du Mai, ed. Antoine Adam 
(Paris, 1961), p. 13. 
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de l'&noi lyrique dans la sensation organises par l'entendement."^ It 

is difficult to see how the lack of order inherent in the metaphor of a 

forest could represent sensation organises. The opposite appears to be 

true as the next stanza suggests. 

The poet's ideal is expressed by the word Etrel, which means here 

to exist as a sentient, physical body, receptive to the stimuli in his 

sensual universe as an ear is to sound. The fone, his being, is now 

becoming similar to (s'appareille i) the highest degree of this desire to 

"be". The poet is still just on the verge of making his great step as he 

was when he placed his foot on the first rung of the ladder. The rest of 

the stanza continues this idea with tremble and fr&nissement recalling 

tremblant. The verbal nature of the situation is once more suggested by 

the proximity of the verb s'ecoute and Universelle oreille. This is also 

evident in the image of his being almost able to seize this movement with 

his lfevre (to express it with words) just as the ideas earlier had 

trapped la nature nue in a conceptual net. 

Now the poet continues with imagery of the type introduced 

earlier by forSt. In the seventh stanza most of the images are vegetal. 

The forest itself is strongly evoked in the first line by vignes omb-

reuses. The shadows are characteristic of the forest as well as of the 

unconscious. The vines relate to the theme of entrapment in the image of 

the spider's web. The berceaux are indicative, again, of a beginning 

stage. The shadows of the unconscious are the birthplace of the poet's 

hasards. This is an expression of the idea of the element of chance in 

19* Fabureau, Paul Val£ry • . . , p. 3^* 



the ordering of words in a poem and even in the acquisition of concepts 

(cf. La Pythie. stanza seventeen)* The poet himself explains the word 

hasard in lines sixty-three and sixty-four. The multiplicity of sensory 

impressions he receives is the cause for the great amount of chance. In 

discounting the role of inspiration in his poetry, Val6ry says: "Je 

n'invoque que ce hasard qui fait le fond de tous les esprits; et puis, un 
pA 

travail opinlitre qui est contre ce hasard mime." The aural imagery of 

the preceding stanza has again become visual here. The number of images 

or impressions of reality he receives is so great that no matter where he 

looks he sees different ones. This expression also has some similarity 

to the passage cited from Baudelaire's Correspondances. These images are 

the oracles of the poet. They are enumerated now. Each is vegetal and 

builds on the metaphor started by foret. It should be noted also that 

most of the words in the remainder of the stanza are of a sensual nature. 

Feuille is obviously related to the vines and the forest. The source 

continues the idea of the origin of life introduced by berceaux and is 

used at the same time in a literal sense. The latter is continued by 

boire. which indicates a source of nourishment. The frfele bruit is the 

"perishable", "fleeting" sound of the "soul" referred to at the end of 

the last stanza. Everything the poet experiences is as nourishing as the 

pulp of a fruit. Pierre Benoist thinks the word pulpe means that "la 

chair est in^puisable". In addition to this, he believes that the word 

calice is a metaphor of an "idea".21 Both interpretations seem 

20. Cited by Walzer, Po£sie . . . , pp. 171-72. His italics. 

21. Benoist, Ess^is^ . . • , p. 137* 



unwarranted as will be shown later* Even the seed, the very center of 

the stone of the fruit, its most profound part, is a "source" to the 

poet. We see, however, that it is not a question of "ripe" fruit. It is 

the promise of the "calyx" of the unripe fruit that attracts him and asks 

him to wait for the maturation of what is inside this protective cover

ing. This is another indication that all is yet to happen. Calice means 

also "chalice", the sacred vessel which holds wine symbolizing the blood 

of Christ. The use of the word suggests then that the calyx is an object 

of reverence, holding as it were the "blood", the sustenance of the poet. 

It is apparent also that, since the poet must wait for the fruit, it is 

not to be immediately grasped or conceived. It is the product of a 

period of maturation. This idea will serve as the main theme of Palme. 

Finally, this image recalls the projected picking of the fruit of the 

second stanza. 

The next stanza exposes the common idea of creation being a pain

ful sacrifice for the poet. The tone here contrasts sharply with that of 

the preceding stanza. After the joyful contemplation of the ideal fruit, 

the poet sees that they have thorns and that gathering them will cause 

him pain. But, as in L'Abeille. this rude awakening into consciousness 

is sought after even if it causes suffering. These ideas are not to be 

had easily. They must be torn away violently. The tone of rapines sets 

mood for the whole stanza. They are called id£ales not because they are 

perfect but because they are of "ideas" and exist only as images in the 

mind. The verb veulent does not personify the rapines but indicates that 

it is not In their nature that one can be sure of them. This is similar 

to the idea expressed by the previous images of multiplicity. The rest 



of the stanza is somewhat sensual in nature* This aspect begins with 

ravir un monde, a forceful expression which means to obtain knowledge 

from the unconscious, the "other world" of man's mind. It is not simply 

22 the conquering of the world of poetry as Walzer suggests. This act of 

ravishment does not affect the object (monde) as much as the ravisher 

since it is his own unconscious he is violating. In line seventy-eight 

the wound is characterized as f£cond and thus the sensual aspect of the 

imagery is strengthened. After evoking the "deep wound" and the act of 

ravishing, the idea of fecundating completes the image of a sexual union. 

The eighth line of this stanza tells us more certainly that it is from 

within himself that the poet takes his plunder. His own blood, again the 

source of life, is shed. It is this very blood which proves that the 

fruits of his labor are his. Each person sees things in his own partic

ular way (cf. stanza seven). These images, coming from the poet's own 

unconscious, are "his" reality and there can be no final interpretation 

of them. 

The final stanza ends the poem on a calmer note. Now that the 

poet is the vrai possesseur of this knowledge, the basin, which earlier 

he had no knowledge of or, literally here, which could not be seen 

(invisible), has now become clear (transparence) in its significance. 

He can now see his creative potential because he is aware of the oper

ation of the unconscious. The basin, representing the potential of the 

unconscious, is the source and reservoir of his ideas which will even

tually become his creations. The basin was invisible because of the 

22. Walzer, Pofeie . . . , p. 249. 



difficulty he had in conceiving its existence. On the surface is the 

object of the poet's waiting, his "Hope". This recalls the theme of 

waiting in stanza seven and also that in Palme. James Lawler, in stating 

that the poet "a decouvert une forme significative en suivant le langage 

de sa propre sensibilite,"^ seems to have overlooked the fact that the 

discovery has not yet been made, that one of the main themes here is one 

of awaiting a future event. The word esperance clearly indicates this.. 

The expression temps vague is another reference to the unconscious. It 

describes the ill-defined, confused world of the unconscious where time 

has no real meaning or importance. It is thus related to the earlier 

ideas of waiting indefinitely for the "fruit" of the unconscious to 

ripen. Another meaning of vague, coming from the Latin vacuus, expresses 

the "empty", apparently uneventful stretch of time in the unconscious. 

It is into this smooth surface of time that the poet's Esperance "cuts!1. 

She makes a disturbance on this previously calm and undistvirbed pool. 

It is important to note here that all movement in this stanza 

appears to rise from below to the surface. In line eighty-four the 

Esperance is "carried" by the water; in line eighty-six the wave created 

by her is "lifted" from beneath (soulfeve). This is the same vertical 

orientation noted in stanza two and elsewhere. Here it is indicative of 

the movement of concepts out of the unconscious into the world of the 

intellect. But the final step has yet to be taken since the poet's Hope 

still floats half submerged in the waters of the unconscious. The Hope 

is now fully personified and part of the poet, for he can now share in 

23* Lawler, Lecture . . • , p. 36. 
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her feelings as she (and he) senses the infinite resources of the depths 

of the unconscious. Sous l'onde and profondeur add to the impression of., 

vertical orientation. The poet's Hope trembles, recalling a similar 

reaction of excitement and anticipation in stanzas two and six. Not all 

critics agree on the significance of this last stanza, which is generally 

conceded to be allegorical. Benoist considers every element here to be 

allegorical, the Esp^rance being the "gestation of the work." However, 

his interpretation of the last three lines does not agree with most other 

critics. He says this all indicates that "l*&me du pofcte est insondable 

et sa surface est pure."^ It seems obvious, however, that, though the 

poet has not "fathomed" all the depths of his unconscious, he has managed 

to become aware of its operation and importance. The surface is no 

longer "pure" because his Hope is now creating waves on it as the poem 

clearly states. 

When all the images and metaphors of the poem have been analyzed 

they may be easily divided into groups, each group relating to a partic

ular metaphor. There are perhaps a dozen divisions to be made among 

these metaphors. Most are in the form of "oppositions" or "antitheses". 

The remainder are either intermediate states or are related to some of 

the basic oppositions. 

The first of these subdivisions to appear is "disorder" versus 

"order". Disorder is inherent in confusion and in many succeeding words 

such as vagues, 6niftmes, and for£t. The idea of order, first found in 

Zk. Benoist, Essais . . . , p. 159* 

25. Ibid. 



the word raison, Is not as evident as disorder since the latter is the 

focal point of the poem. Another expression of order is found at the end 

of the third stanza: "La paresseuse 1'enchaine / Aux premisses de sa 

voix." The opposition "sleep versus wakefulness", related to the opposi

tion just mentioned, is the main antithesis of the first three stanzas. 

Many words contributing to one opposing set of ideas may also be part of 

another. Confusion appears again here followed closely by sommeil. 

Endormies, semblaient, dormir, bSille, £garant, vagues, songes and 

paresseuse complete the "sleep" part of the opposition. The repeated 

allusions to dreams are also part of this contrast. 

Wakefulness or awakening is inherent in the metaphor of the dawn 

itself. It is also evidenced by the fact that the poet is looking back 

at the period of sleep at the beginning of the poem. The stress here is 

on the difference between his present state and that which preceded it. 

There is another opposition here between the "intellectual" and the 

"sensory". The former predominates in the first part of the poem and is 

personified by the Id&es, the mistresses of the poet's mind. However, 

the poet breaks with them at the beginning of stanza six. Instead of 

relying purely on intellection, he turns to the world of sensory percep

tion as the source of his mental activity for "ce qu'il y a de plus pro-

fond dans l'homme, c'est la peau." The sensual and erotic aspects of 

the imagery in stanzas seven and eight illustrate this fact well. There 

is also an opposition between "concepts" and the "expression" of them. 

The imagery relating to the "forms", as in stanzas three through six, has 

26. Paul Val£ry, L'Idee fixe ou Deux hommes & la mer (Paris, 
1966), p. 63. 
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no relation to their expression. They remain only unformed ideas relat

ing to reality (pr^paratifs)* Expression of them seems difficult, if not 

impossible, for the metaphors of language suggest an element of false-
\ 

ness. This is often implied by the proximity of these ideas as in 

stanza one. 

It has been noted that much of the imagery in this poem has a 

vertical orientation. This suggests another important opposition: depth 

versus altitude. The images mentioning shadows (tlnfebres de toi, de 

l1ombre issus) and the words ablmes. sous l'onde and profondeur all 

evoke the idea of depth. In opposition to this there is the image of the 

ladder in stanza two and various other images related to this idea. The 

contrast of depth and altitude corresponds exactly to the contrast bet

ween dark and light, which is perhaps the most important one in the poem. 

Darkness is always "below" while the light is always "above". The sun is 

the highest point, towards which the poet aspires as the metaphor of the 

ladder indicates. In stanza five there is a very obvious opposition of 

the light and dark, closely related to that of altitude and depth. 

There are two other categories which are not in opposition but 

which indicate the intermediate state of the poet. The first is that of 

"incipient action". This is evident in many expression in the poem such 

as premiere oraison, 1'aurore commence, pr^paratifs, vais cherchant and 

oracles. to mention a few. The tone of the entire poem is that of a 

"waiting". The last metaphor is that of the poet's hope emerging from 

his inner depths. The word esp£rance implies a future event. The eighth 

stanza of Cimetifere marin gives a very concise statement of this aspect 
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of the poem and perhaps of the entire poem: 

0 pour moi seul, & moi seul, en moi-mSme, 
Aupr&s d'un coeur, aux sources du poferae, 
Entre le vide et l'evenement pur, 
J*attends l'6cho de ma grandeur interne, 
Asnb re, sombre et son ore citerne, 
Sonnant dans l'fime un creux toujours futurl 

The last division contains images relating to transitional move

ment* The poet is moving from an earlier state of "sleep" to one of ac

tivity but, as the last stanza demonstrates, his "activity" is still 

only a hope. The first image expressing this is the dissipation of the 

poet's confusion in stanza one and his walking out of the sand. One of 

the more obvious images of this type is his first step onto the ladder, 

which he will climb up and out of this intermediate stage. A later 

expression of this is in vais cherchant and finally in his approach to 

the basin and the appearance of the Esp&rance. 

Lawler considers this poem to be "une esp&ce de p&Lerinage 

chevaleresque de 1'esprit, une quSte de l'Sme et du corps, du moi qui 

s'observe.Monestier is more precise in saying that the poem treats 

28 
the "thfeme de la naissance de l'oeuvre," though in place of "naissance" 

the word "source" might be more appropriate. For Walzer the poem is "une 

manifere d' 'art po£tique' ott se trouvent enoncls ... des vues ordonn&es 

sur la psychologie et stir l'£thique du po&te cr^ateur."^ The oppositions 

mentioned above can easily be interpreted as the opposition within man 

27• Lawler, Lecture . . . , p. 37 • 

28. Monestier, Charmes . . . , p. 16. 

29. Walzer, Po£sie • • • , p. 252. 



of his Intellectual and physical natures, of his consciousness to his 

unconscious* The poet has reached a stage of awareness that permits him 

to see the significance and function of the unconscious as well as the 

capabilities and limitations of consciousness* For Val6ry the dawn 

creates "un 6 tat proche de la stupeur, point singulier et initial de la 

connaissance."3° 

30. Paul Val6ry, cited by Faivre, Les Lettres romanes. XXI, 1 
(February, 196?), 11-12. 



CHAPTER 3 

AJJ P1ATANE 

This poem, unlike the preceding one, has its point of departure 

in the consideration of a specific object. This object, the plane tree, 

will become representative of a certain state of mind or attitude towards 

life in general for the poet. The poet, physically passive within the 

framework of the poem, contemplates the tree tossed about by the wind, 

and addresses to it the thoughts that its sight inspires. The poet 

expresses here both the changing physical images of the tree and the 

mental images suggested by them. This is the same technique used in 

Aurore and, as will be seen, in the other poems to be studied. With the 

contemplation of the external aspects of the tree the poet mixes the 

evocation of the unseen parts of it and its relation to the earth. The 

basic idea of the first four stanzas is that of restraint versus the 

impossible desire to leave. The metaphor is expanded then to show that 

this condition is not unique but shared by all other "living beings" 

similar to the plane tree. This aspect is elaborated at some length 

through stanza ten but we are forcefully brought back to our original 

object of study in stanza eleven. In the following lines the poet begins 

to show that, not only is the plane tree symbolic of something for him, 

possibly of man's condition in life, but that he also expects something 

from the tree itself. Through violent and varied images the poet 

expresses his wish that the tree release some mysterious secret it holds 



locked within itself. Finally, and forcefully, the poet receives an 

answer but one which is unexpected. The majesty of the tree, and with it 

the possibility of its serving as oracle for the poet, is reduced to the 

most insignificant level in the universal scheme of things. The message 

of the last stanza is that the poet is to look to himself for what he 

seeks rather than harbor any hope that the indifference of the universe 

would make an exception for him or for any creature. 

The tree is anthropomorphized by the very first words of the 

poem. It is seen bent by the wind but this attitude is expressed as 

though it were an act of the tree itself. The first image encountered is 

one of innocence. The form and color of the tree suggest to the mind of 

the poet the image of a young Scythian. The Scythians were a nomadic 

people which makes the comparison somewhat ironic. It also establishes 

one of the fundamental tensions of the poem: mobility (or the desire of 

it) versus immobility. The adjective blanc, adding to the idea of inno

cence or purity suggested by nu, seems incorrect when applied to the 

plane tree since its trunk is dark. Many critics, such as Alain, Lawler, 

Laurette, Walzer and Fabureau, chose to ignore the discrepancy altogether. 

Monestier says only that "le tronc du platane est lisse et claire, comme 

le corps de ces Scythes dont la blancheur 6tonnait les Grecs bronzes par 

le soleil."* Austin says, however, that the plane trees in Aix-en-

Provence have trunks which shine with a kind of matt sheen: "This comes 

out towards our eyes from the shade and the greenery, and is paradoxi

cally all the whiter for not being what one normally envisages as 

1. Robert Monestier, ed. Charmes, pr£c£d£s d*extraits en prose 
relatifs 3i la poltique de Val^ry (Paris, 1958)• P» 35* 
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white."^ Noteworthy here also are symbolic color correspondences in 

relation to the tree in general. Cirlot finds three, each for a partic

ular part of the tree. The roots are related to the color black, the 

trunk to white and the foliage to red.3 The latter color appears here 

as gold or yellow. As will be seen, this color distribution will be 

followed closely throughout the poem. 

In the third line candeur suggests whiteness again as well as 

continuing the idea of innocence, purity and naivet^. In the last two 

lines, however, a negative note is added, creating an opposition to the 

first half of the stanza. Another character enters the scene actively. 

It prevents any movement by the tree, which is personified again by the 

word pied. This word also strengthens the contrast here by implying 

walking but being immediately followed by retenu. It is not clear what 

prompts Benoist to say that the poet is accusing the tree of naivetl 

here, for allowing itself to.be held by the earth in this manner.^" In 

this first stanza most of the essential metaphorical and symbolic ele

ments of the poem are presented. There is an innocent and pure spirit 

who wants to be free. This purity (candeur) of the being is restrained 

and kept from growing by the very situation or place in which it finds 

itself. These ideas will be repeated and expanded in the next three 

stanzas. 

2. Lloyd J. Austin, "The Negative Plane Tree," L*Esprit createur, 
IV, 1 (1964), 9. 

3. Juan E. Cirlot, A Dictionary of Symbols, trans. Jack Sage 
(New York, 1962), p. 133-

4. Pierre-Fran<jois Benoist, Les Essais de Paul Val&ry (pofemes et 
proses) (Paris, 1964), p. 62. 



The second stanza begins with a mixture of images that are both 

visual and auditory in nature. Ombre, a word which evokes the actual 

shadow made by the tree or the darkness of its foliage, has the impor

tant secondary meaning of "spirit". The auditory half of the image 

obviously relates to the sound created by the movement of the leaves in 

the wind and also evokes the repetition of these sounds as the tree sways 

back and forth. Vallry's word azur does not have the same meaning and 

connotations it did for Mallarme. Here it is basically a synonym for the 

sky. By extension, as Albert Henri says, it means also "ciel parcouru 

par les vents, atmosphere en mouvement."̂  For Valery, says Faivre, the 

word is above all warmth, splendor, illumination and carnal richness; it 

is gold. He sees its attributes as the same as those of the sun, 

Vallry's "true god" 

The verb emporter evokes here the illusion of the movement of the 

tree. Looking up the length of the trunk at the moving clouds, the tree 

itself seems to be moving. The antithesis in this line between s'emporte 

and s1apaise evokes the swaying motion of the tree. The earth is anthro

pomorphized here as the tree was in stanza one. Noire corresponds to the 

roots as seen above, and also to the earth itself. The intimate rela

tionship of the tree to the earth (fange), the source and origin of its 

life, is expressed by mfere and natal. The latter word and pur imply 

again the innocence and newness suggested in the first stanza. Fange 

5» Albert Henri, Langage et poesie chez Paul Valery (Paris, 
1952), p. 101. 

6» Jean-Luc Faivre, "Paul Valery et le thfcme d.e la lumi&re," 
Les Lettres romanes, XXI, 2 (May, 1967), 104. 



connotes a certain moral impurity in contrast to the purity of the tree 

as well as being specifically the restraining force (pfese) of the site. 

As much as the wind torments the tree, it expects nothing from it 

according to the poet. The imagery of the preceding stanzas is continued 

here also. The noire mfere is la terre tendre et sombre; ombre, repeated 

in line twelve, is also front: azur appears in one of its other aspects 

^ -*-es vents. It is interesting to note here that the word pied occurs, 

at the end of the third line of stanzas one and two as does a related 

word, pas, at the end of the third line of the third stanza. This under

lines the similarity of the structure of these stanzas: the first part of 

each is concerned with movement, light and freedom while the last part 

presents the negative of this. S'£merveiller is used here as a synonym 

of voyager, perhaps because the tree would "marvel" at its new experi

ences if it could travel. Stanza four is arranged in essentially the 

same manner but with something new added. The author tells us that at 

least one means of escape is possible but it is only upwards towards the 

light. Again he strengthens the contrast between light and dark, high 

and low and definitely establishes the vertical orientation of the 

imagery. 

It is only the uppermost branches of the tree that will have any 

movement. This part of the tree is called degr^s because of the "steps" 

of the tree1s growth, each year gaining in height and also, perhaps, 

because of the altitude of the tree, the "angle" of elevation from the 

poet's point of view. These degres are luminous because they are the 

only part fully exposed to the light of the sun. It is the sap that 
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"raises" the tree to these heights* Both the verb exalte and the pre

vious degr^s underscore the ascensional nature of the imagery* 

Candeur was earlier an attribute of the tree but now it has 

become a synonym for it. The greater violence of the struggle of the 

tree is expressed by the words rompre and noeuds» The latter is impor

tant here, referring primarily to the knotted roots binding the tree to 

the earth. The ideas of infinity and restraint are evoked by l'eternelle 

halte* The idea of "eternal" applied to the roots alludes also to the 

fact that their knot can never be broken because it is by means of these 

roots that the tree receives its nourishment and therefore its life. It 

will be eternally and closely tied to the earth by these necessary bonds. 

Without them there would be only the eternity of death. 

In the fifth stanza a new attitude is introduced. Our attention, 

as well as the tree's, is directed to other objects. Now it becomes 

clear that the tree is not alone in its plight. This impossible situa

tion is shared with other creatures. These others will never be known 

directly, as pressens implies, since all are held firmly in place, sep

arated from each other eternally. They too are bound to the earth by the 

hydre v£nJrable. This metaphor has provoked a variety of interpretations, 

some of which seem to overlook the obvious visual image presented by the 

tree roots* Walzer and Monestier see the hydra as a metaphor of the 

earth.? The latter says also that "le mot /hydre/ semble evoquer & la 

fois l'eau (sens £tymologique), c'est-&-dire le sol humide oil plongent 

les racines et aussi la cruaut£ d'une sorte de monstre (telle l'hydre de 

7* Pierre-Olivier Walzer, La Po£sie de Val6ry (Genfeve, 1966), 
p. 25^; Monestier, Charmes ... , p* 36* 
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Lerne), qui condaume l'arbre & l'lternelle halte." Alain, however, 

finds that the hydra is an indication of the only common link between the 

plane tree and the others: the water circulating in the earth.^ Fabureau 

also sees only the water symbolism.The ideas of Monestier concerning 

the etymological meaning and the suggestion of crualty are certainly 

present in the metaphor but the hydra represents basically neither water 

nor the earth in this context. It is simply the visual image of the 

tangle of the roots that gives rise to this metaphor. The other attri

butes mentioned are secondary. Val£ry himself describes the roots of a 

tree in just this way in Dialogue de l'Arbre.^ 

The word v£n5rable applied to the hydra is not a "weakness im-

12 posed by the necessity of rhyme" as Lauretta asserts. This particular 

hydra is not entirely iniquitous and dreadful. It is without doubt a 

very necessary and integral part of the tree. It is not external to the 

tree but a restraint born with it. It is the means of nourishment and 

life (cf. lines fifteen-sixteen) and as such is a sacred object. Now the 

poet describes again this condition common to all the trees. We see that 

it is not peculiar to the plane tree alone but shared by all varieties. 

8. Monestier, Charmes . . . , p. 36. 

9» Alain, ed. Charmes, pofemes de Paul Valery comment^s par Alain 
(Paris, 1928), p. 38. 

10. Hubert Fabureau, Paul Valery: Poesies Choisies (Paris, 1952), 
p. 36. 

11. Paul Vallry, Oeuvres. ed, Jean Hytier, II (Paris, 1957)# 180-
181. 

12. Pierre Laurette, Le Thfeme de l'arbre chez Paul Val&ry (Paris, 
1967), p. 38. 



The first two lines of stanza six recall a similar image in Le Cimetlfere 

marin; "Un peuple vague aux racines des arbres" (line eighty-three). The 

lines of Au Platane. as do those of Le Cimetifere marin. evoke strongly 

the desintegration of matter and its return to the earth after death. The 

earth is again equated with the negative side of the situation, here 

because the domain of the dead is the earth and it is the earth that 

seizes the pieds echevel£s of the tree—an unexpected combination of 

words which translates very well the visual impression presented by the 

tangled roots of a tree. 

Though the trees are fixed in one spot, unable to move, they are 

aware of (sentent) some movement related to themselves: the loss of their 

blooms, the flowers that flee them. They know also the movement of their 

seed which slowly descends to the earth. The isolation and the irremedi

able situation of the tree are emphasized by the loss of its own flowers 

and seed while the tree must remain tied down by the substance responsi

ble for its life. The description of the descent of the seed is made by 

means of an unusual combination of words. The adjective l£ger would usu

ally be applied to such objects as leaves, flower petals or the winged 

seed but here it modifies cours. 

Still considering the other trees sharing the fate of the plane 

tree, the poet mentions two whose names also can be taken as character

istics of the trees. The tremble pur, "aspen", evokes the movement of 

the tree in the wind and recalls the references to innocence and purity 

of the earlier stanzas. The charme. "hornbeam" or "yoke elm", evokes 

perhaps the state of mind, the "spell" induced in the poet who is con

templating the scene. He mentions the hStre whose trunk is shaped so 



that it seems to be formed of four young women. There is a passage in 

Val^ry's Cahiers which might serve as an explanation of this image: 

"Zurich. HStre divin du Muraltengut oil v£ritablement une figure divine 

se degage du tronc, et puis s'y rengage. Hanche, ventre, aisselle et 

bras qui s'amincit et s'allonge jusqu'au ciel, et la matifcre de cette 

£corce lisse: petits plis vraiment de peau."*3 The similarity of hStre 

and Stre is not to be neglected as it restates the poet's attitude toward 

the tree as a sentient being. James Lawler considers the references to 

these trees as a "direct evocation of ideal beauty. 

The movement of the branches in the wind now gives the poet the 

impression that the trees are fighting ceaselessly. He interpretes this 

as the struggle to gain access to the sky (in opposition to the earth) 

which, however, is eternally unattainable. This movement of branches is 

also interpreted as that of oars, playing on the similarity of rame, 

"oar", and rameau, "branch". The oars suggest action but they are use

less to the trees (Vitus en vain) since, as we have seen, no real move

ment is possible in spite of the effort they seem to expend. 

The eighth stanza takes up once more the theme of isolation. 

Though the trees live apart they all regret it. The falling of their 

leaves and their mixing on the ground is seen as the crying of the trees. 

The word confondus has also some of the meaning it had in stanza six 

where it was relative to an image of death. The falling of leaves is a 

sign of Fall, the "death" of the year. The seule absence of line thirty 

13* Cited by Austin, L1Esprit Cr£ateur, p. 8. 

1U. James R. Lawler, "An Ironic Elegy, Val&y's 'Au Platane'," 
French Review. XXXVI (1962/1963), 3^5. 



indicates that this absence is shared by and is the same for all of the 

trees* Each is absent from the other in the same way, for the same 

reasons. Alain feels called upon to give a metaphysical commentary on 

the word absence here^-5 but it seems hardly necessary. 

The rest of this stanza says that the trees are born with 

"members" but are never able to use them. These members are at once 

those of each individual tree (the branches) and also the members of one 

tree in relation to the others. It is a restatement of the separation of 

the trees from one another. Argent recalls the white trunk spoken of in 

the first stanza. There is also an erotic implication in line thirty-one 

that will be amplified in the following stanzas. This condition of iso

lation was imposed upon the trees from the day they took root in the 

earth. 

The trees, their heads (fronts) raised toward the evening sky, 

express their most fervent desire to escape from their immobility. The 

sens oils nature of their desire is obvious as it rises to the goddess of 

love and beauty, Aphrodite. This desire of the trees is for mobility and 

union with the others. The introduction of the virgin at line thirty-

five, which no critic seems to fit directly into the structure of the 

poem, serves the purpose of creating a strong contrast between a being 

who does have hope of realizing her desires and the tree who has none. 

For the moment she is in a situation somewhat similar to that of the tree 

and they share the same characteristics, both are virgin, innocent and 

pure. Somehow the tree communicates its emotion to the virgin seated in 

15* Alain, Charmes . . . , pp. 38-40. 



its shadow. She is chaude because of the nature of the desire and 

"shameful" because it represents the end of her state of purity. The 

emergence of this desire in her is a surprise but it is also a very 

integral part of her being (appartenir). This, however, is all in the 

future (presage). In all innocence she looks to this future where she 

expects to find fulfillment of her desires. The sensual nature of the 

emotions is underscored by the words tendre, chair and earlier by vierge 

and chaude de honte. This entire situation is caused by and shared by 

the tree but it is only the virgin who is capable of realizing her 

desires. This is made evident by the beginning of stanza eleven, which 

begins the third movement of the poem. This apostrophe to the plane 

tree continues through two stanzas before arriving at the purpose of the 

exhortation. 

The first line is explained by the second. The branches (bras) 

of the plane tree are raised upward, "plunged" into the golden light of 

the sky. It is for this reason that they are more pure than the arms of 

animals, which are always pointed down towards the earth and darkness. 

Once more interpreting the visual image presented by the tree, the poet 

sees in its contortions caused by the wind the same haunting forms he 

finds in his dreams. The tree in the light of day gives physical expres

sion to (formes) the evils which are only haunting dreams in sleep. 

There are various other interpretations of these last lines, none of 

which seem satisfactory. Fabureau paraphrases them by saying: "Toi, 

platane, aux bras feuillus et dor£s, tu £voques parfois des visages 
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humains, dont 1'image vient obslder nos nuits."*^ He seems to have taken 

fantSme quite literally. Benoist says the lamentations of the tree sug

gest to man his own suffering.^ Lawler's ideas are similar but he is 

more specific. To him the tree is fighting with "the angel of darkness", 

18 
with his own destiny, that which man finds in his sleep. 

Continuing the description of the tree tossed about by the wind, 

the poet calls it a trouble fier. The agitation (trouble) of the leaves 

and branches is once more given human characteristics by the word fier. 

An indication of the season and of the location is given through the word 

tramontane, the term used for the cold north wind in Languedoc. In the 

forty-seventh line are several indications that winter is near. The tree 

top is a comble d'or, the golden leaves of Autumn in the golden sunlight 

and azur sky of early Winter. Azur is, again, both the color of the sky 

and the wind in it. Sonne at the beginning of line forty-seven is the 

first of several references to sound. By its position in the line it has 

added importance. The tree is now described as an instrument on which 

the wind will play. The harpes of line forty-eight are the uppermost 

branches and leaves of the tree, the comble of the preceding line. 

Finally the poet tells what he wants of the tree. It must complain aloud 

as it struggles and give forth the sound that the wind seems to be de

manding of it. The violent movement witnessed by the poet is seen to be 

necessary and is described by several metaphors. The poet addresses the 

16. Fabureau, Paul Valery . • . , p. 

17. Benoist, Essais . . . , p. 164. 

18. Lawler, Lecture de Vallry: Une &tude de Charmes (Paris, 
1963). p. ̂ 8. 
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tree as souple chair du bois in line forty-nine. It is interesting to 

note that he says du not de. Du makes the chair more a separate part of 

the tree, as "flesh of the tree" rather than describing the material of 

the tree. The use of de would subordinate bois to the idea of chair. 

Most of the imagery of these stanzas suggests the swaying, repet

itive motion of the tree in the wind. Line fifty presents a good example 

of this by the alliteration in te tordre and te detordre. It also intro

duces the violence in this and the following stanza. Again the idea of 

verbalization is presented in plaindre and voix. Stanza fourteen adds an 

overtone of religious meaning through the suggestion of flagellation and 

martyrdom. The flagellation is not meant as a punishment but as an act 

of purification and encouragement to action. This metaphor is continued 

through the next line. The word parais would seem to indicate that the 

tree is in fact representative of the poet's state of mind only because 

of its movement and situation. S'£corche of line fifty-four is a play on 

the literal meaning of the verb and its similarity in form with the 

6coree of the tree. The tree seems to whip its bark as the martyr does 

his flesh. The oscillation of the tree is next likened to the movement 

of a flame in the wind. The tree is urged to out-do the flame in its 

frenzied movement back towards the torch, which, in terms of the tree, is 

the trunk. The parallel is strengthened by the inability of the flame to 

leave its torch corresponding to that of the tree to leave its trunk. 

Stanza fifteen begins the final section of the poem. Here the 

poet tells why the plane tree has been the object of his thoughts. Con

tinuing the religious metaphor of the preceding stanza, the poet speaks 

of a hymn that he wants the tree to sing. The ascensional nature of the 



imagery is reinforced here by the verb monte. This is in keeping with 

the predominately vertical orientation of the imagery. This hymn is to 

rise to birds that are not yet bom. These future beings who will 

receive the message, whatever it is, will be free of the restraints im

posed on the tree. Fabureau says the hymn is "le chant douloureux d'une 

&me captive et qui aspire au depart."^ The expression in line fifty-

eight is explained somewhat by Valery himself. In his notebooks he says: 

"Langage: J'ai Icrit dans le Platane 'le pur de l'Sme'. Je songe que 

cette locution peut se justifier par le clair de lune, le beau de 

lfaffaire. I1ennuyeux de la situation."20 perhaps this pur de l'Sme 

could also be interpreted as the "divine breath of life" which sets this 

foliage in motion. The poet then returns to the imagery of the movement 

of the tree in the wind with the verb fremir. The flame of line fifty-

five appears here again as the object of the tree's desire,. The flame, 

here symbolizing the light of the sun, is seen to be the goal of the 

tree. In the verb rSve. however, is the suggestion that the attaining of 

this goal is to remain just a "dream", a hope with little foundation. 

Lawler characterizes the stanza as saying that the birds will hear a 

hymn of "hope" "afin que la pure inspiration du Platane fasse que les 

troncs nus qui ne rSvent qu'& tuie consomption finale dans les flammes se 

revetent d'un nouveau et vivace feuillage."21 

In stanza sixteen the poet tells what has made him chose the tree 

19. Fabureau, Paul Valery . . . , p. 37* 

20. Cited by Laurette, Le Thfeme . . . , p. 40. 

21. Lawler, Lecture . . . , p. 49. 



to accomplish the goals of stanza fifteen. Line sixty-one evokes the 

majestic grandeur of the tree as well as re-emphasizing its humanness. 

In personnage d'un pare we see once more that the tree is with others who 

share its situation. The next line shows that the swaying motion has 

apparently hypnotized (Ivre) the poet. Once more he portrays the action 

of the wind on the tree. The wind (ciel) bends the tree to suggest a bow 

to the observer. Monestier thinks that "le chant qu1 il devrait lancer 

vers le ciel est comparable & la fleche."^ Benoist says that the poet 

asks the tree to be his interpreter and to shoot towards the sky the song 

of love he (the poet) has in his heart.^ It is not entirely clear now 

just what the poet wishes the tree to say though it is implicit in the 

remaining stanzas. 

In the next to last stanza it becomes clear that the tree serves 

a more general purpose than just that of the inspiration for this parti

cular poem. By the adverb amoureusement the poet implies that he wishes 

a special, intimate relation with the tree, such as that the divinities 

of trees and forests have. Line sixty-six shows that the poet wants a 

privileged relationship, one not shared even by the wind, for it is to 

himself that the tree is now to give up its secret language. The Cheval 

is Pegasus, the source or means of poetic, inspiration for classical 

poets. Here the mythical horse is equated with the plane tree. Ambi-

tieuse indicates the desire but not necessarily the accomplishment of the 

goal for which the poet has chosen the tree as a means. 

22. Monestier, Charmes . .. , p. 38* 

23. Benoist, Essais . . . , p. I65. 



The tree answers Noni and says it again with more emphasis. The 

importance of this stanza, added to the poem in 1921, is strengthened by 

the use of italics for all words but the second Nont The poet wants the 

tree to speak but it answers only by the movement of its branches and 

leaves reflecting the sunlight, which the poet interprets as a negative 

sign of the tree's "head". The noun Itincellement evokes the light re

flected from the moving leaves of the tree or that filtering through 

them. Sparkling or sparks are related to the "light" metaphor of the 

poem, being closely related to and in fact caused by the sun. The ad

jective superbe in line seventy is used both with its Latin meaning of 

"proud" and with the usual meaning of "magnificent" or "beautiful". 

While this tree seems to give an answer of sorts to the poet by 

the shaking of its boughs, the movement is also seen for what it really 

is. In the last two lines the poet realizes that the tree is, after a.11, 

only an inanimate object, treated by the wind (tempete) just as ordinary 

grass is. Here the wind represents nature in the broadest sense. In the 

word universellement is an indication that here it is a question of a 

most fundamental situation. By the negation of this last stanza the poet 

realizes that it is impossible to find what he seeks in other objects. 

Just as the wind had tried to extract a hymn from the tree, to make it 

speak, the poet also sought some sort of communication there, concerning 

perhaps the most profound level of life. 

Most critics see in this poem a certain degree of identification 

of the tree with man. Walzer says the tree is the "image" of man, 
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prisoner of the narrow limits of his nature.Laurette believes the 

tree actually expresses in its tears "les desolations humaines."^-' 

Benoist says that the tree "n'a pas de message k nous faire parvenir. II 

n'est que l'arbre. Et c'est bien lSi le sens profond du po&me—l'homme et 

surtout le po&te, se projette toujours dans les objets qui l'^tonnent 

• . . • C'est la tragldie humaine et seulement humaine que de se savoir 

6tre." Lawler, speaking on the general image of the tree in Vallry's 

works, characterizes the role it plays in the following way: "The tree 

is the symbol of man, his aspiration to grow in knowledge despite the 

roots that bind him to an earthly destiny."^ A stanza of the poem which 

was deleted in versions of 1922 and after clearly indicates that the 

plane tree was meant to be symbolic of the human conditions 

Ton supplice n'est pas un supplice StrangerI 
Mais l'ornement du n&tre, 

Je t1assemble & l'horreur de ne pouvoir changer 
Mon ombre contre une autre! 

The refusal of the tree in the last stanza is generally seen, as Lawler 

says, as its refusal to allow itself to be appropriated by the poet for 

his own use.The best counter to this idea is Austin's statement that 

"whatever the tree 'says', it is the poet who makes it speak. The plane 

tree, by its very negation, affirms the sovereign power of the poetic 

24. Walzer, Polsie . . . , p. 253* 

25. Laurette, Le Thfeme . . . , p. 39* 

26. Benoist, Essais . . . , pp. 161-62. 

27. Lawler, Lecture . . . , p. 47. 

28. Val^ry, Oeuvres, I, 1659* 

29. Lawler, Lecture . • . , p. 49. 



imagination. ... Val6ry, by delicate irony, makes it clear that he 

30 knows what he is doing*11 

ValSry himself gives a sort of resume of the poem in his 

Dialogue de l'Arbre; 

Le vent naissant bruit dans ta haute ramure. II y place une 
source, et j'5coute l'air vif. Mais c'est Toi que j'entends. 
0 langage confus, langage qui t'agites, je veux fondre toutes 
tes voixl Cent mille feuilles mues font ce que le r&veur 
murmure a\ix puissances du songe. Je te r£ponds, mon Arbre, 
je te parle et te dis mes secretes pensles.31 

The simple question of man's limitation by his own nature is not 

the main point of the poem, although it may be the most readily visible. 

The central theme here, as in Aurore, is the conflict within man between 

his rational, intellectual self and his irrational nature, which may also 

be called his unconscious. On a secondary level it concerns the origins 

of language or, more specifically, of the intellectual process and the 

formation of concepts. Related to this is the process of artistic 

creation. 

There is a definite polarization of the imagery in this poem 

which is vertically oriented. Once again there are several groups or 

"families" of images which are composed of antitheses. The first meta

phor presented is that of the tree in terms of a human body. The foliage 

is considered to be the head (front), the trunk the body and the roots 

the feet (pied). The tree's human characteristics are quite obvious 

throughout the poem and are emotional as well as physical. The human 

physical attributes are more important symbolically since they initiate 

30. Austin, L'Esprit Crlateur. IV, 1 (1964), 10 

31* Val&ry, Oeuvres, U, 1 ?Q, 



the basic opposition of the poem by contrasting "head" and "feet". In 

addition, the tree, as well as the human body, has certain analogical 

realtionships with the world in general that are evident in this poem. 

The top or head, for example, is associated with the heavens since it 

is the most elevated part of the body. The roots or feet on the other 

hand are associated with the earth and share in its symbolism. 

Another opposition apparent first in the second stanza is that 

of the heavens or the sky (azur) versus the earth (noire mhre). The 

wind in the sky is the force opposing that of mother earth. The wind, 

by definition an active element, urges the tree to move and change its 

condition while the earth, a passive element, restrains the tree. The 

means used is the tree's own physical nature, which existed from the 

moment of its birth. This contrast is particularly evident in the first 

few stanzas where the first half of each speaks of the sky or wind while 

the second half evokes the earth and the immobility imposed by it on the 

tree. 

Related to this closely is the more general classification 

alluded to earlier of the active versus the passive. This opposition 

also takes place on a vertical plane. It is clear from the first that 

the active element is in the upper parts of the tree. The wind is the 

motive force here, disturbing the previously quiescent state of the tree, 

which is its "natural" state derived from its close association with the 

earth. Indications of the active part of the opposition are found In le 

mSme azur / Qui t'emporte. front voyageur, trouble fier and all other 

images of the movement of the tree's branches. It is interesting to note 



that the more violent the movement becomes* the closer we seem to be to 

the giving forth of the "language" the wind and the poet seek. 

A fourth group of contrasting images is concerned with life and 

death, perhaps a subdivision of the active/passive category. There is 

seldom a definite dividing line between these categories and some images 

may easily fit into two or more. Life (activity) is associated obviously 

with the movement of the upper parts of the tree and is thus part of the 

symbolism of air or wind. Life, however, is more implied by the nature 

of the images than stated. Death, too, is only implied at times, such as 

in images relating to the earth and to darkness—noire mfere. terre tendre 

et sombre. In the sixth stanza though it is explicitly related to the 

earth through the mentioning of the dead buried in it who seize and 

restrain the tree. La confuse cendre is also an all vis ion to the earth's 

being composed of the ashes of the dead. It will be noted that some 

images imply birth and these are also closely related to the earth. The 

noire mfere followed by the pied natal is one clear example. This is no 

contradiction but indicative of the cyclical nature of life. The tree 

is bom of the earth and will return there at its death. This concept is 

developed more fully in Le Cimeti&re marin. 

One of the most important groups of images is that of light 

contrasts. As with the other groups, the kind or degree of light depends 

on its level in relation to the tree. The color distribution spoken of 

earlier regarding symbolic correspondances may be found throughout the 

poem. The foliage of the tree is never spoken of as green but always as 

reflecting the golden light of the sky (stanza eighteen) or as being 

golden itself (stanza twelve). The images expressive of light related to 



the heights are many. In lines five and forty-seven the sky is azure, a 

color which is related to the golden sunlight because of its proximity. 

The degrls lumineux of line thirteen as well as or in lines forty-one and 

forty-seven and finally the flame and sparkling of the last stanzas are 

all found in the higher levels of the scene. Consequently, the lack of 

light is associated with the lower levels. The roots are entrapped by 

the noire mfere. by the tender and dark earth. The final set of contrasts 

is that of altitude or levels. This is the most important of the groups 

for it is inherent in each of them. In stanza two this contrast is 

evident as the first two lines evoke the tree top swaying in the azure 

sky. The second two lines oppose to this image the dark soil of the 

earth, the foot and the weight pulling down on the tree. This is 

repeated in the next two stanzas. From this point on only references to 

the heights are made but this in itself strengthens the vertical orienta

tion already established. 

As in Aurore the question of language is present but is a second

ary concern. The many references to the production of sound or verbal

ization (sonne. harpes. g&nir, plaindre. voix, hymne. langage) are indic

ative of the operation of the intellect, the awareness of the mind to its 

situation. It is similar to the awareness gained by the poet in Aurore 

but here the poet looks for it outside himself in the material, inanimate 

world. The last stanza forcefully states that he realizes finally that 

it is only within himself that the answer lies. He must use the powers 

of his own intellect to arrive at his goal of understanding. 

In general, then, the vertical orientation of the basic imagery 

of the poem reflects the desire of the poet to rise out of his state of 
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ignorance. Since the important imagery of the poem is composed of sets 

of opposing values, it may be divided into two opposing groups, one 

indicative of knowledge or consciousness (those images related to height) 

and the other of the lack of awareness or of the unconscious (images 

related to the lower levels). Though the tree seems to struggle with the 

wind it is, in effect, struggling to gain access, to become free of the 

world below and enter a realm of greater knowledge and awareness. This, 

then is what the poet desires too, since he has chosen the tree to 

symbolize man's similar efforts. 



CHAPTER 4 

CANTIQUE PES COLONNES 

The subject of Cantique des colonnes is not, as in Aurore and Au 

Platane. related to man's condition. The poem treats, however, the prod

uct of human intelligence and creative ability, man's ability to create 

something superior to himself which is not subject, as he is, to the 

limiting effect of time. Hubert Fabureau says the poem is "un hymne & 

1* intelligence crlatrice,"* but it is equally a hymn to the product of 

this intelligence. The title of the poem gives an indication of what the 

subject is to be. It presents two works of art, both of which are prod

ucts of a mathematical ordering of elements. Cantique expresses the idea 

of praise of a quality superior to man, which here is contained in the 

columns. The nature of this superior essence is explained by means of 

images which fall into three basic categories: Perfection, Timelessness 

and Transcendence. The perfection of these works of art gives them a 

resistance to time and places them or what they represent outside of 

time, and this, in relation to man, is a form of transcendence. 

The first stanza speaks of the columns as wearing ornately 

decorated hats. The adjective douce contrasts with the rigidity and 

resistance suggested by the columns and evokes the feminine attributes of 

grace and delicacy. The chapeaux of line two is an obvious play on the 

1. Hubert Fabureau, Paxil Valery: PoSsies Choisies (Paris, 1952), 
p. 42. 
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word chapiteaux, "capital", the uppermost part of a column. Gamis de 

.lour indicates that these capitals are ornately sculptured. Jour sug

gests the word a.lour or a.ioure, "that which has holes permitting light 

to pass through", such as the ornate capitals of Corinthian columns. 

There is also her© the suggestion of the play of light on the tops of the 

columns, evoking by association the sun. The "hats" worn by the columns 

are said to be decorated with real birds. This brings to mind the hats, 

women once wore which were decorated with flowers and stuffed or fake 

birds. Here though the birds are said to be real and to walk about the 

circumference of the capitals of the columns. It is unnecessary to see 

more than this in the image. Lawler, in spite of the words vrais 

oiseaux. says these are not real birds: ". . . ce ne sont pas les oiseaux 

que l1on trouve sur les chapeaux feminins ordinaires, ni m8me dans la 

nature, mais des stylisations qui ne meurent point et dont le mouvement 

est constant parce que au-delk du temps." 

Repeating exactly the sound of the first line in line five, 

stanza two adds an auditory element to the previously visual imagery. 

Orchestre produces a contrast similar to that in the title. It evokes 

the order and harmony of a musical creation while comparing the vertical 

position of the columns to the collection of upraised instruments in an 

orchestra, called here fuseaux. The comparison of the columns to 

spindles is due to their similar shapes. Daniel Kaylor says that poeti

cally fuseaux are often used to symbolize life. He sees that in this 

respect the columns might "be considered as symbols of the live of the 

2. James R. Lawler, Lecture de Val6ry: Une £tude de Charities 
(Paris, 1963), p. 58. 
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artists sacrificed to Unity and Beauty."^ The idea of the columns' 

making a sacrificial offering of their "silence" (immole son silence) 

recalls the religious implications of the word Cantique in the title. 

A l'unisson furthers the idea of harmony and accord suggested earlier by 

orchestre. 

In the next stanza the poet asks the columns what their purpose 

is, that is, what they are supporting. The adjective Igales recalls 5l . 

l'unisson and the associated ideas of unity and harmony. Radieuses 

evokes primarily the brilliance of the marble columns in the sunlight. 

Coupled with €gales the word brings to mind the "£galit£ math&natique 

des rayons des colonnes."^ Their answer to the poet's question is that 

they "carry" their own beauty (grSces). perfect symmetry and harmonious 

design which are the result of "study" Cstudieuses) (i.e., a product of 

the laws of mathematics and physics as applied by man's mind to raw 

material). By saying that they carry their own beauty and are not sup

porting the roof of a temple, for example, the author suggests that they 

have no other purpose than beauty for its own sake. Their beauty is in 

itself reason enough for their existence. Line eleven modifies graces 

studieuses. indicating that their grace is perfected to the point where 

nothing is left to be desired. Sans d^faut says that the desire of per

fection is fulfilled; the columns are flawless. 

The idea of music is brought out again in line thirteen by 

chantons. recalling orchestre and Cantique while at the same time 

3. Daniel Kaylor, "Val&ry, Les Cantiques des Colonnes. Stanzas 
U, IX-XI," The Explicator. XXIV, llseptember, 19^5), Article 4. 

4. Lawler, Lecture . . . , p. 60. 



contrasting with their silence expressed in line eight. The idea that 

their existence is an end in itself is repeated in this stanza. The act 

of singing is equated with that of supporting the heavens by \ la fois. 

Nous portons les cleux creates the image of columns without a roof over 

them, no longer serving any useful purpose. The remainder of the stanza 

describes the song of the columns. The "voice" that sings is unique 

(seule). It alone appeals to the eye for it is "visual harmony". The . 

sage voix is, as are the gr&ces studieuses, the product of knowledge. 

This close and paradoxical relationship between sound and visual beauty 

is expressed again in the next stanza. The author is told to "see" the 

hymns and the sound that the columns extract from light. These hymns 

have the same connotations as those suggested for the word cantique. 

Candide evokes ideas of purity, clarity and light, all of which are 

qualities of the columns. The "elements" of the columns refer at the 

same time to the pure, material elements of the marble, as opposed to a 

heterogeneous compound, and to the fundamental principles involved in the 

design and fabrication of the columns (cf. the "elements" of physics, of 

geometry, etc.). Both may be characterized as limpides. "free of obscu

rity", "pure", or "crystal clear". This same "clarity", a word which 

implies light, is also the source of this "sonority". The beauty of the 

columns is visual and dependent on light for its existence. The harmony 

of their visual aspect suggests to the poet the equal beauty and harmony 

of sound, which is expressed here by the word sonority. 

The sixth to eighth stanzas are concerned with the "birth" of the 

columns, their previous existence expressed in platonic terms. Their 

forms inherent in the unshapened stone, the columns were "cold" and 
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"golden"• Cold evokes the tactile sensation given by the marble and 

"golden" recalls the visual qualities of the stone discussed above. Lits 

is expressive of the passive potential of the stone and suggests the long 

period of time that the columns lay dormant before their shapes were 

chiseled out of the stone. The verb tirer conveys the difficulty of the 

task as well as the resistance of the material. The result was that the 

columns became "lilies", a Christian symbol of purity which also 

expresses here the color and delicacy of the columns. 

Stanza seven repeats the idea that the columns were asleep in the 

stone (lits) and cristal reinforces the ideas of hardness and clarity 

(cf. limpides). evoking the texture of the material and the quality of 

light associated with it. The rude awakening by the metal claws contin

ues the imagery of the preceding stanza. Appareill^es, while indicating 

specifically the shaping of stone, also suggests the idea of making the 

columns all alike (pareille), and through this the idea of unity and 

harmony is suggested. 

The purpose of this work is indicated in the following stanza. It 

was to rival (affronter) the moon and, even more importantly, the sun. 

The gravity of this ambition is stressed by the repetition of la lune and 

the even bolder inclusion of the sun as an object of attack. In affron

ter there is the word front which alludes to the act of presenting one's 

front to the adversary. The columns do just that to the moon and the sun 

since their heads, the uppermost part of their "anatomies", are always 

exposed to the light. Both the moon and the sun are sources of light. 

The affront is directed first to reflected light then to its real source, 

the sun. Han (on) has polished the columns for the purpose of acting as 
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a source of reflected light also, just as the noon is* However, the 

important thing is that this new light source is man's creation as the 

comparison of the columns to a polished human nail demonstrates. This is 

to say that man's artistic creation is to be just as eternal as the 

heavenly bodies and their equal in all ways. It is, in effect, man's 

immortality. 

In stanza nine it is stated that the columns are servants but 

they are not to be subordinate in this role and that they take pride in 

it. Sans genoux indicates this as well as evoking the rigidity of the 

material of which the columns are made. They are servants of man, how

ever, expressing his intelligence and creative ability. Sourires is an 

indication of the beauty and happiness afforded by the spectacle of the 

columns. Sans figures means they are only an expression of man's talents 

and of the impersonality and anonymity of the laws of mathematics and 

physics. The final lines of the stanza have been paraphrased by 

Fabureau as: "La femme, si elle est belle, compare ses jambes & la puret£ 

de notre galbe."-' Another interpretation is that "la colonne offre, dans 

sa puret£. l'exemple d'une jambe id^ale."^ Lawler compares this woman to 

the virgin who contemplates the tree in Au Platane but who finds here "no 

vague invitation to voluptuous abandon."'' 

The first line of stanza ten reiterates previous images. Pieuse-

ment recalls the religious implications of immole and hymnes while 

5. Fabureau, Paul Val£r.v . . * , p. 41. 

6. Andr£ Lagarde and Laurent Michard, eds., XXe Sifecle (Paris, 
1964), p. 316. 

7* Lawler, Lecture • • . , p. 60. 
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pareilles relates to appareill^es and Jgales. Now the anthropomorphi-

zation of the columns becomes more complete as the poet endows them with 

noses, ears and eyes, making the capital of the columns the "head". The 

noses are covered by the bandeau which means "headband" or "blindfold" as 

well as being the horizontal part of a structure supported by columns, 

the entablature. The riches oreilles are the "richly1' ornate, intricate 

sculpture in the design of the capital. They are said to be deafened by 

the great weight bearing down on them. The eyes too are covered (noirs) 

by the supported structure and., for the first time, it is referred to as 

a temple, an edifice consecrated to the worship of a divinity (cf. 

pieusement). The condition of being weighted down by the temple, whose 

bandeau covers the "eyes" of the columns, blinding them, will exist for

ever. This is because the qualities represented by the columns are eter

nal. The meaning of lines thirty-eight to forty-two seems to be that the 

senses must be disciplined and subordinated to the intellect and to 

natural mathematical laws responsible for the inalterable beauty of these 

creations. In the last two lines of stanza eleven it is said that the 

divine assistance of the gods is not necessary for the columns to achieve 

immortality or for them to have a transcendent value. Being designed and 

executed according to the eternal and inherently harmonious laws of the 

universe itself, but by means of the hand and mind of man, the beauty 

and worth of the columns will continue to exist even when their utility 

has disappeared. In the same way, the temple of the gods has crumbled 

and only the columns remain, no longer serving any useful purpose. "Cette 

immortelle oeuvre d'art est un temple d&die aux dieux paiens, dont le 
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culte est maijitenant aboli."® Lawler sees this passage as the expression 

of a "cult of art". The columns, he says, remind us that art "rlalise le 

paradoxe d'une creation que les dieux n'ont pas accomplie mais qui est 

devenue aussi rSelle qu'eux et aussi n^cessaire i. I1imagination 

humaine»"9 of equal importance here, however, is the idea of the endur

ing value of art in itself. These two stanzas are perhaps the most sig

nificant of the poem since they express man's role in the creation of 

something which has qualities that surpass him by reflecting the funda

mental harmony and eternal nature of the universe. 

The poem returns once more to the question of the origins of the 

columns, now recalling the principles responsible for their birth, not 

man's hand in it. The antiques .ieunesses indicate the age of the columns 

and the great amount of time they lay in the earth as unpolished, luster-

less (mate), yet potentially beautiful objects. The word mate may also 

be applied to sounds and thus recalls stanza five. Ombre is another 

expression of Plato's concept of forms. Antiques .ieunesses means also 

that these columns are still young after a long period of time since the 

verb here is in the present tense. The sense of pride alluded to in 

stanza nine appears again here (fibres). The finesses spoken of are the 

delicate, fine lines of the columns as well as the "subtleties" of the 

processes which are involved in their "birth". These both come from 

"numbers", the mathematics of architectural design which create something 

harmonious and beautiful. According to Fabureau, "dans 1*architecture, 

8. Fabureau, Paul Val&ry • . . , p. 41. 

9* Lawler, Lecture . . . , p. 60. 
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comme dans la po£sie, la creation esth£tique est vine r£ussite de la plus 

s£v&re construction mathlmatique."*® 

The poet seems to have a nearly mystic regard for the power of 

numbers. In line forty-nine he calls the columns the daughters of the 

nombre d'or, the most harmonious proportion in pythagorean terms. It 

becomes clear now that the divinity of the columns spoken of in stanza 

eleven is the essence of the numbers themselves. Regarding this 

Monestier notes that: "Les pythagoriciens dans l'Antiquitl, Leonard de 

Vinci sous la Renaissance, et beaucoup d'artistes de nos jours ont 

attach^ une valeur particuli&re & la "proportion dorSe" ou nombre d'or. 

et Vallry a preface tine £tude de M. Matila Ghyka sur cette question.11** 

Their enduring qualities are obtained precisely from the immutable, 

fundamental laws of the universe (ciel). S'endort suggests the long 

duration and passive nature of the act of the sunlight falling on the 

columns. Since the beauty of the columns is primarily visual, the sun

light which allows it to be seen is, as in stanza five, the object of 

praise. It is called divine and god-like. The delight afforded by the 

light is seen in the comparison of its color to that of honey. 

The passive aspect of the situation is voiced again in line 

fifty-three by the words dort and content. Le Jour, being capitalized, 

is a synonym for the god of light and at the same time means "during the 

day1'. This insistance on the repetition of the arrival of the sun 

strongly portrays the long duration of the situation. The theme of the 

10. Fabureau, Paul Val£ry . . . , p. Ul, 

11. Robert Monestier, ed., Charmes, pr£c£des d'extraits en prose 
relatifs h. la poetique de Vallry (Paris, 195®)» p. 41. 



passage of time becomes increasingly important in the remainder of the 

poem. The table d1amour is the entablature above the columns where this 

act of love between them and the sun is repeated daily. The light fall

ing on the tops (fronts) of the columns would seem to be a sacrificial 

offering to the heavens. Peacefulness and passivity is evoked once again 

by the adjective etale. 

The physical resistance of the material of the columns as well as 

the unchanging, timeless nature of their existence is expressed by 

incorruptibles. Soeurs recalls the equality of form and condition of the 

columns alluded to earlier. Mi-brtilantes, mi-fralches graphically 

depicts the columns being wanned by the sun on one side while the other 

remains cool in the shadow. The only suitors (danseurs) accepted by the 

columns are the wind and dry leaves. These two items together evoke the 

continuing cycle of life since wind is generally symbolic of creation and 

regeneration (cf. Le Cimetiere marin. stanza twenty-two; Palme, stanza 

eight; La Pythie. stanza ten) while the dead leaves bring to mind the 

fall and the apparent death of the world. Lawler considers lines fifty-

nine and sixty an indication of the columns' coquetry with the sun god. 

"Elles coquettent avec lui mais aussi se r£jouissent & rappeler d'autres 

amours. N'ont-elles pas dans& toute leur vie avec les brises et les 

feuilles mortes? Ne se meuvent-elle pas~ces objets crSSs par l'art--

selon la ronde immemoriale de la sauvage nature elle-m&me?"12 This 

interpretation, however, seems to add something to the text. In the next 

lines the great age of the columns is restated as they say their dance 

12• Lawler, Lecture . . . , p. 61. 



partners were also tens of centuries and whole races of people who have 

come and gone, disappearing into the past. Compared to the agelessness 

of the qualities inherent in the columns, human life is ephemeral. 

Lawler interprets Jadis .jamais assezt as meaning that no matter how far 

back into the past one searches and retraces the history of man, he will 

never approach the secret of this beauty: "les colonnes valsent avec le 

temps mais atteignent, au-deli du temps historique le plus recule, & 

l'6temit5 de l'art."*3 This may also say, however, that no amount of 

time is sufficient to alter (cf. incorruptibles) the beauty of the col

umns. The laws of nature that are responsible for their beauty are 

immutable and eternal. 

The amours of line sixty-five are those alluded to in stanzas 

thirteen and fourteen, the .jours. Each day that dawns, the act of love 

between the columns and the light of the sun, which makes their beauty 

visible, is renewed. MSmes adds to the idea of repetition, stressing 

that they are always the same. The columns are, by virtue of the laws 

responsible for their existence, of more substance (lourdes) than the 

physical, changing world, the peuples passes. The image presented by the 

metaphor in lines sixty-seven and sixty-eight gives a strong impression 

of the inconsequence of time and the rapidity of its passage for the 

columns. The stone of line sixty-eight evokes the marble of the columns 

and also, recalling the lourdes of line sixty-six, strengthens the idea 

of immutability by contrasting with things in nature which are subject to 

13. Lawler, Lecture . . . , p. 6l. 
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change* One such thing is the onde which expresses the ideas of trans

parency, fluidity and impermanence. 

The final stanza of the poem continues the idea of the movement 

of the columns through time, here expressed as actual walking. The word 

pas, "footstep", is related to marchons but its other meaning of "trace" 

or "footprint" prepares the next metaphor. The footsteps (i.e., move

ment) are of such a kind that they cannot be described by man's language 

(ineffables) even if he could fully comprehend their nature. The second 

meaning of pas, "marks" left by the foot, is responsible for the next 

verb. To leave footprints is marquer des pas and marquer also means "to 

inscribe", "to note in writing", as in the writing of fables. The true 

nature of the movement of the columns through time is to be found des

cribed in imaginary tales written by man. It is, then, only by means of 

man's creative imagination that the "ineffable" qualities of the beauty 

and eternity of these works of art may be captured. Ending the poem with 

the points of suspension adds to the impression of the continuing exis

tence of the columns. The word fables is interpreted more or less as 

"fables" by most critics or as "story" or "legend" 

As stated earlier, this poem is primarily a hymn to the unchang

ing, eternal qualities of the columns. They are the embodiment of the 

highest achievement of the mind of man as it applies its forces to 

nature. The theme is not, as Monestier says, lucid and voluntary inspir

ation opposed to pure instinct,for neither appears here. Fabureau 

14. Monestier, Charmes . . . , p. 42. 

15* KUa i p. 16. 



calls the poem a "hymne & 1» intelligence cr^atrice qui ordonne la mati&re 

et lui impose harmonie et beaute."*^ The theme is the "ineffable" and 

transcendent qualities of art as the product of the application by man of 

natural laws and relationships* Harmony and beauty are inherent in these 

principles, not imposed from without. 

As was noted earlier, the imagery of the poem may be divided into 

three major groups which deal with the themes of Perfection, Timelessness 

and Transcendence. Images of perfection are the most numerous. The 

source of life for the columns is the perfection and absolute harmony of 

mathematical relationships (. . • des finesses / Qui naissent par les 

nombresI Filles des nombres d'or. / Fortes des lois du ciel). These 

qualities were inherent in these laws as the platonic concepts of stanzas 

six and seven imply. The religious tone of many images also infers per

fection. In line seventeen the design of the columns is called a hymne 

candide. Again in line thirty-seven their harmony (pareilles) is seen as 

religious in nature. Stanza eleven asserts that these columns will 

attain a divine state without the aid of the gods. Images of brilliant 

and golden light are all indications of the perfect purity of the columns 

(Chapeaux garais de .jour; candides; clart£; doree; soleil; etc.). Related 

closely to this is sound (cf. stanza five), A pure sound is, of course, 

harmonious and the product of perfect mathematical relationships. Har

mony is also suggested by Silence k l'unisson. Nous chantons i la fois, 

hymnes and sonority. 

16. Fabureau, Paul Val&ry . . . , p. 42. 
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Beginning with the story of their birth in stanza six, the theme 

of time becomes a very important element of the poem. First the extreme 

age of the material of the columns is evoked, partly by the verb tense 

used (nous fflmes tirles, nous ftimes eveill^es). Then their enduring 

nature is evoked by expressions such as Noirs pour l'lternit^, antiques 

.leunesses and those references to the passage of great periods of time in 

stanzas fourteen, sixteen and seventeen. An obvious reason for their 

resistance to time is the very material of which the columns are made. 

There is, consequently, a series of images expressive of resistance and 

hardness. The imagery of stanzas six and seven, for example, expresses 

the difficulty of working the raw material and the force necessary to 

extract the columns from the "beds of crystal" (Par le ciseau tiroes; 

cristal; griffea de metal). 

The third family of images expresses the transcendent quality of 

the columns, which is, in fact, the result of the other two qualities. 

Transcendence is indicated primarily by a vertical orientation of the 

imagery, seen also in Aurore and Au Platane. Here the form and position 

of the columns are immediately indicative of this attitude. In fact, as 

one critic asserts, even the form of the poem itself manifests the verti

cal. In the use of half-alexandrine lines, says Alain, it is the vertical 

which prevails "par ce movement de s1arr&ter et de reprendre it partir 

d'un nouveau commencement.He finds also that the rhythm suggests 

this vertical orientation much better than the meaning of the poem.*® 

17. Alain, Charmes . . . , pp. 64-65* 

18. Ibid., p. 65. 



There are, nevertheless, several images strongly vertical in nature. For 

example, the act of lifting up an offering in stanzas two and three. In 

stanza eight, where attention is directed to the sun and moon, the action 

has a definite vertical orientation. In stanzas thirteen and fourteen, 

evoking the light of the sun falling on the tops of the columns and, 

finally, in stanza seventeen, the movement of the stone plummeting 

through the depths of the water, the imagery is clearly vertically 

oriented. 

There are several images indicative of the superior nature of 

the columns itself. They are related closely to the heavens in line 

fourteen (Nous portons les cieuxl). Stanza eight shows them the equal 

of the sun and moon and in line forty-one the temple they support also 

affords a certain atmosphere of the divine. In the last stanza they 

appear as the embodiment of something which is beyond the ability of man 

to describe if not fully comprehend. The poem is not so much the har

monious reconciliation of architecture and music^^ as it is the poet's 

praise of the absolute beauty inherent in the immutable laws of nature. 

The most perfect artificial expression of this natural harmony is, he 

finds, in architecture. 

19 • Lawler, Lecture . . . , p. 63. 



CHAPTER 5 

LA PYTHIE 

Xn La Pythie Valery uses the ancient myth of the Delphic oracle 

to express his concept of the physiological origins of language. Begin

ning with a description of the Pythia which evokes the elements of the 

original legend, the poem consists mainly of a monologue by the prophet

ess herself. The primary stress of the poem is on the possession of her 

body by the corrupting presence of the god. Her present torment causes 

a change in her which is reflected in the terms of the description of her 

body. The vilification of her pure body of the past deforms it into a 

vile, animal-like creature. The Pythia struggles to resist the god's 

influence and seeks refuge in the memory of her past, which is seen as a 

joyous, sensual state of purity and of complete harmony with nature. The 

emergence of this other "personality" within her, which is the growing 

awareness of her intellectual nature, causes her to realize her own mor

tality. As she accepts the inevitability of death she also urges the 

"birth" of the voice which speaks from within her. This birth is a poly

valent metaphor suggesting: the "birth" of the legendary oracles of 

Apollo; an actual physical birth resulting from possession by the god; 

the birth of language which is the resultant ordering of words and con-

. cepts whose origins are in the Pythia's physical existence; and, finally, 

the birth of the second, "psychic" half of her dual nature. The coupling 

of her two natures produces Saint Langage whose relationship to man's 
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life and its origins are stated in the final stanza. A passage from 

Val^ry's Cahiers describes the process which constitutes the subject of 

La Pythie: 

L'operation qui consiste & tirer de ma douleur un chant magni-
fique—Cette douleur stupide a conduit mes sens & des extremes 
de d&tresse et de tln&bres et de furie impuissante mais puis-
que je n'y suis pas demeur^, puisque je suis remont£ des enfers 
pour pouvoir y redescendre, j'ai appris du moins la continuite 
de cette chaine de tourments, d'espoirs et de catastrophes, et 
done comment le plus haut au plus bas se relie, toute la modula
tion de l'etre, et la conservation de la vie entre les bornes 
qu'elle ne peut franchir—e'est 1&, le chant, le registre. Et 
la mesure de cette intervalle qui est vivre a plusieurs unites 
qui sont rythmes .... Le chant, supreme don, adieu supreme 
au passe, £ternel present de ce qui fut .... Voix rattachee 
aux entrailles, aux regards, au coeur, et ce sont ces attaches 
qui lui donnent son pouvoir et son sens--voix, £tat 6leve, 
tonique, tendu, fait uniquement d'^nergie pure, libre, St haute 
puissance, ductile.! 

The Pythia is first seen in the grips of an overwhelming delirium 

and is described as a sort of fire breathing monster. References to her 

or her actions are made by words usually reserved for animals (naseaux, 

mugissants). The flamme and encens suggest an atmosphere of religious 

sacrifice. The decidedly physical nature of the situation is strongly 

indicated by the violence of the reactions of the Pythia. Her breath is 

heated and rapid and she cries out, sounding more like an enraged animal 

than a human (hurle. mugissants). The word ivre suggests the loss of 

conscious control of herself. The condition produces something horrible 

to witness (Affreuse). The idea of revulsion and ugliness is character

istic of the Pythia*s reaction to her situation. In line five there is 

the first suggestion of the cause: she is "deeply bitten". The biting 

1. Cahiers. VHI. Cited by James R. Lawler, Lecture de Val£ry: 
Une 6tude de Charmes (Paris, 1963), p* 118. 



suggests the attack of an animal, such as a snake* This bite affects a 

change in the Pythia which makes her become animal-like herself. Once 

more the cessation of her normal senses is evoked by la prunelle suspen-

due. This loss of sight is restated in line eight where the vacant 

expression of her face is described. Calling her face a "mask" suggests 

several things. First, it says that her own personality (le regard) is 

absent, implying the falseness or unnaturalness of what is seen. A mask 

is also, especially in classical Greek theater, the mark of role playing, 

of being something other than what the actor really is. If the mask 

represents a god then, for the time the mask is worn the person behind 

the mask is the god. In line nine, it is clear that, though the Pythia 

is "gone", there is some living force behind the mask, for it tears 

itself away from the trance-inducing incense vivant, "with animation" and 

"with life". It is the smoke which has created this other "life". The 

fum£e, by its position in the line and by the syntax, is equated with the 

fureur it produces. Fureur means here also the violence, the extremes of 

passion and even the dementia evoked in the preceding lines. Hubert 

Fabureau says that Val6ry is noting here the symptoms of the "crise 

d'hysterie" which precedes her "prophetic delirium": "souffle brulant 

(flamme). yeux r£vuls£s, visage de mourante."^ 

The second stanza focuses our attention on the shadow of the 

Pythia cast upon the wall of her temple. This shadow is seen, however, 

through the eyes of the Pythia. The loss of control of her senses is 

again evident in the word d&nente. Ombre is both her shadow and her 

2. Hubert Fabureau, Paul Valery: Poesies Choisies (Paris, 1952), 
p. 57. 



"self"* which is now possessed by the demon, a superhuman (majeur) power. 

The incensed, smoky atmosphere of the temple is evoked by odorante and 

the effect of it on her is seen in tourmente. a violent physical and 

emotional reaction. Her shadow, seen under the hallucinatory effect of 

the incense, appears to be a monstrous, miraculous (cf. Latin prodigium) 

and ghostly swimmer. The flailing of her arms in her delirious state 

makes her shadow seem to swim over the wall. FantSme recalls the d&non 

ma.jeur and the general unreality of the scene. The overpowering effect 

of the trance on the Pythia is expressed in line fifteen and it is seen 

that the shadow shares the state of trance. If the Pythia does not utter 

a sound quickly enough the fearful, shadowy demon becomes even more vio

lent, producing more hallucinations; the walls themselves seem to move, 

losing their vertical alignment (aplombs). James Lawler calls this scene 

"un refus de tout ce qui fut jamais stability architecturale et £qui-

libref"3 but it seems clear that the rupture of stability is imposed, not 

a conscious refusal by the Pythia. In the shadow (noirs) she can see the 

representation (mime) of the "divinity" which is becoming part of her 

(enthousiasmes from Greek en-theos). This miming shadow symbolizes, for 

Chisholm, "the Pythia's darker self, which is not genuine, but a horrible 

simulation."^ This same shadow, by the waving motion of its arms, seems 

to hasten the gods In their act as well as to reinforce the violence of 

the physical convulsions of the Pythia. Lawler sees the movement of the 

shadow on the wall as a metaphor of "1*horrible copulation avec le 

3. Lawler, Lecture . . . , p. 125. 

U, R. Chisholm, " 'La Pythie' and its place in Valfiry's work," 
Modern Language Review. LVIU, 1 (1963)* 26. 
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Dieu."5 But it is mistaken to say that the ending, implied by line 

twenty, is hopeful because the Pythia "accepte les spasmes pour pouvoir 

plus tftt arriver Si une fin."^ It is, however, the demon/shadow who 

"Hite les dieux, presse les spasmes 

In the third stanza the Pythia speaks out angrily against what is 

happening to her. In line twenty-four the tripod and the serpent encir

cling it are elements of the original myth of the Pythia noted earlier. 

The tripod is the "seat of inspiration"? from which the prophetess gave 

her oracles. The serpent is, according to Monestier, "la depouille du 

serpent Pytho, jadis vaincu par Apollon."® This is also the interpreta

tion of Chisholm who adds that "only its /the serpent'sj stylized image 

remains as a kind of ornament on the tripod (and in the title 'Pythia'). 

In other words, the dark god of prophecy and paroxysm has banished the 

secret, instinctive thought which is his enemy and the enemy of all 

mysticism. 

In line twenty-five the Pythia speaks, beginning a monologue 

which lasts through stanza twenty-one. She calls herself (nature) an 

abyss, a cavity open to the will of the spirits, which are the Intelli

gence of line twenty-nine. The image evoked here is one of the carnal 

possession and violation of the prophetess. The loss of her "mystery", 

5* Lawler, Lecture . . . , p. 124. 

6* Ibid., p. 125* 

7. Ibid. 

8. Robert Monestier, ed., Charmes. pr£c£d£s d'extraits en prose 
relatifs & la poetique de Val£ry (Paris, 1958), P» 62. 

9» Chisholm, Modern Language Review, p. 27. 



which is related to gouffre. is, in physical terms, her virginity, and 

figuratively the loss of innocence which comes with awareness and the 

acquisition of knowledge (Intelligence)* This act of possession by the 

"Intelligence" adulterates, that is to say changes and falsifies the 

being it affects. The effect is physical as much as intellectual as is 

seen in line thirty. The words adultfere, exerce and a compris are 

latinisms whose meaning Monestier paraphrases as "un esprit qui m'est . 

Stranger tourmente mon corps qu'il a envahi."*® 

The Pythia is now overpowered by the spirit, as the word Maltre 

indicates. Again the idea that the act is unclean and disgusting is 

evoked by immonde. In order to be done with it all, she now urges him on 

to finish. The falseness of the situation appears anew in feindre and 

vaine. Lawler calls this fecundation by the god the cruelest of gifts 

because the Pythia believes that no birth will come of it.** The inno

cence and purity of her original and predominately physical state of 

ignorance is evoked in line thirty-four by pur ventre. The words sans 

amant seem to indicate that all this struggle is taking place within the 

Pythia herself between her two selves. The last half of this stanza pre

sents the image of a bow and arrow which suggests the physical tension of 

the Pythia*s body. The shape of the arrow (dard, trait) has obvious 

phallic implications. The Pythia says her body, arched like a stretched 

bow, will shoot her "soul", her "self", into the heavens. Her sein, her 

corporal self, is no longer self-sufficient and whole. She must now 

10. Monestier, Charmes . . • , p. 62. 

11. Lawler, Lecture . . . , p. 125» 
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release the other tendencies growing "implacably4' within her and let them 

go in the direction in which they aspire, towards the sun and light. In 

other words, her second nature, the intellect, is now becoming aware of 

itself and must be allowed its inevitable growth. Walzer gives earlier 

variants of these last five lines in which the ideas just discussed are 

quite evident: 

Vois de mes forces l'arc obscene 
Tendre S. se rompre pour darder 
Iraplacablement au Ciel mime 
L'&me, insulte, l'Sme blaspheme 
Que mon sein ne peut plus garder!^ 

It will be noted that corps was forces. which seems to indicate that 

perhaps equating the body with the forces of the Pythia's corporal nature 

is valid. The Sme is seen more clearly in the variants as the object 

which causes the corruption of the body and the disgust of the Pythia. It 

is not, as Monestier says, "le souffle, 1'inspiration po^tique."^ 

Rather, in more general terms, it is the growing intellectual awareness 

of the Pythia. 

In stanza five, the "god", or the awakening power, having taken 

control of the Pythia, begins to make its presence known. As yet, how

ever, its voice is still within the Pythia. This is evident in the 

expression & ma place merae, which may be interpreted as "instead of me" 

as well as "within me". In the next phrase there is the suggestion that 

this voice is not foreign to the Pythia but originates from within her, 

12. Pierre-Olivier Walzer, La Po£sie de Val£ry (Genfeve, 1966), 
p. H60, 

13* Monestier, Charities . . . , p. 62. 



for an echo answers the person who speaks. The Pythia continues to 

refuse the presence of this other "being" as she denies the truth of what 

she hears (Tu menst). Immediately after this, however, she expresses the 

growth of awareness this voice causes (Qui m1 illumine?)* She asks also 

who causes this speech (harangue) which imposes order on the chaotic 

state preceding its arrival. The image here is one of force and violence. 

The tongue brandishes ordered speech (harangue) about like a sword before 

smashing the disorderly, disorganized chewing movements of the mouth 

(M&che). The physical distress, the frenzy and the disheveled appearance 

of the Pythia are depicted by the images of saliva running from her mouth 

and of the hair which she chews and thus "weaves" in her delirium. Her 

state of rage is also evoked by the word Jcumants. This adjective, as 

well as bave, suggests the fury caused by the possession by the god. It 

also is related to the animal qualities which characterize the Pythia, 

suggesting the perspiration of horses. The violence of the eruption of 

these words, caused by her great struggle to deny them, cuts her tongue 

as it produces them. The word hachent is recalled later by brandir and 

brisant. The last two lines express her reluctance to speak the words 

inspired by the possessing spirit. She would bite her tongue for having 

uttered them and would take them back. 

Stanza six begins by evoking the innocence of the Pythia. The 

martyr of line twenty-one is recalled next as the Pythia compares herself 

to a sacrificial victim placed upon an altar. Here, however, the body of 

the victim is also the altar where the rite of sacrifice is to be per

formed. In these lines she is accepting the inevitability of the act of 

the god and surrendering to him. She would, in fact, prefer death to the 



shame caused by this defiling act, which changes her into a monstrous 

deformation of her original self. The repetition of the word monstre 

prepares the next metaphor, which continues through stanza seven, the 

Medusa. She says that if her destiny is to become a perverted creature 

then let her head be cut off, once she has died, and held out (produit, 

from Latin producere, "to bring forward, extend") by the hair for all to 

see. The image here is very similar to that of Cellini's statue of 

Perseus holding the Medusa's head in just such a manner. The Pythia does 

not actually become the Medusa, as Lawler asserts.^ She simply wishes 

that the sight of her severed head might turn the night to stone. The 

"night" she speaks of is the night of death that will follow her imagined 

sacrifice. This image explains the comparison of her head to the moon, 

which she makes by calling the former "cette plus p&le des lampes." 

Chisholm says: "The 'monstre' is, of course, the Pythia's darker self, 

which has taken possession of her. Her reaction is: 'If I am no longer 

my true self, no longer lucid, then let me perish. If this awful night 

of the spirit remains, then let my severed head be as the head of Medusa, 

so that it may turn the inescapable night into stone."^ 

The moon metaphor is continued in the first two lines of stanza 

seven as, in the Pythia's fantasy, her head becomes a constantly moving 

(vagabonde. errante) moon. Like the real moon, the Pythia's head would 

be dead, her will replaced by that of the god, a "moon forever." That is 

to say, the Pythia, like the moon, would be "reflective", giving "light" 

14. Lawler, Lecture . . . , p. 126. 

15* Chisholm, Modern Language Review, p. 23» 



from another source and not originating it( since she speaks only what 

the visiting deity inspires her to. Also like the moon, she would exert 

an attraction (sur-prise) on the seas. She, however, would employ this 

power to its maximum, holding the peaks of the waves at their highest 

points (sommets) and turning them into stone forever. The curse of this 

would-be Medusa applies also to man, les humains. The Medusa now repres

ents death of the corporal side of man's nature. Contemplation of this 

death figure (i.e., the spectre of man's eventual death) would cause 

great fear (les coeurs fig^s) in mankind. The fact that she does thus 

represent death is evident also in the "dead" expression of her eyes (les 

glaces de roon oeil), which, in the myth of the Medusa, is fatal to the 

observer. Glaces recalls the seas frozen into stone and evokes the cold

ness and sterility of death. The Pythia extends her malediction to man's 

language, contrasting it with the language inspired in her by the god. 

She wishes she might change man's words into a people of meaningless 

(muets) statues, which are symbols of man's ignorance and presumption 

(orgueil) that his own creations, without the aid of the Pythia*s 

oracles, are worthy of his devotion (idoles). For Lawler these words 

"seront & 1'image de la M^duse—silencieux, fous, fiers, ob£issant & sa 

fascination."1^ Walzer considers this passage as the Pythia's plan to 

take vengence on all mankind in order to exorcise the spirit in her.*? 

In stanza eight the Pythia revolts against the influence of the 

spirit in her, which now takes the form of a serpent. She does not want 

16. Lawler, Lecture . . . , p. 126. 

17. Walzer, Polsie . • . , p. 29^. 



to lose her identity by becoming a host for it* She refuses to "become" 

the serpent (i.e., to accept its existence as an integral part of her). 

Its presence seems* however, inescapable (multitude de trongons). and she 

is reluctant to continue the battle. Finding no escape from her present 

condition in the future, she looks to remembrance of a past, happier 

existence for solace. 3h this previous state she was a unique being who 

was not yet divided within herself and victim of a power which dispels . 

the magic of the mysteries of her physical existence. 

In the following two lines the Pythia evokes the idyllic state 

that preceded the present horrors to which she is subjected. As is evi

dent in the first words of stanza nine, the center of her world was her 

own body. What follows is a contemplation of her purely physical exis

tence where all was untainted and unspoiled. At that time the "self" was 

identified with the body. Fralcheur evokes the purity and innocence of 

the body which had never known love (Aphrodite). The Pythia describes 

the physical beauty of her virginal (intacte) body. The nuit of line 

eighty-four, which is "illuminated" by the voice she hears within her in 

stanza five, is the mystfere she has now lost, the secrets (arcanes) of 

her origins. The tendres sommets are, perhaps, her breasts, or generally 

the curves of her flesh. The creation (partages) of her body is compared 

to the molding of a clay statue. The causes of this creation are the 

ineffable (indieibles) mysteries referred to earlier. Indieibles also 

suggests the earlier lack of language to describe these beauties, but 

which has since been supplied by the god. The lies sensibles suggest, 

again by similarity of shape, the breasts of the Pythia. Monestier, how

ever, calls the Argile the "body1' and the lies sensibles the various 
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senses.*® Sensible seems to suggest though simply the tactile sense of 

the flesh. The douce matifere is, of course, the flesh of the body as was 

argile. It was the whole substance of the Pythia's existence (sort) and 

was Indistinguishable from the "self" (Quelle alliance nous v|cOmes). 

The tense of the verb v&cftmes underscores the fact that the situation is 

now finished forever. The "gift of the foam" evokes the myth of the 

birth of Aphrodite (love) from the spray of the sea. The gift, which is 

the fecundation by the god, the Don cruel of the Maltre immonde. recalls 

to Lawler, however, the mots £cumants of stanza five, "... sugg&rant 

1'agitation de la mer ou celle du chaudron; peut-8tre ausii 6voque-t-il 

/the don des ScvmesJ par un jeu de mots la caverne de Cumes it la fameuse 

Sybille."19 Though this play on words is disputable, Lawler's summary of 

the Pythia's earlier state seems valid: "C'est le mariage harmonieux du 

moi et de son corps, un bonheur vierge avant le don des oracles et la 

connaissance de la mort qu'apporte le Dieu."^® The Pythia,s awareness of 

the mortality of her body did, in fact, make it a "body of death", for 

its life then implied its death. 

The Pythia continues in the same vein, recalling the delights 

afforded by the contemplation and sensation of her body. The first image 

of stanza nine is seen by Lawler as the evocation of the past by "cette 

suavit£ de la chair quand une joue est caressSe du jeu charmant de la 

lumifere et de 1'ombre, quand vine masse de cheveux coule sur une 

18. Monestier, Charmes . • . , p. 63« 

19» Lawler, Lecture . . . , p. 127. 

20. Ibid. 
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fipaule • • • ."21 In any case, the image appeals to the sense of touch 

primarily, as did that of the lies sensibles. The verb .ioindre and the 

following Fondue and m§me douceur restate the "alliance" of the self and 

the body mentioned in the preceding stanza. The difference in vocabulary 

between the Pythia's present description of her body and that of the 

first stanzas is important to notice. In recalling her past she uses 

terms descriptive of a human body (narlnes, £paule, seins, bras) while 

earlier, in describing her present state, words such as naseaux, flanes 

mugissants. hennir, were used, giving her animal-like characteristics. 

The sensual nature of the situation is reinforced in the following lines 

as the images appeal mainly to the senses of smell (narines). touch 

(mains pleines), and taste (Mon ablme a bu). Many of the previously 

discussed themes are present in these lines. The "mystery" which the 

Pythia regrets having lost is inherent in the expressions distances mar

ines. Mon ablme and les immenses profondeurs. Distances suggests the 

unknown, and, qualified as "marine", it has the implications of depth and 

mystery generally associated with the sea. The ablme of the Pythia is, 

in effect, the hidden, secret depths of the self, though Monestier pre-

22 
fers to call it "mes poumons, ma poitrine, mon 8tre entier." Profon

deurs is obviously related closely to this idea and both words recall the 

earlier use of gouffre as a metaphor of the Pythia's "nature". The sen

sual and physiological nature of the passage is strengthened by the image 

of the Pythia's seins vivants as being a container of which her curved 

21. Lawler, Lecture . . • , p. 12? 

22. Monestier, Charmes • . • , p. 64. 



arms are the handles. The overall impression is one of abundance 

(pleines) and self-sufficiency, of the wholeness of integration of the 

Pythia with her physical universe. She receives life and sustenance from 

the sea wind and the "immense depths". At the same time she too is a 

source of life (seins vivants), illustrating thus the closed, self-

sufficient cycle of nature. 

Introducing a theme of music, related to that of sound or lang

uage, the Pythia compares her body to a lyre, an instrument commonly 

associated with poetic creation. Recalling the earlier suggestion in 

stanza five that the spirit within her is actually another "self", she 

says that the ability to create musical sounds is inherent in the instru

ment itself. Leaving the contemplation of her idyllic, though shadowy 

and mysterious (soir) past, she evokes the subsequent changes in her 

nature. The arrival of the god is characterized as the appearance of 

light in the form of stars in the night of her past life, recalling the 

illumination of stanza five. Her body (temple) became then the den of 

animal-like forces. Temple and antre recall in addition the actual site 

of the Pythia*s trances. Here again, as in stanza two, appears the sug

gestion of her hallucinations (triste d&Lire, ouragan des songes). The 

force of the spirit within her is irresistible (II faut g&nir) though 

what is to come of their union is yet unknown. 

Alluding once more to the actual Pythia of antiquity, the stig

mata by which the people identified her as a prophetess indicate that 

this gift is something bora within her and derived from her own body. 

The rare rhymes and unvtsual words of this stanza create the atmosphere of 

a religious rite. These rhymes (stigmates/aromates; empyreumes/neumes). 
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says Lawler, suggest an exotic incantation.23 The soporific effect of 

the aromatics, which recalls the trance inducing incense of stanza one, 

prepares the Pythia for what is to come by calming her and making her 

nothing more than an object of mysterious powers. The ritual trance is 

evoked again by Etourdie and ivre and the incense by empyreumes. The 

chanting of religious hymns (murmure des neumes) recalls the metaphor of 

the lyre. 

In stanzas thirteen and fourteen the Pythia questions once more 

the justice of her sacrifice, contrasting her former purity with her pre

sent defiled state. She compares her body to the decaying carcass of an 

ass which serves as a "hive" for the swarming, devouring deities. The 

next metaphor of her body is that of a conch shell, which, like the dead 

body of the ass, was once a container full of life. In classical mythol

ogy the conch shell served as a horn for the gods of the sea (cf. lyre). 

The Pythia believes that her former, virginal existence was, of itself, 

sufficient offering to the gods. Lawler rightly terms the Puissance 

Cr^atrice of line one hundred thirty-one the "Intellect". It is, as he 

notes, the 11 'auteur du myst&re animal1, puisque sans lui la chair 

n'aurait jamais connu son propre trlsor ni les profondeurs de sa propre 

2|i 
animalit£." The myst&re animal is physical, mortal life. It becomes 

a mystery when the Pythia, after enlightenment by the presence of the 

god, is aware of its hidden, secret resources. The theme of fecundation 

appears again as the god sows "marvels of evil" in her. The merveilles 

23* Lawler, Lecture . . . , p. 128. 

2k» Ibid., p. 129. 



are seeds of this unknown yet miraculous creation which are the cause of 

her pain and torment (mal). In the following line, accordes creates a 

play on its meanings of dormer, suggested by don, and, by its rhyme with 

cordes. the tuning of a stringed instrument. This latter image is car

ried through the end of the stanza and recalls the earlier allusions to 

music or musical instruments. In the last lines there is the suggestion, 

seen also in the preceding stanza (carcasse). that this act of possession 

by the god will cause the death of the Pythia. The effect of this new 

presence within her is so violent that her former self nearly expires, 

sounding hollow as a tomb when she finally utters the inspired words. 

Fabureau's interpretation of this passage is made entirely in respect to 

Val^ry's poetics: "Rebelle & l1influence d'Apollon, la Pythie argumente 

audacieusement contre le souverain du Parnasse et elle se fait l'inter-

prfcte des theories esth^tiques de Val£ry. L'auteur de Charmes, qui voit 

partout le triomphe de la methods, refuse de croire au tumulte crJateur; 

il nie les bienfaits de 1'inspiration. 

The Pythia implores the god to let her be, for her frail human 

body (tige) cannot withstand the violence of the act of creation forced 

upon her. She desires to return to her previous state of calm and peace. 

She tries to show the advantages of that condition for the appearance of 

the oracle, described now as light (splendeur) which causes the violent 

shocks to which she is subjected. Calm water, she says, allows light to 

pass through itself more readily than the obscure, indistinct depths 

stirred up by a storm. This recalls the previous comparisons of the 

25. Fabureau, Paxil Val&ry . . . , p. 59 • 



Pythia1s inner self to the depths of the waters in stanzas three and ten* 

She is saying, essentially, that natural processes will reach the desired 

goal of awareness or poetic creation and there is no point in forcing 

them. The coming of the Puissance Cr^atrice was seen earlier in a simi

lar metaphor as l'ouragan des songes. The storm metaphor is continued in 

stanza sixteen, stressing the lightning flashes accompanying the tumultu

ous atmosphere# For the Fythia, the "divine" light of knowledge is not a 

lightning flash. To say that the lightning "surpasses" her means that it 

is not a natural development of her self but the result of some more 

powerful force imposed upon her. It also makes her a prophetess (devine) 

as it takes control of her. As a songe cruel, which recalls the vaine 

grossesse and the ouragan des songes. it only promises illumination 

(clair) but nothing comes of it. Instead of bringing knowledge 

(instruire). the bolt of lightning only does harm, "wounding" the dark 

calm of the heavens and showing in its light only the Pythia's isolation. 

The orderly, natural processes of the intellect (architecture) are 

absent. Serving as oracle of the gods, the Pythia finds herself now 

without the possibility to act on her own, condemned to sterile (purs) 

solitude (deserts) because of her difference from other mortals. 

Recalling the merveilleuses mains of line one hundred forty-two, 

the Pythia implores the mains universelles of the god not to force a few 

"sparks" of intelligence from her tormented mind. The Itincelles are not 

"inspiration", as Lawler asserts, but rather the result of the god's 

possession, the product of his union with her. She says his help is not 

26. Lawler, Lecture . . . , p. 129* 



necessary for these supreme creations. As Val&ry stated in Aurore (line 

sixty-two) and in Palme (line seventy-four), the same res lilt would even

tually come about naturally, by the chance encounter of certain elements 

within the mind. Looking forward to the future and, at the same time, 

backwards into the past, like a sort of Janus figure, she sees in both 

directions an equal lack of refuge (oubli). The past, which she has just 

evoked, is irretrievably gone. Now that her idyllic existence has been 

ruined forever by the vilifying presence of the god, the future holds no 

possible refuge either. Her desire is to escape into a sort of isolation 

(lies). the self-sufficient state she once knew. Oubli also suggests a 

desire to escape into the nothingness of death, a wish the Pythia 

expressed in stanza six. Monestier says that man, rather than the Pythia, 

is the one who looks to the past and to the future and finds that "tous 

deux sont £galeraent decevants Lawler remarks that the word absence 

has been said to be used here as Mallarrae would use it. He adds that " il 

est important cependant de noter que le sens du mot est directement 

opposl chez les deux pontes: 1& oil Kallarml consid&re que la poSsie doit 

£voquer une forme idlale, une 'absence1, La Pythie cherche le concret et 

le sensuel. Les lies de ses rSves sont le reflet des 'lies sensibles' 
pO 

qui furent la joie de la chair." 

Stanza nineteen presents the culmination of one aspect of the 

poem, which is, in some ways, the most important. It concerns one result 

of the gift (of knowledge) brought by the god. It is "self-knowledge", 

27. Monestier, Charmes . . . , p. 66. 

28. Lawler, Lecture . . . , p. 130. 
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which, however, has certain disadvantages. First, the Pythia says it is 

pointless to look for the secrets of her existence for they are too 

remote, too deeply hidden in the obscure workings of the universe 

(cieux). The noirs t&noins are her eyes, the recipients of the "light" 

of knowledge brought to her. They remain dark, however, because of the 

impossibility of ever deciphering the secrets of its origins (sources 

premieres). That is to say, they have not been or cannot be "enlight

ened" enough. Gilberte Aigrisse is also of the opinion that the "eyes" 

here are searching inwardly. She says that in La Pythie and elsewhere in 

ValSry's works "l'oeil noir semble bien 8tre l'oeil qui a toum£ son 

29 regard vers l'int^rieur." The tears shed by these darkened eyes are 

interpreted by Lawler as "le Serpent sous tme autre forme, apportant mort 

et illumination."This conclusion seems a bit extreme although he 

states later that the tears are "la larme de sa sensibility mortelle."-^ 

This seems more in keeping with the sense of the poem, indicating a 

purely human, and therefore mortal, response to the realization of the 

inevitable extinction of the self. The tears are nothing more than tears 

of anguish. It is In such tears that, as Walzer notes, the Pythia finds 

refuge, seeing no other in the past or the future: "N'obtenant point de 

r^ponse h. ses interrogations angoissues, la Pythie se r^fugie maintenant 

dans les pleurs que ses yeux, qui ne peuvent point lui donner la lumifere, 

29. Gilberte Aigrisse, Psychanalyse de Paul Val&»y (Paris, 1964)# 
p. 64. 

30. Lawler, Lecture . . . , p. 130. 

31. Ibid., p. 134. 
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lui donnent au moins cette consolation humaine, quoique am&re . . . ."32 

The inevitability of death is not to be allayed by any amount of know

ledge—the "greatest eye" (prunelle) being the one the most "illumi

nated". The line De tenfebres doit se nourrirt indicates first the death 

(t&iebres) that is an integral part of life (nourrir). It also suggests 

the mystery (t&i&bres) in which are wrapped the origins of life. This 

condition of mortality does, in fact, keep man (notre race) earth-bound, 

unlike the immortal gods. Atterree contrasts with cieux, dieux and the 

"heavenly" source of light. Man is thus tied to the earth, dependant on 

physical existence for the life of the mind, recalling the paradox of the 

plane tree. The distance which causes the tears of despair is that which 

separates man from his sources premieres. Le temps de mourir, the period 

of time one lives, is all the time allotted to both mind and body. Men 

die "avant d'avoir connu les secrets de leur destinee, avant m$me d'avoir 

33 pen^tre 1'obscure substance dont ils sont faits." ^ 

Stanza nineteen begins a new movement of the poem in which the 

Pythia no longer turns her thoughts to the paradox of her situation. The 

next three stanzas announce the imminent birth resulting from her posses

sion by the god. The nature of this offspring is suggested by the first 

word of the stanza, Entends. which indicates something verbal or audi

tory. It first takes the form of fleuves, which Lawler believes are the 

••tears" of the preceding stanza.3** However, as suggested by the third 

32. Walzer, Polsie . . . , p. 295* 

33. Ibid. 

yt, Lawler, Lecture . . . , p. 131• 
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line (Est-ce mon sang?), these rivers are possibly the veins and arteries 

carrying the creative, life-giving blood throughout the body of the 

Pythia. This is also suggested by the previous imagery viewing the 

physical side of her nature as the source of intellectual nourishment. 

The theme of the mystery of her origins and of her nature in general, is 

again suggested by cavemes of the second line. The metaphoric birth of 

the Pythia's offspring is suggested by the recurrence of "labor" pains, 

"les neuves / Rumours des ondes sans merci." The secrets of the Pythia 

are said to be "sounding their dawns." The verb sonnent strengthenes 

the implications of a verbal, auditory creation, suggesting that these 

sounds have communication as part of their properties. The use of 

aurores here recalls the incipient state of poetic creation implied in 

both Aurore and Palme. In line one hundred eighty-six the temples of 

the Pythia, which are pulsating with the flow of her blood, are also 

called tristes airains. Her sadness is due to the fact that their 

throbbing recalls to her her body and its mortality. She urges the 

sounds to come forth quickly, bringing their prophecy of the future. 

The "rock" upon which she wishes the sounds to strike is, of course, 

the human head. In this respect, the similarity of roche to rocher, 

"temporal bone", is not without importance for the latter surrounds the 

inner and middle ears. Now, explaining much of the previous imagery, 

the Pythia says her two natures are becoming one in order to produce 

these sounds. This image is symbolic, says Lawler, of the mariage of 

"l1intelligence et de la sensibility, du corps et de 1'esprit, de la 
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35 vie et de la connaissance de la mort, du pass£ et du futur." And in 

respect to the actual myth, it refers to the union of the prophetess and 

the god into one body. 

The following stanza vises the metaphor of a tree to express the 

Pythia's present state. The image is that of climbing the "tree of life" 

which is tantamount to transcending a previous, baser condition, just as 

the protagonist of Aurora does. This is, in effect, the aging of the . 

Pythia who is followed up the tree by everpresent death. At the top of 

the tree death catches up with her. The image symbolizes at the same 

time the climax of the union of her two selves, which is, in other terms, 

the death of the previous Pythia. The fear expressed (formidablement, 

effrayants, atroce) is due to her recent awareness of the presence of 

death. The latter is seen also in the thread of her "life line" drawn 

out by the Parcae (la fileuse). The last line of the stanza expresses 

this union in sensual terms. Sanglots suggests the torment to which the 

Pythia has been subjected. The forthcoming event is seen as a growing 

and climactic Ccime) wave of passion engulfing her body, breaking at the 

neck, which separates the head (intellect) from the body. Similarly in 

Aurore the neck is the point of transition between the physical and the 

spiritual (line eighty-five). 

Once more the Pythia urges the accomplishment of the birth, this 

time using the metaphor of a flock of sheep bursting forth from its fold. 

Her previous defenses (portes. scellements) have now been lowered as the 

Pythia submits to her destiny. The oracle she is to give or, specifically 

35* Lawler, Lecture . . . , p. 131. 
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the divinely inspired words she will use, are a "flock of terrifying 

sheep*1; terrifying to her because of the violence done to her nature in 

giving them birth. Their "spiritual" origin is made clear by the word 

£tincellement, which recalls the suprSmes £tincelles of line one hundred 

sixty-three. Their home or birthplace was some mysterious, dark "stable" 

in the recesses of the Pythia's mind where they "fed on her shadows." 

These shadows are, as line two hundred eight indicates, the uncontrolled 

mental processes (reves). perhaps the unconscious, of the Pythia. The 

presence of dreams in that part of her mind shows that it is full of 

activity, though poorly seen by her, and this unformed, unordered mental 

activity is the primary source for the ordered expression of fully formed 

concepts (epais troupeau). The remainder of the stanza continues the 

metaphor of the sheep, culminating with the image of the Golden Fleece. 

The verb fumer recalls the smoky, incense laden atmosphere of the Pythia's 

temple. She tells the flock of sheep, which has been collectivized now 

into a single fleece, to make itself visible, to come into the light of 

day. The juxtaposition of or and Toison produces the image of the Golden 

Fleece. The final position of this image is particularly apt since the 

Golden Fleece symbolizes the attainment of a goal reached after much 

difficulty and struggle. 

Thus ends the monologue of the Pythia. In the remaining stanzas 

the narrator resumes commentary and interpretation. He returns first to 

the imagery of the beginning of the poem, describing the Pythia in her 

state of frenzy and delirium. Then, recalling the dawning of the Pythia's 

secrets in line one hundred eighty-five, the climax of the situation is 

that the sky or heaven makes itself evident. Ciel evokes not only the 
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light of the sky but also the abode of the god who is in possession of 

the lythia. The pontiff who has come to hear her prophecy listens 

attentively and with great joy to the divine (sainte) message. Lawler 

considers him to be both the poet and the Pythia herself.^ Finally, 

the "birth" takes place. The first sound heard is, like a newborn 

child, new and pure (blanche). For Chisholm this is "the voice of poetry 

as Val6ry conceives it, the voice that speaks *en toute conscience et . 

dans une enti&re lucidite."^ 

Ih the final stanza the voice of the god speaks through the 

Pythia. His words do not concern so much the role of inspiration or that 

of the poet as much as they are a description of the nature of language 

itself and its relation to man in general. Language is first called the 

"Honor of Hen" for it constitutes the most praiseworthy aspect of their 

existence. It is divine (Saint), worthy of a religious veneration, 

because of its origin. Language has two aspects: prophetic and esthetic. 

The former arises from man's use of language to project himself outside 

his own existence. By its nature and origin, it permits man a glimpse of 

his own nature and origins. The artistic (par£) side of language corre

sponds perhaps to the form of discourse, which is inseparable from its 

content. Language is made of chains of words, the ordered sequence of 

concepts. The god who has "strayed" (cf. les hasards. line one hundred 

sixty-four) into the body (physical existence) is the "intelligence" 

which gives language its prophetic qualities. He is the light of 

36. Lawler, Lecture . • . , p. 132. 

37. Chisholm, Modern Language Review, p. 22. 
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language which "illuminates11* Qualifying language as a largesse recalls 

the Pythia's earlier references to the "gift" of the god. The generosity 

of the gift results from the all encompassing, prophetic nature of lan

guage. Sagesse implies order, calm and moderation of expression as veil 

as the wisdom it carries. In the last lines the voice returns once more 

to the question of its origin. The language it speaks, the "discours 

proph^tique et par£", is not the expression of the rational intellect 

alone. There is something much broader and more general than the role 

one being's consciousness plays in the formulation of Language. It is 

the most elemental and basic part of man's being, the poorly understood, 

mysterious workings of his non-rational or perhaps "pre-conscious" mind 

that supplies the building materials of this language. It is the voice 

of Nature (des ondes et des bois) which speaks, the immortal and thus 

the divine in each human being. This aspect of language is common to all 

men and yet cannot be considered as the "voice" of any one in particular. 

It is "la myst^rieuse presence de l'universKnowledge (Sagesse) 

comes from the ordering (Belles chaines) of concepts rising up from the 

shadowy recesses of the mind, more physical in nature than spiritual. 

The expression of these concepts is a "divine" act for through it man 

can transcend his physical condition. 

Critical comments on this last stanza are quite varied. There is 

some dispute about who is actually speaking the final lines. Lawler, for 

example, says the Pythia is still speaking here: "Le moi proffere une voix 

qui parle d'elle-mSme. Le langage rSjouit de sa nature, comme doit 

38. Walzer, Pofeie . . . , p. 297* 
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toujours le faire le langage poltique; c'est plus qu'une affirmation 

ordinaire puisqu'il 5l&ve les hommes au statut de cr^ateurs et devient 

par 1&. sacr^."^ He disagrees strongly, and with reason, in this with 

Walzer who asks: "Que sera son oracle? Nous ne le saurons pas; c'est le 

po%te-t£moin qui se substituera & elle pour tirer la legon du spec

tacle."^® However, it is difficult to agree with Lawler's conclusion 

that this is a "danse des mots qui transcende le moi et n'a d'autre fin 

que sa propre noblesse divine et sa grftce de mouvement,"^ a sort of 

"art for art's sake". According to Chisholm this stanza describes "lan

guage as it ought to be: an instrument at the service of inspiration, but 

only of that true inspiration that i6 furnished by the beauty of things, 

by lucid thought, by acceptance of a world not Delphic, but 'Apollonian' 

42 in Nietzsche's sense of the term." This would not seem to be a valid 

argument since, as has been seen, the stress of much of the poem has been 

on the mysterious processes of the Pythia's shadowy, physical past 

(tenfebres) which provide sustenance for intellection. For Fabureau this 

stanza speaks primarily of the discipline to which the poet's enthusiasm 

is submitted and the poet is said to impose the "salutaires et subtiles 

contraintes" of "l'art classique" on his genius.^ 

39* Lawler, Lecture . . . , p. 133* His italics. 

40. Walzer, Po^sie . . . , p. 296. 

41. Lawler, Lecture . . . , p. 133• 

42. Chisholm, Modern Language Review, p. 22. 

43. Fabureau, Paul Val&ry . . . , p. 6l. 
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Opinion on the meaning of the poem as a whole is no less diver

gent. Perhaps one of the more surprising interpretations is that of 

Walzer who feels it is clear that "en g£n£ral la 'Pythie' d&signe, pour 

Val£ry, 1'inspiration romantique non control^e, ou insuffisarament cont-

r&l^e par l'art."^ Another critic of this opinion is Monestier who, in 

spite of the conclusion of the poem, finds it "difficile de voir lSi le 

symbole de 1»inspiration po^tique telle que Val^ry la congoit pour lui-

m8me." The Pythia, he continues, is rather "une caricature de l1inspira

tion tumultuouse des romantiques. La clef du pofeme est peut-etre dans 

cette phrase: 'Tout class icisme suppose un romantisme ant^rieur1 

Lawler characterizes the poem by saying that it "trace le mouvement cri

tique oil le moi fait la decouverte douloureuse de ses myst&res . . . ." 

and that it is the "hymne mystique par lequel le moi parvient & com-

prendre l'enchalnement fatal et l'unit£ de son Stre."^ For others the 

poem treats the role of "instincts" in poetic creation. To cite Walzer 

again, the message of the poem is ". . * que 1' inspiration accepte de se 

soumettre aux lois du nombre et de la musique et la polsie sera 

sawe^e."^ Aigrisse sees in the poem first a liberation of the Pythia1 s 

instincts: "Ces forces instinctives sont enracin£es dans la biologique. 

La Pythie nous offre 1'image du d^chalneraent d'une libido indiff^ren-

ci£e, non encore domestiquee, se manifestant sous la forme d'une 'force* 

44. Walzer, Pofeie • • . , p. 460 

45. Monestier, Charmes . . . , p. 60. 

46. Lawler, Lecture . . . , pp. 133-3^* 

47. Walzer, Po^sie . . . , p. 296. 
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violente."^® The force to which she refers is that described in stanza 

two. Following the liberation of instincts, she sees a protest against 

their acceptance, and, finally, the emergence of the "Persona" in the 

form of the Saint Langage. The latter is interpreted as the taming of 

the primitive instincts to find the true "Self" The psychoanalytical 

terms used by Aigrisse do little, however, to explain the role of lan

guage per se in the poem. 

Here, as in several other poems of Charmes such as Aurore, Au 

Platane and Palme, there is a certain degree of polarization of themes or 

concepts. The very nature of the Pythia, a being inhabited by a spirit, 

suggests a duality. As is also the case in the other poems mentioned, 

this duality is often expressed by antitheses and contrasting ideas. One 

of the first metaphors encountered is that of the Pythia as a sort of 

enraged monster. Later in the poem this is contrasted with the evocation 

of her former purity. In the first stanza the Pythia is said to breathe 

fire through her naseaux, a term generally reserved for animals. This 

procedure is employed several times thereafter, portraying the Pythia as 

a hideous, unreasoning beast. Also in the first stanza is the expression 

flancs mugissants. describing the heaving of her sides as she cries out, 

sounding like a wounded animal. This idea is continued in stanza two by 

hennir and ruades. In stanza six she describes herself as a monstre and 

a b&te to be slaughtered as in sacrifice. Later, in stanza ten, for 

example, the Pythia uses the word narines instead of naseaux. describing 

48. Aigrisse, Psychanalyse . . . , p. 236. 

49. Ibid., p. 233. 
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her body in human terms and thus presenting a strong contrast with her 

present condition. Opposing the view of herself as an animal, the Pythia 

constantly makes reference to her "purity". It is first implied by the 

presence of a corrupting agent, the Intelligence adultere. Later she 

mentions her pur ventre (stanza four) and protests or questions the use 

of her pure and innocent form for the purposes of the god (stanzas six, 

thirteen). In the ninth stanza particularly the idea of purity 

(Fralcheur) and virginity (intacte nuit) are evoked, and, it is important 

to note, these qualities are specifically related to her past existence. 

The horror and animal-like character of the Pythia belong to the present. 

There is a similar opposition established between the active and 

passive elements of the poem. The present state of the Pythia is charac

terized from the beginning as one of great violence and activity. The 

words of the initial description of the prophetess evoke a violent, 

frenzied state (Haletant, ivre, hurle, s'arrache). In stanza two the 

visions induced by breathing the smoke filling the temple (odorante 

tourmente) portray violence (Rompant) and stress (spasmes). Physical 

tension and activity are evoked in stanza three by the sueurs froides 

and the gripping of hands to withstand the spasms (ruades) provoked by 

her seizure. The fourth stanza implies this same tension through the 

metaphor of the bow stretched to its breaking point. Finally, when the 

first stirrings of a new life are felt within her, their effect on the 

Pythia is violent and destructive (hachent. brandir. m&che, se morel re). 

The passive aspects of the poem are evident first in the Pythia's 

submission to the god's presence in her (stanza six), and in her desire 

to give up the struggle and to seek refuge in the memory of her joyous 
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past life (stanzas eight-ten). This previous existence was completely 

passive and calm. The absence of violence is implied by her virginity, 

her body which never was offered to the goddess of love. Calm and peace 

are Inherent In the terms of the description of her body also, such as 

its softness to the touch (argile, lies sensibles. douce mati&re, fondue 

\ la mSme douceur). Passivity, as was purity, is related then to the 

past. The verbs used in recalling her past happiness imply the peace and 

calm of a static, unchanging situation (ne fut .jamais ... desalt£r£e, 

nous v&cflmes). There is also the suggestion that this state which she 

once knew still exists: "Mon ablme a bu les immense / Profondeurs 

qu1apportent les vents." 

Another opposition that runs throughout the poem is that of light 

and dark. Darkness or obscurity is characteristic of the Pythia's past 

in general as is seen in the expression intacte nuit or in the evening 

sky (Un soir) in which appears the constellation. In stanza eighteen the 

noirs temoins and the t^n&bres echo this as do the "shadows" which feed 

the flock of sheep in stanza twenty-one. Related to this theme is that 

of mystery in relation to the Pythia's past. It is first evoked when she 

speaks of having lost her propre myst&re because of the god's presence. 

It is particularly evident when she turns to recollection of the past as 

a haven from the torment to which she is subjected in the present (magie, 

arcanes. nuits. indicibles. distances marines, immenses profondeurs). It 

is evoked again by the words sources premieres and profondes of stanza 

eighteen as well as the cavernes and the secrets which are about to find 

expression in stanza nineteen. 
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The gift of the god is characterized as an "illumination". Light 

is thus associated with the present or future state of the Pythia. The 

words she is beginning to speak are "flashes" of light. Her severed 

head, the result of sacrificing her own self to the intelligence of the 

visiting spirit, is a "moon", reflecting light from another source. 

The appearance of this foreign intelligence is likened to the appearance 

of stars in an evening sky (stanza eleven). The metaphor is stated very 

specifically in stanza sixteen when she calls the gift "divine light". 

In this stanza there are many references to light: 11epouvantable eclair, 

clair, delate, luire, pSle. This light is, in fact, intelligence or 

knowledge: "II va nous instruire!" The gift of the god is consistently 

seen as a flash of enlightenment such as supreme etlncelles and the 

sparkling of the flock of sheep. The birth in stanza twenty-two is of a 

sound described as "white". Language is itself an "Illumination" (stanza 

twenty-three). 

One of the more obvious themes of the poem is that of the pos

session of the Pythia by the god. This theme is expressed in several 

ways, one of which is by the struggle of the Pythia to resist her sub

jugation and by the suffering which results from it. The images mentioned 

earlier in relation to the category of "Activity" are also relevant to the 

struggle depicted. The physical tension expressed by the arc obscene 

denotes this as well as the emergence of the mots ecumants (lines forty-

five-fifty), which causes great suffering. The description in the first 

two stanzas implies this suffering also through the violence of the 

Pythia*s reaction. In stanza three she is referred to specifically as a 

suffering martyr and later as a vanquished and beaten victim of the god 
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(stanza six). The resumption of the struggle is mentioned directly as a 

possible alternative to flight into the past. The possession is also 

portrayed as the act of copulation between the Pythia and the god. In 

this respect, several expressions are suggestive of sexual anatomy such 

as the words "Toute ma nature est un gouffre." She describes herself as 

"entr'ouverte aux esprits" which are possessing her. In stanza four 

there are several expressions of fecundation: "divin ferment", "vaine 

grossesse / Dans ce pur ventre sans amant." The sexual implications of 

darder and trait in this context are evident. Later, in stanza fourteen, 

the Pythia asks why the god has chosen a virgin as ma trice, "matrix" or 

"womb", in which to sow the seeds of evil. A final expression of this 

theme is seen in the Pythia's statement that her "two natures" are about 

to unite. 

A result of the physical as well as of the "spiritual" mating is 

the vilification of a once pure being. The Maltre immonde who overpowers 

the Pythia is a direct allusion to this as are also the feelings of 

horror and disgust she experiences (horrible scene, obscene, infSme). 

The passage of the Medusa describes the change the Pythia feels within 

her from a state of purity to that of a monster. Another example of the 

revulsion caused by the act is in stanzas twelve and thirteen where she 

is marked by stigmata and is subjected to rites she finds odious. 

Another important theme is the birth which is the result of her 

possession by the god. This metaphoric birth occurs on several levels, 

the first being the mythological, that of the oracles inspired in the 

prophetess by Apollo. Speaking generally of the background of the poem, 

Chisholm notes that it comes from "legends relating to the oracular 
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temple of Apollo at Delphi. The earlier name of this district was 

Pytho • . • . And legend associated this older name with Python, the 

serpent slain by Apollo. Hence the serpent coiled round the tripod in 

stanza three of Val6ry's poem .... Hence also the title given to the 

prophetess: Pythia."-'® Other examples of the mythological aspect are: 

the opening description of the Pythia's trance, induced by breathing 

fumes rising from a fissure in the stone floor of her temple; the hal- . 

lucinations she has as a result of the latter and her physical reaction 

to it (stanza two); the oracular voice speaking within her (stanzas five, 

nineteen, twenty-two); and the description of the religious rite in 

stanza twelve. A second aspect of this "birth" is that of an actual, 

physical birth. The pain and physical torment of such an event are seen 

in the spasms the Pythia feels and the neuves rumours which announce more 

contractions. The vaine grossesse is an expression of this birth as are 

the last two lines of stanza twenty-two, which clearly suggest the birth 

of a child who "escapes" its mother's body and cries out with a new and 

pure voice. 

There is also a third level of the birth metaphor. It is the 

birth of "language" which results from the mating of the Pythia's two 

natures, physical and psychic. It first takes the form of the internal 

voice of stanza five, the mots 6cumants, still unformed, unordered into 

the belles chalnes of the final stanza. Several times the theme of lan

guage is expressed as music. The Pythia's body, the source of the raw 

material of language, is like a musical instrument which implies, by its 

50. Chisholm, Modern Language Review, p. 21. 
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very nature, the sounds it will produce. This idea is repeated by the 

image of the conch shell later and by the play on words of accordes / 

cordes in stanza fourteen. Various other words, such as sonner. entends 

sonnent, airains, sonores, voix and oreilles, sustain the theme of sound 

and language which reaches its climax in the appearance of the Saint 

Langage. 

There is one other level, and perhaps the most important, to be 

seen in this metaphor. It is the birth of a psychological duality or the 

emergence of the Pythia's dual nature. This aspect may be seen through

out the poem in the presence of a second "being11. The first hint of it 

is in the shadows of the Pythia on the wall which seem to have a life of 

their own (Ou domine un demon ma.jeur). In the second stanza the prophe

tess describes herself as receptive to the "spirits". The mythological 

possession by the god Apollo, the Intelligence adultfere, may, in this 

respect, be interpreted as the emergence of the pythia's other nature. 

It is intellectual as opposed to the Pythia's "original", physical self. 

The antithesis of these two is basic to the structure of the poem. 

Further examples of the presence of this second nature are the Maltre 

immonde. the voice which begins to speak within, and the Puissance 

crfatrice. Of course the statement in stanza nineteen that her "deux 

natures vont s'unir" is a direct expression of this duality and demon

strates as well their fundamental interdependence in the creation of 

language. Valery himself tells us that the purpose of La Pythie is to 

illustrate this very idea, to show how the body is, as much as the mind, 

responsible for the formation of ideas: "Logique de la Pythie. Chemin 

de l'idle. Employer le corps & former les id£es. Ce corps instrument de 
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muslque, de nettetl*"^ He says also, explaining his intentions in 

writing the poems, that "dans La Par que et La Pvthie. seul po&te qui, je 

crois, l'ait tent&, j'ai essay£ de me tenir dans le souci de suivre le 

sentiment physiologique de la conscience; le fonctionnement du corps, 

en tant qu*il est pergu par le Moi, servant de basse continue aux 

incidents ou id£es. Car une idla n'est qu*un incident."-^ 

51. Cited by Lawler, Lecture . . • , p. 13^« Val^ry's italics. 



CHAPTER 6 

LE CIMETIERE MARIN 

Perhaps one of the most discussed poems of the century, Le Cime-

tlfere marin treats the theme of man's paradoxical duality and his place 

in the scheme of nature. The poet finds a metaphor of this scheme in the 

spectacle of the brilliant Mediterranean sun standing apparently motion

less over the sea; The spectator, who finds himself at a point between 

the sun and the sea, meditates on the attraction each exerts on him. 

Each is representative of certain qualities which the spectator finds in 

his own nature. The decor creates an illusion of immobility which in

duces the spectator to aspire to deny half of his dual nature and to 

participate fully in the other half which is like the sun. From his 

vantage point in the cemetery, the poet looks down upon the sea and sees 

in it a metaphor of his own mind. The surface brilliantly reflecting the 

sun's light is likened to the thin surface of lucid intellectual activity 

that covers the shadowy depths of his unconscious. He would refuse this 

darker half of himself and identify completely with the sun, which repre

sents to him the absolute of consciousness. He feels that he is just at 

the point of such a fusion when the fact of his material existence and 

subjugation to the passage of time is seen in the movement of his shadow 

over the tombs of the cemetery. The illusion begins to dispel and he 

becomes acutely aware of his own mortality. He sees that to become 

immobile and immutable as the sun would mean the death of the body. The 

117 
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dead have taken the side of the sun but in doing so the intellect has 

died. In death the individual is lost and blends into one great 

"essence". There is no after life where he will have again the same 

identity he now enjoys. The awareness of the paradox of the interdepen

dence of the mind and the body and their common mortality gnaws at him 

like a worm. Being unable to deny the worldly part of himself without 

ending his intellectual life also, the poet reaffirms his dual nature in 

a movement which is paralleled by a rebirth of life in the scene before 

him. To express this view of life, Val£ry uses the sun, the cemetery, 

the spectator, and the sea as spatially oriented symbols of degrees of 

existence ranging between the opposite poles of the pure intellect and 

the purely physical. 

The first image of the poem, the toit tranquille, introduces two 

important themes, that of an edifice or temple and secondly that of calm 

and little movement. This roof is the surface of the sea on which the 

spectator sees "doves" walking. The comparison of the sea's surface to a 

roof comes from the similarity, in the poet*s eyes, between the shape of 

the waves and the pattern seen in a tile roof (cf. stanza three). The 

image of a roof implies that something is covered or hidden beneath it. 

Here it is hidden activity, which is evoked in the next line by palpite. 

a verb indicative of life and activity. The idea of motion is also pre

sented by the walking of the doves and the words tou.jours recommence 

applied to the sea. Though the actual surface appears calm, there is an 

undercurrent of activity present. Most critics stress only the calm 

aspect of the sea in this first stanza. However, there are some critics 

who share the idea presented above, seeing, as does Cohen for example, 
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that "quelques Elements possibles d1instability et de mobilite apparais-

sent"* in the sea. Walzer agrees, adding that the dominating impression 

is one of "une immense paix faite de 1'immobility de la mer et du ciel, 

et du contentement du spectateur." Another critic who notes a sugges

tion of instability is Bernard Weinberg. He states that the "'toit', 

only part of an edifice, covers what is beneath; high noon is but a mo

mentary state; the normal condition of the sea is one of movement."3 The 

doves seen "walking" on the roof of the sea are, of course, the sails of 

boats though their identity is not as important as the illusion they 

give; not so in the final line of the poem. Another interpretation of 
k 

the doves is Ramon Guthrie's who calls them "white caps of foam." 

M. Edouard Morot-Sir prefers to see the doves as representations of 

"dreams ."^ The word tonibes at the end of line two evokes the locale and 

contrasts with the activity suggested by palpite and marchent. which are 

related to the sea. 

Midi le .juste introduces another very important aspect of the 

poem, the sun and associated qualities of exactitude, perfection and a 

static state. Midi itself is quite important for Val£ry in general, 

1. Gustave Cohen, Essai d1explication du "Cimetifere marin" 
(Paris, 1933). p. 52. 

2. Pierre-Olivier Walzer, La Poesie de Valery (Genfeve, 1966), 
P. 330. 

3. Bernard Weinberg, "An Interrogation of Valery1s 'Le Cimetifere 
mar in1," Romanic Review. XXXVIH (April, 19^7), 138. 

4. Ramon Guthrie and George E. Diller, eds., French Literature 
and Thought since the Revolution (New York, 19^2), p. 55^* 

5. Edouard Morot-Sir, Professor of French, Lecture, The Univer
sity of Arizona, November 5» 1969* 
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according to Faivre. In his article on the theme of light in Val^ry's 

works t he describes the aura of equilibrium evoked for Vallry by the sun 

at its zenith: 

Divisl en deux zones lumineuses d'egale importance, le paysage 
semble rigoureusement compost et l'exacte g5om£trie cosmique de 
l'astre apparemment immobile satisfait pleinement 1*imagination 
du r&veur en qu&te d1une absolue tranquillity de l'&me. Toute 
opposition a disparu; une m8rae lumi&re, repartie selon une sup
reme math&natique, regno sur l'univers et son invincible pre
sence restitue l'uniti absolue.® 

The epithet .juste applied to the sun (Midi) evokes these same qualities. 

Walzer explains the expression as the sun's-giving toute chose le 

m&me poids de r5alit£."^ The sun's image is reflected on the surface of 

the sea and it seems to create (compose) fires there. The word compose 

has been the object of some discussion. According to some critics the 

0 
word is to be taken in the sense of "calms" or "soothes". Walzer 

believes though that it is the sea that is being "composed": "II the 

sun/ 'compose1 la raer, c'est-&-dire qu'il la construit, qu'il la b&tit."9 

However, Val5ry defines the word in Meditations m£diterran£enes as 

follows: "Tout ce que nous voyons est compost par lui /the sun/, et 

j'entends par composition un ordre de choses visibles et la transforma

tion lente de cet ordre qui constitue tout le spectacle d'une 

6. Jean-Luc Faivre, "Paul Val£ry et le theme de la lumi&re," 
Les Lettres romanes. XXII, 2 (May, 1968), 134. 

7» Walzer, Po£sie . . . , p. 330. 

8. Weinberg, Romanic Review, p. 138| Pierre-Francois Benoist, 
Les Essais de Paul Valery (po&mes et proses) (Paris, 1964), p. 129; 
Cohen, Essai . . . , p. 52. 

9. Walzer, Poesie . . . , p. 330* 
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joum£e."*° This definition implies a change, progression and movement, 

which are also implied in the poem. This movement is evoked again, and 

doubly so, by the repetition of la mer and by tou.iours recommenc^e. The 

infinite repetition of the waves suggests that the sea is constantly 

moving and is full of life hidden from the direct view of the spectator. 

Walzer interprets the scene in psychological terras, considering the sun 

as "la conscience qui eclaire les retours cycliques de la vie intlrieure, 

de cette mer ' toujours recommence1 

The final two lines of the stanza, which are engraved on Valery's 

tomb in the cemetery of S&te, introduce the spectator himself. In line 

five he indicates that he is now in a static, neutral state, receptive to 

sensory impressions (long regard), having ceased directed intellectual 

activity. Fabureau's interpretation of the stanza is exceptional. He 

says that the poet instinctively adopts "l*attitude nonchalante du reveur 

romantique, qui domine du haut d'un lieu solitaire une vaste £tendue. 

Mais sa formation humaniste lui fait retrouver spontanlment dans la 

nature inanimle les divinit^s paiennes. Ainsi la mer est la demeure de 

12 Neptune; on a meme vu, d&s le premier vers, le toit de son palais." 

These allusions to mythology, he continues, seem to indicate that the 

13 time for "metaphysical meditation" has not yet arrived. It hardly 

seems warranted, however, to introduce pagan divinities here. It is more 

10. Paul Val£ry, Oeuvres. ed. Jean Hytier, I (Paris, 1957)* 109^. 

11. Walzer, Poesie . . . , p. 330. 

12. Hubert Fabureau, Paxil Val£ry; Poesies Choisies (Paris, 1952), 
p. 71. 

13. Ibid. 
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appropriate to see these images simply as a metaphor of a state of per

fection, of an absolute. 

The pur travail of stanza two evokes again the movement of the 

sea's surface. Pur suggests the quality of the origin of the small 

sparkles of light reflected from the waves. It is related to .juste as 

are fins. Eclairs and diamants. All denote the exactitude, perfection 

and absoluteness of the origin of this light, the sun. A destructive 

element of the nature of the sun is seen also for its light "consumes" 

the "diamonds of foam". In Cohen's words: "milliers de diamants 6cumeux 

cr£6s et aussitSt consumes sugglrant la notion d1intermittence et de dis-

continu."*^ The spectator himself is aware that the stability and equi

librium of the scene are only apparent (semble se concevoir). The first 

three lines of the stanza describe the physical situation in which the 

spectator finds himself and the effect it produces on him. In the fourth 

line the geometrical relationship of the sun at its zenith, a precise, 

absolute position, to the sea is expressed. Ablme refers for the first 

time to what is below the roof of the sea. These two elements, the sun 

and the sea, are qualified as the "pure works of an eternal cause." They 

are both creations of one supreme power and are not absolutes in them

selves, but each represents here one extreme of the range of existence. 

The Iternelle cause is then immutable, eternal "Nature", the universe in 

the broadest sense. The two opposites have come into a precise geometri

cal relationship, which seemingly escapes the passage of time (se repose) 

and this static, mathematically pure conjunction of opposites allows the 

14. Cohen, Essai . . . , p. 



spectator also to enter a state that seems to be out of the normal flow 

of time (le temps scintille). The halting of the sun in its path is 

equated with the stopping of Time, an abstraction created by man, which, 

like the sun, shimmers and scintillates when it halts. Corresponding to 

the "abyss", the other pole of this duality, is the Songe. "intuition" 

rising up from man's own internal depths; the vague sensory impressions 

which are the nourishment of the intellect (savoir). At this precise 

moment of juxtaposition, the spectator becomes one with the universe, 

escaping his subjugation to time and the processes of intellection. He 

intuits directly, proceeding from the "myst&re animal" (La Pythie, line 

one hundred thirty-two) to complete knowledge. This interpretation 

differs considerably.from that of most critics who consider the ouvrages 

purs to be Temps and Sondes, not the abyss and the sun. However, the 

latter are, as has been demonstrated, the works of the Puissance CrSa-

trice. as the Fythia would say. Temps is not an absolute but merely a 

human convention, a concept constructed by man in order to comprehend his 

universe. Songe is similarly an entirely human concept or phenomenon. 

Cohen interprets the passage as saying: "Pour 1*instant, le songe de 

l'homme et 1'£temite du temps s'identifient, comme 5man6s tous deux de 

l'absolu, 'ouvrages purs d'une &ternelle cause1Walzer mistakenly 

calls Midi le juste the "'6ternelle cause' dont les 'ouvrages purs' sont 

le Temps, Sternel present au regard de Dieu, et un 'Songe' qui est 

•savoir', puisque 1'intuition de l'Etre conditionne toute connaissance 

15* Cohen, Essai . . . , p. 
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veritable. Germaine Br5e comes closer to the point by saying that 

"time, felt as Eternity, is made concrete; contemplation and dream 

appear as an immediate all-sufficient form of knowledge."Fabureau 

calls the sea and the sky "impure" works of the Creator**® apparently 

neglecting the obvious connotations of purity related to both in the 

19 preceding lines of the poem. He, as well as Walzer, 7 speaks of a 

20 supreme "Being" in relation to this stanza, but this is not implied . 

by the text here. 

Expanding on the metaphoric roof of the sea, the poet now con

ceives of the body of water as the entire temple (Masse de calme) which 

stands beneath this roof. He evokes its eternal, lasting qualities 

(stable) as well as the potential riches that lie within (tr£sor). The 

nature of these treasures is evident in the dedication of the temple to 

Minerva, the goddess of thought, the embodiment of purity and wisdom. 

There is a suggestion here also of future potential in relation to this 

treasury of wisdom (reserve, gardes. sommeil). The visual image of the 

waves suggests to the poet that of sourcils. The word sourcilleuse is 

21 not to be taken as meaning "proud" but is simply the result of a visual 

16. Walzer, PoSsie . . . , p. 331* 

17• Germaine Br6e, Twentieth Century French Literature (New York, 
1962), p. 109. 

18. Fabureau, Paul Val£ry . . . , p. 71. 

19. Walzer, Po£sie . . . , p. 331. 

20. Fabureau, Paul Vallry . . . , p. 72. 

21. Lawler, Lecture . . • , p. 109* 
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impression. This leads to the following image of the sea as an eye. The 

sun's light, reflected from the water's mirror-like surface, creates 

"another" sun (voile de flamme). The eye is a source of knowledge and 

here it is symbolic of knowledge which is derived from the physical 

senses. The total of this sort of knowledge is symbolized by the sea 

itself. The sorameil of the fourth line suggests potential and is also 

related to Songe of stanza two. Both, it is seen, originate in the sea 

(abime). The word voile suggests mystery and secrecy. Here it implies 

the little understood physical nature and origin of this knowledge (cf. 

La Pythie). As is seen in the following lines, the sea, compared to a 

temple, is similar to the spectator's "soul" (Idifice dans l'&me). The 

spectator sees in his own nature a parallel of the duality evident in the 

universe itself. The structure within the soul is equated with his 

"silence", just as the calm and silence (i.e., mystery) of the sea are 

actually part of a structure beneath its "roof". For the sea's mysteri

ous depths and for the shadowy recesses of the spectator's own soul there 

is a surface (Toit) of light (comble d'or). For the sea it is the light 

reflected from the multitude of tile shaped waves; for the spectator it 

is the "light" of knowledge shed by his own consciousness. The important 

point is that in either case the light is not created there but origi

nates elsewhere. For the spectator the source of his knowledge is his 

"soul". Ame must be interpreted as meaning his physical existence, his 

relationship to and dependance on the world of the senses. The word Mais 

indicates that there is a distinction made between the Sme and the lumi

nous surface of the temple (comble d'or) representing consciousness. 

Here the poet is not making any effort to identify himself with the sea 
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as Benoist says.22 On the contrary, he desires to identify himself with 

the sun here. The spectator does eventually identify himself with the 

sea but in this instance the effort is to break away from the sea to turn 

toward the sun, as Charles Whiting notes.^3 Regarding the entire stanza, 

Hartman says: "The exclamation '0 mon silencel* informs vis how intimately 

this stanza bears on Valery's experience as poet. Its every image is a 

bead on the same string. . . . All these metamorphosed metaphors are but 

analogues to the poet's famed silence, and this silence itself is but a 

. 2 ii 
synonym for Valery's primary experience, of possibility as such." By 

the latter expression he means the potential spoken of earlier. 

In stanza four the temple theme reappears, here representing both 

the sea and the spectator. As the sea, the "Temple of Time" suggests the 

dependancy of the life within the temple on time. Man too is a "Temple 

of Time" and he also is subjugated to time. His existence, compared to 

eternity, is but the time of a single breath. Soupir is here the "life 

breath" of man. Fabureau, who calls the spectator a "mystic", sees this 

first line of the stanza as saying that: "De meme que les rSves les plus 

mouvement£s se passent en quelques secondes, l1Evasion de l'&me hors de 

la relativity ne dure qu'un bref instant, celui que met un souffle & 

25 s'exhaler d'une poitrine." ^ Now the spectator makes his effort to break 

22. Benoist, Essais . . . , p. 131. 

23. Charles G. Whiting, "'Profusion du Soir' and 'Le Cimetifcre 
marin*," PMLA. LXXVII, 1 (March, 1962), 136. 

24. Geoffrey H. Hartman, The Unmediated Vision (New Haven, 195*0» 
p. 112. His italics. 

25. Fabureau, Paul Vallry . . . , p. 75. 
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away from the sea and to rise towards the purity of the sun, which is 

symbolic of independence of time. The point pur to which he climbs and 

becomes accustomed is both the cemetery and the sun, or specifically the 

zenith, the high "point" of the sun. The cemetery, and the death it 

represents, is independent of the passage of time and change and thus is 

"pure" like the sun. The act of climbing the hill on which the cemetery 

rests, and the necessity to become accustomed to the purity found there, 

underscore the difficulty of breaking ties with the sea and time. When 

the spectator finds himself surrounded on the promontory by the vista of 

the sea,he has succeeded in escaping, but only to a degree, its hold on 

him. The tension between the qualities represented by the sea and the 

sun becomes apparent in the final lines of the stanza. Here the specta

tor offers himself to the "gods", a sacrifice of his physical, temporal 

being in order to participate in the purity of the eternal, renouncing 

his ties with the sea. Supreme suggests both "greatest" and "last", for 

the sacrifice would mean death. As his final act of sacrifice to the 

gods, his consciousness, the "serene scintillation" of light on the sea's 

surface, "scatters sovereign disdain" (denies his relationship with tem

poral, physical nature) on the depths (that which is beneath the surface 

of consciousness). Serelne. besides denoting the calm mentioned before, 

also suggests the purity and clarity of the shimmering light due to its 

etymology (from Latin serenus, "serene, clear, pure"). Another word used 

in its etymological sense is altitude. Latin altitudo means either 

"height" or "depth". Concerning this interpretation, Gustave Cohen says; 

"It was from Val£ry too, that I learned that altitude had for him the 
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meaning of depth . • . ."2̂  In this context it signifies "all that lies 

below the elevation" where the cemetery and the spectator are situated. 

Weinberg, however, does not accept the sense of "depth" for altitude. 

27 For him it refers to the cemetery, the Point pur, the Temple du Temps. 

The etymology of Souverain too may enhance the meaning here. Deriving 

from Latin super, "above", it strengthens the image of the spectator 

looking from above at the depths of the sea with scorn. Weinberg brings 

out a point in relation to this stanza that is important. In the expres

sion je monte et m1accoutume, he sees that the man here is becoming dis

dainful.2® The progressive aspect of the verbs suggests that the action 

is uncompleted. Faivre also notes this point: ". . . le Midi vient de 

reorder la stable architecture d'un nouveau cosmos que le po&te tente de 

eonquarir."2̂  Other critics, however, see here a complete identification 

of the spectator with the absolute.-^® Lawler says the "self" is now 

"completely identified with the sea, the work of art, the proud temple 

of time."-'* 

26. Gustave Cohen, "Le Cimeti&re marin," Quarterly Review of 
Literature. Ill, 3» 252. 

27* Weinberg, Romanic Review, p. 139* 

28. Ibid. 

29* Faivre, Les Langues romanes, XXII, 137* 

30. Cohen, Essai . . . , p. 57. Br6e, Twentieth Century • . • , 
p. 109; Benoist, Essais . . . , p. 130. 

31* Lawler, Form and Meaning in Valery's Cimetifere marin 
(Melbourne, 1959)# P* 20. 
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Stanza five does not constitute a new movement of the poem as 

Guthrie says.32 Walzer also finds a division here: "Ainsi le momentan6 

et le successif s'introduisent dans le pofcme; le m^ditant, l'fime 

consumes' parce qu'elle a cru se fixer dans l'absolu de l'Etre, rouvre 

les yeux et les oreilles • • • ."33 On the contrary, this stanza contin

ues the preceding one. The spectator is still on the point of communion 

and fusion with the absolute purity represented by the sun. He does in 

fact seem to undergo a change here, not because of time but rather in 

escaping its influence. His "being" is about to change to his "essence" 

(fum£e) just as the "form" of the fruit dies in the mouth as it is eaten 

and changes to pleasure. Benoist rightly sees that this change of form 

does not mean death, in the spectator's mind, but simply the loss of his 

present form into an "Stre immatlriel, intemporel, insensible."3^ Guthrie 

notes that "change is presented here as gain and fulfillment, not loss in 

the image of the fruit . . . ."35 Temporal change represents "loss" and 

this is not introduced until the end of stanza six. In the fourth line 

of stanza five the tense of the verb hume indicates that this desired 

change has not yet taken place. The spectator only savors the thought of 

it, for his dissolution into "smoke" is still "future". Ici refers to 

the point pur to which he has risen. In the final lines yet another 

parallel to his own change of form is given. Waves lose their physical 

32. Ramon Guthrie and George £. Diller, eds., Prose and Poetry of 
Modem France (New York, 1964), p. 166. 

33* Walzer, Po£sie . . . , p. 335* 

3k, Benoist, Essais . . . , p. 132. 

35« Guthrie, Prose . . . , p. 166. 
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identity and are changed into sound as they break on the beach. The 

nature of these changes are a hymn (the rhythmical sound of the waves) 

celebrating the metamorphosis of the spectator whose being (Sme) is about 

to be consumed by the flames of the sun* Benoist paraphrases the passage 

as: "Grandeur du changement: le ciel et la mer semblent saluer (par le 

chant et la rumeur) 1'entree du po&te dans le monde de l'^ternelle 

immobility. 

Beau ciel, vrai ciel indicates that the poet's attention is now 

directed completely away from the sea, where he had earlier seen the mir

rored and fragmented image of the sun, toward the true and unique source 

of light in the heavens. The poet calls on the sun to witness this 

"change". The change is the same as that of the preceding stanza, the 

loss of physical form as he becomes immaterial and non-temporal. He is 

about to change to fumle just as the waves change to sound. In the 

second line he evokes the nature of his existence before this climactic 

moment of transformation. Fabureau believes, on the contrary, that 

"l'extase mystique n»est plus. le pofete parle d'elle au pass!. II 

a renonc£ & sa tentative de communion avec l'Etre absolu.»37 This commu

nion is, however, always imminent, never consummated. Similar situations 

exist in Aurore, Au Platane and Le Rameur. Orgueil is the interest in 

his "self", physical, sensual, temporal and non-intellectual. For 

Walzer, though, Orgueil is that "d1avoir cru comraunier avec l'Un dans son 

36. Benoist, Essais ...» p. 166. 

3?. Fabureau, Paul Val6ry . . • , p. 76. 
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immutability absolu."-^ Etrange oisivetl is intellectual inactivity, 

contrasting with and "foreign" to (£trange) the state of complete aware

ness symbolized by his imminent fusion with the Absolute. Grubbs sees a 

possible suggestion in the second and third lines of the stanza that 

"during his long period of poetic idleness( he felt he had the potential 

of a great poet.11This inactivity was, in any case, full of potential 

activity# Again suggesting a sacrifice, the spectator gives himself up 

to the brilliance in the heavens. The brillant espace is the ciel of the 

first line of the stanza, for this has been the direction of his atten

tion and aspiration since stanza four (Je monte & ce point pur). Weinberg 

neglects almost completely the presence of the sun throughout the poem. 

In this stanza he sees man and the sea recombined. Though he acknow

ledges the existence of the heavens (ciel), he says the brillant espace 

is the sea.^ He apparently overlooks here the vertical orientation of 

the movement. There is an implied act of transcendence here from a lower 

state, the sea, to a higher one, the state of absolute perfection repre

sented by the sun. In the last two lines of the stanza there is the 

first suggestion that the spectator is unable to complete this change and 

become one with the Absolute. It appears as the image of Death (les 

maisons des morts) which reminds him of his mortal destiny. His "shadow" 

is a prefiguration of his own eventual death, which is the end result of 

the passage of time, indicated here by his noticing the slight movement 

38. Walzer, Po£sie . . . , p. 335» 

39* Henry A. Grubbs, Paul Val£ry (New York, 1968), p. 70. 

40. Weinberg, Romanic Review, p. 140. 
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of his shadow across the tombs. This sight tames the rebellious spec

tator who would deny that aspect of his nature. In Fabureau's words "il 

rentre dans la duree et reprend sa place dans le monde materiel.It 

would be more exact to say, though, that he never really escaped the 

dur£e. This "return" to the material world is, in effect, his realiza

tion of the impossibility to escape it. 

In stanza seven it seems as though he tries once again to attain 

this fusion with the Absolute. The sun still stands at its zenith in 

apparent immobility. Solstice here is taken in its etymological meaning 

of "the stopping of the sun." The exactly vertical position of the sun 

is evoked by the fact that the jlme, here meaning both "head", the home of 

the soul, and his entire "being" as it did earlier, is exposed directly 

to its rays. The sun is thus "overhead". Lef&vre says that Sme is an 

abstract term and "alliee & 1'image concrete du soleil brCtlant des sol

stices." At the same time he says that it represents both the sea and 

hp 
the soul. c Bernard Weinberg sees in "Je te soutiens" the representation 

of a "state of being", contrasting with earlier verbs which implied a 

if 3 
state of "becoming": "Man and heavens are now identified." This as

sertion has been made by others at various earlier points in the poem and 

it seems no more just now. One additional reason for denying this iden

tification of the spectator and the sun is found in the fourth line of 

this stanza: 11 Je te rends pure & ta place premiere." If the spectator 

41. Fabureau, Paul Valery . . • , p. 76. 

42. Fr^dlric Lef&vre, Entretiens avec Paul Valery (Paris, 1926), 
p. 288. 

43# Weinberg, Romanic Review, p. 141, 
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reflects (rends) the light of the sun, he cannot be part of the sun. His 

consciousness, as does the surface of the sea, remains separate and dis

tinct from this source of light and simply mirrors its image. In dis

cussing the fourth stanza it was pointed out that the reflecting surface 

of the sea and the consciousness of the spectator are equated. The 

closest the spectator can come to fusion with the Absolute is to act as a 

mirror of its qualities. The nearest point of similarity he attains is 

marked by the words "Regarde-toi!" which, while saying that one is like 

the other, still shows that there are two separate entities. 

The remaining words of the stanza sound the beginning of a new 

direction of the poet's thoughts, hinted at earlier at the end of the 

preceding stanza. The transition is marked by the points of suspension. 

The qualification to be made is strengthened by Mais immediately follow

ing this rupture. The spectator realizes that by reflecting light he is 

not identical with its source. A mirror has a darker side, just as the 

shimmering surface of the sea (consciousness) has shadowy depths beneath 

it (the unconscious). This "shadowy half" of the mirror recalls the 

shadow of the spectator passing over the tombs. Sadness and death are 

suggested by both (morne. morts). The repetition of bilabial consonants 

and of nasals here and in the fifth line of stanza six strongly under

scores the relationship of meaning of the words ("maisons, mort, mon 

ombre. £asse; suppose, dfombre, morne, moiti£"). Concerning this stanza, 

Benoist says: ". . . si la lumifere est ainsi rendue & elle-meme par re

flexion, c'est que derrifere le miroir de l'fime in&vitablement opaque se 

dissimule une zone drombre impenetrable: l'inconscient. Ainsi est fait 
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la mortelle creature humaine: moitie lumi&re, moiti£ ombre."^ This 

interpretation is shared by Fabureau.^ 

The realization of the impossibility of shedding the "darker 

half" of his nature prompts the spectator to a lyrical expression. In 

the first line, the repetition of moi leaves no doubt as to the object of 

contemplation* Here the spectator's "self" is contrasted with the pre

vious object of his aspiration, the sun, the Absolute. He stresses the 

fact of his identity and his individuality. What is to happen is to 

happen "for" him, "to" him and "within" him. He speaks of himself as 

being at the source (coeur) of "intellectual creation", to use the words 

of Weinberg who interprets "Aupr&s d'un coeur" as meaning "physical acts 

of love." Both to him are "acts of begetting."^ This aspect, however, 

is not the important point here. The juxtaposition of coeur and sources 

du pofeme suggests that the origins of intellection (pofeme) are in physi

cal, sensory existence. The spectator, like a poem, is conceived of but 

unexpressed and full of untapped potential. He lies between the nothing

ness (vide) of non-action and the completed act (I'^v&iement pur). The 

void, in terms of his surroundings as presented in this poem, represents 

the sea, while the "pure event" is the sun. The spectator finds himself, 

as always, at a point halfway between them in the act of becoming, not 

the state of being. To Fabureau these lines indicate that the poet 

44. Benoist, Essais . . . , p. 132. 

45. Fabureau, Paul Valery . . . , p. 76, 

46. Weinberg, Romanic Review, p. 141. 
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"voudrait surprendre le myst&rieux passage de l'inconscient au con-

scient."^ The idea of potentiality is present again in the last three 

lines of the stanza, recalling the "oisivetl • . • pleine de pouvoir" of 

stanza six. Here it is expressed by "J1attends," "futur", by his re

strained, still undeveloped "grandeur", and by the image of the cistern, 

which stores the treasure. Grandeur means for Fernandat simply "l'espoir 

2ifi de 1'immortality." The poet uses the image of the echo here, though it 

is normally the result of a past sound, as an indication of future events 

when his potential will be realized, when it will be active instead of 

passive. The cistern is equivalent to the metaphor of the sea, or that 

part of the spectator related to the sea, his unconscious. It is similar 

to the "temple" of the sea which stores potential riches. All three, the 

sea, the cistern and the unconscious, share the qualities, literal or 

figurative, of depth, darkness and passivity. Amfere suggests the bitter

ness of sea water (cf. 1'onde amere) as well as the spectator's regret at 

not being able to realize his potential. Sonore recalls the sound of 

waves on the beach (stanza five) and that of the words to be used by the 

poet (cf. Jlcho). The creux, echoing the image of the cistern, is also an 

emptiness, a void to be filled. In the word tou.jours is an indication 

that this desired state is unattainable; it is always in the future. 

This stanza then describes a transition between two states. As Benoist 

says, it represents metaphorically "l*instant oti l'inconscient devient 

47• Fabureau, Paul Val^ry . . . , p. 76. 

48. Rene Fernandat, Autour de Paul Vallry: Lignes d'Horizon 
(Paris, 1944), p. 14. 
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conscient, oil la creation poStique surgit d'une source myst£rieuse. 

Ineffable minute oil la pens£e se fait acte."^ Other expressions of this 

concept are to be found, for example, in Aurore and Palme. 

After four stanzas devoted to the spectator's "self", he again 

evokes the sea. It now appears to him as a prisoner of the branches of 

the trees through which he sees it. The dazzling, sparkling light reflec

ted by the waves obscures the outline of the grillwork of the tombs and 

seems thus to eat away at it. The light is so strong, even on the closed 

eyelids of the spectator, that it produces strange (secrets) images. 

This is purely a visual effect but one which suggests again the mystery 

associated with the sea. The image of the closed eyes of the spectator, 

closed as though he were already dead, prepares the final lines of the 

stanza. He questions the sea about the nature of his body which is des

tined to rest (paresseuse) in the "bony earth" of the cemetery. The pre

vious distinction between his physical and intellectual existences is 

present here also. The body's death is the cause of the spirit's death 

(me tralne). In line five he asks why he has come to the cemetery, what 

sort of reasoning (front) draws his body to this spot. As if foreseeing 

his own destiny, his mind (£tincelle) thinks about the fate of those who 

lie there. Mes absents may refer to Val£ry's relatives who were buried 

in the cemetery at Sfete and the pronoun suggests that he is like them and 

will share their fate. 

Now the spectator's attention is directed solely to the cemetery, 

an enclosed (ferm£), consecrated (sacre) place. Ferm£ has connotations 

Benoist, Essais . . . , p. 132. 
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of intellectual insensitivity which describes the condition of those 

buried there. The feu sans matifere comes from the visual effect produced 

by the glaring whiteness of the marble tombs. It may also suggest the 

life force (feu) of the dead who are now without form (sans matifere). 

In the second line is another inference of sacrifice as the cemetery is 

"offered" to the light of the sun. The image also makes clear the con

trast between the earth and the sun and strengthens the vertical orienta

tion of the imagery. The entire stanza is little more than a description 

of the cemetery bathed in the searing light of the sun. Domini de 

flambeaux is another reference to the visual effect of the sun light 

reflecting from the sea which is seen "above" the cemetery. The 

"torches" might also be a metaphor of the "dark trees" mentioned in the 

following line for, as Monestier notes, "les cypres du cimetiere ont la 

forme des flambeaux."-^ The gold of which the cemetery is made is the 

sunlight on the white tombs (pierre) and also perhaps their gilded decor

ations. The heat is so intense that it produces waves in the air, making 

the marble seem to tremble over the dead (ombres) they protect. The last 

line adds little to this vision of the cemetery but explains the Chienne 

splendide of the next stanza. The image might possibly have been sug

gested by figures of watchdogs carved on the tombs. Similarly, the 

Images of doves and angels of the next stanza may have their origin in 

the statuary of the cemetery. 

The spectator bids his watchdog, the shining (splendide) sea, 

to drive away the idolater. The idols the latter adores could well be 

50. Robert Monestier, ed., Charmes, prlc£d£s d'extraits en prose 
relatifs & la poltipue de Valery (Paris, 1958), p. 89. 
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the statues of the tombs as mentioned above. An idolater is also one who 

praises that which is false or meaningless. For Fabureau this line 

means: "Ecarter les manifestations des esprits superstitueux, embl&mes 

Chretiens ou osperences d1immortality."^ To Germaine Br£e it indicates 

simply "self deception."^ In a religious sense it is, according to 

Benoist, "celui qui croit & la survie,"-^ but this is inferred from what 

follows. The spectator likens himself to a shepherd seated beside his 

flock of sheep, which are guarded by the Chienne splendide. Calm and 

peace are evoked again, here by the image of a flock of sheep, by the 

word tranquilles and are suggested by the similarity of pais with paix. 

The tombs are called "mysterious", suggesting the mystery of the death 

they hold within. Once more the spectator bids the guardian sea to keep 

away intruders. Some critics see in the "prudent doves" the religious 

symbol of the immortal soul.-^ Others believe that they represent, in 

addition, the "Holy Spirit."^5 Concerning these "prudent doves" Fabureau 

says that they "reprlsentent ici sous une forme concrete l*Sme immortelle 

qui monte au ciel. Image rituelle que la tradition littlraire a consa-

cr£e depuis le premier texte de poSsie fran^aise, la Cantil&ne de Sainte 

Eulalie. Dans le style de la devotion, la prudence designe 1'esprit de 

51. Fabureau, Paul ValSry . . • , p. ?8. 

52. Brie, Twentieth Century ...» p. 111. 

53. Benoist, Essais . . . , p. 135* 

54. Fabureau, Paul Vallry . . . , p. ?8; Benoist, Essais . . . , 
p. 135. 

55« Monestier, Charmes . . . , p. 89; Walzer, Polsie . . . , 
p. 138; Cohen, Essai . . . , p. 66. 
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discernement, habile Si reconnaltre ce qui est utile au salut et conduit 

It Dieu."-^ Weinberg says the doves "are such living qualities as might 

spoil the distant contemplation.Prudentes might suggest also the 

wariness and elusiveness of the birds and thus the elusive quality of the 

"soul". The image of the doves, in spite of Benoist's belief to the 

contrary,-*® could easily arise from the sight of sails on the sea. They 

might also be part of the carved ornamentation of the tombs mentioned 

earlier. The same source could apply to the angels of the last line of 

the stanza. The songes vains are generally accepted as the futile and 

deceptive beliefs in an afterlife. The anges curieux. also representa

tive of religious dreams of afterlife, are "guardian angels" (curieux 

from Latin curiosus. "careful, attentive"). The adjective also suggests 

the "strange" or "bizarre" nature of such creatures for they are as 

"vain" as the dreams of immortality. Both the dreams and the angels 

could represent the "explanation" of life and death offered by religious 

dogma. The general sense of the stanza is perhaps, as M. Morot-Sir says, 

"que le po&te invoque la mer pour qu'elle 1'empeche de retomber dans des 

pens£es vaines et banales."-^ 

Contrasting with the false hope of an afterlife which was evoked 

in the preceding stanza, the spectator's own attitude toward life and 

death are presented in the next several stanzas. Having come to the 

56. Fabureau, Paul Valery . . . , p. 78. 

57. Weinberg, The Limits of Symbolism (Chicago, 1966), p. 335* 

58. Benoist, Essais . . . , p. 135* 

59* Morot-Sir, Lecture, Nov. 5» 19&9* 
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cemetery, as having arrived at this point in his meditation (Ici venu), 

the future he sees is only the inactivity or "the sluggish immobility of 

death.The expression recalls the fin paresseuse of stanza nine which 

evoked the same aspect of death. This line does not refer to an "atti

tude of contentment with the present" as Weinberg assertsFabureau 

characterizes the meaning of the expression as saying that "d'apres 

Valery, maintenant bien desabuse, l'attente d'un avenir eternel, dont 

l'ame jouirait apr&s la mort, n'est que paresse d1esprit." To evoke 

strongly the sterility (s£cheresse) of death, Valery uses the image of a 

"shiny" beetle (net from Latin nitidus, "brilliant") scratching the dry 

soil where equally dry bones lie buried. Rather than a miraculous 

rebirth after death, it is decomposition that awaits all. The sun is the 

cause of this transformation. It dries up the life force, burns it, 

reduces (defait) living matter to some mysterious "essence". Severe 

means the "extreme" or "absolute". It is important to note that this 

essence is "received into the air," an image suggested perhaps by the 

shimmering heat waves in the air over the tombs. Here again is a verti

cal movement, a transcendence from the state of matter to that of 

essence. It is also to be noted that all things (tout) are resolved into 

a single essence. This introduces the theme of the cycle of nature in 

which things die but remain in the world in other form. The sense of the 

last two lines is clearer if the etymologies of several words are 

60. Guthrie and Diller, Prose . . . t p. 168. 

61. Weinberg, Romanic Review, p. lUU, 

62• Fabureau, Paul Valery . . . , p. ?8. 
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considered. The spectator sees in life the implication of death. Life 

appears a wasteland to him (Latin vastus, "empty, desolate") because of 

the constant presence of death (absence). Ivre is used in the Latin 

sense of "full of". The word amertume suggests, by its etymology, the 

ideas of "sorrow" and "sadness" as well as the usual "bitterness". Con

fronted with his own concept of death, the spectator does not feel these 

emotions as others do. He finds this eventual dissolution of his mater

ial self agreeable (douce) and his mind is untroubled by doubt or regret. 

Clair suggests again the brightness and purity associated with the spec

tator's consciousness. Lawler sees in these lines the spectator's desire 

"de s'abandonner & la mort comme au plaisir vague de l'ivresse."̂  Cohen 

too considers this to be implied. The poet, he says, is subjected to the 

powerful "attraction de la paresse totale qui est celle des morts, du 

nirvana qui absorbe l'Sme dans le Non-Etre . . . The spectator is 

not admitting defeat, however, and abandoning himself to more powerful 

forces. He is, rather, becoming aware of his place in the scheme of 

nature. 

The first two lines of stanza thirteen belong to stanza twelve. 

The spectator continues his contemplation of the cemetery, now evoking 

the dead who rest quietly and peacefully (bien) in the earth. The mys

tery the the earth heats and dries out is the mystery that was their life. 

Rechauffe and sfeche echo the brftll and secheresse of the preceding 

stanza, evoking again the sterility of death and the all consuming fire 

63. Lawler, Lecture . . . , p. 215* 

64. Cohen, Essai . . . , p. 66. 
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of the sun. The latter, still apparently motionless at its zenith, 

becomes once more the center of attention. The perfection, unity and 

absolute self-sufficiency of the state of being represented by the sun 

are expressed in line four. The same idea of absoluteness is restated in 

line five (complete, parfait). Tete, the sphere of the sun, demonstrates 

again the role of light in symbolizing the intellect. The sun itself is 

seen now as a shining, jeweled crown, representing supreme power. Per

haps the overhead position of the sun gives the spectator the sense of 

wearing such a crown, symbolizing for him the supreme power and purity of 

the light of the intellect or absolute awareness. The last line con

trasts with Midi sans mouvement in line three of the stanza. This 

"secret change", the inexplicable inconsistency of physical nature, is 

generally interpreted as an imperfection within this absolute. Guthrie 

says: "The apparent perfection of the abstract absolute symbolized by the 

sun must nevertheless contain like a secret flaw, man and the flux of his 

conscious life."^5 This interpretation is shared by several other 

critics.^ This final line introduces a new movement in the poem. The 

spectator is now aware of the essential difference between himself and 

the Absolute to which he aspires. This line constitutes an admission of 

the impossibility of the fusion of a changing being with the unchanging. 

65. Guthrie, Prose . . • , p. 169. 

66. Monestier, Charmes . . . , p. 90; Cohen, Essai . . . , 
p. 68; Benoist, Essais . . . , p. 136; Fabureau, Paul Val&ry . . . , 
p. 81. 
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As M. Morot-Sir notes, "il y a un changement de rythme dans la contempla

tion; une confrontation du soleil et du moi conduit & 1*acceptation de la 

rnort."67 

Continuing the apostrophe to the sun begun in the last stanza, 

the spectator enlarges upon the idea of the differences between man and 

the Absolute. Since Midi is absolute purity it can have no faults. Man, 

the changing, impure creation, is the recepticle (contenir) of these 

imperfections (craintes). The expression "contenir tes craintes" means 

to Walzer: "Soutenir l'angoisse que peut provoquer la vision de l'Eterael 

("tes" craintes, dans le sens classique: celles que tu donnes)." This 

interpretation is more appropriate than that of Henri Peyre who says: 

"At first, man, the thinking reed, dauntlessly opposes (contenir) the 

fears that the universe or the gods instil in him."^9 The imperfections 

of man's nature ares emotions (repentirs), uncertainty or ignorance 

(doutes) and limitations, both physical and intellectual (contraintes). 

These are the impurities which the Midi has rid itself of, imposing them 

on man. The "diamond" of the sun, which recalls the earlier image of the 

"perfect diadem," suggests the purity of composition and quality of light 

it radiates. This impurity does have an end, however. The dead, by 

virtue of their unchanging state uid independence of physical, mortal 

form, are like (a d£.i& pris ton parti) the eternal, immobile Midi. The 

nult toute lourde de marbres describes the death of consciousness (nuit) 

67. Morot-Sir, Lecture, Nov. 5» 1969» 

68. Walzer, Poesie . . . , p. 339« 

69. Henri Peyre, "Le Cimetifcre marin," in The Poem Itself, 
ed. Stanley Burnshaw (New York, I960), pp. 78-79* 
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and the weight of the tombs on those buried beneath them. The dead are 

called a peuple vague. The etymology of vague gives two meanings which 

apply here. First, coming from Latin vacuus. "empty", the word suggests 

the "absence" of being (cf. Une £tincelle % pense V mes absents, stanza 

nine, and ivre d'absence, stanza twelve). The second source, Latin 

vagus, "errant", implies movement on the part of the dead. This is, in 

fact, the case as will be seen in the next stanza. The matter that once 

constituted this people has changed form and gone back into the earth. 

Vague also suggests this loss of shape. They are now indistinct, decom

posed, no longer recognizable. The line also recalls the image in Au 

Platane of the dead, the confuse centire, seizing the roots of the tree 

(stanza six). 

The next two stanzas continue the theme of death with an expres

sion reminiscent of Villon and Ronsard. lis ont fondu restates the pre

ceding line more concretely, describing the decomposition of the bodies 

and the blending (fondu) of their individual traits into a common (une) 

"absence." This is the same "absence" of death mentioned before. 

Epaisse. "dense, opaque", describes the quality of the formless material 

the dead now constitute. The bodies of the now pure (blanche) dead have 

been absorbed or "swallowed" by the red clay of the earth. Espfece 

denotes the same imprecision of definition suggested by un peuple vague 

and lis ont fondu as well as the depersonalization resulting from the 

process. The death of the body results, nevertheless, in continuance of 

life in another form. The material of the body and the "spark of life" 

has been passed on, through the unending cycle of nature, providing 

nourishment for the flowers growing in the cemetery. The flowers 
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symbolize Spring, the season of rebirth, as well as the fragility and 

ephemeral nature of life. The fourth and fifth lines of this stanza 

stress the disappearance in death of all marks of individuality that 

distinguished the living. In the last line it is evident again that the 

death of one form of life provides sustenance for another. The larva is 

a beginning stage of development in another life cycle. 

The sixteenth stanza needs little commentary. It consists pri

marily of the moving expression of regret at the loss of sensual pleasure 

in death. For Valery, as Cohen notes, "le plus poignant et le plus pre

cis des regrets est celui qui s'applique It la beautS des femmes et aux 

gestes de l'amour."?® The last line restates the message of the previous 

stanzas very specifically. The idea of the cycle of life and death is 

strongly pointed out by the word rentre. indicating it has all happened 

before and will again. It also suggests the impossibility of escaping 

the cycle, of extracting oneself, as the spectator has tried to do, from 

the rules of this "game" of nature. 

Now the spectator speaks to himself, or specifically to his 

"soul". Valery tells, in his Cahiers, that what he meant by grande 3me 

is "1*ambition de la vie—ou la vie m§me en tant que d£sir, ou sensation 

d'une puissance en elle qui lui fait croire qu'elle est capable de plus 

de connaissance et d1actions que toute existence particuli&re n'en peut 

obtenir."?* He asks rhetorically if his soul expects to attain some 

70. Cohen, Essai . . . , p. 71. 

71. Paul Valery, Cahiers. XXII (Paris, 1957), 819. 
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ideal existence, if it hopes to realize its fusion with the Absolute. 

Songe here recalls the songes vains of stanza eleven. This desired ideal 

does not have the qualities (couleurs) that are apparent (mensonge) in 

his "regard marin." The appearance of immobility created by the sea 

(l'onde) and the sun (l'or) would seem to indicate that nothing changes 

and that all will last forever. This is the "dream" hoped for by the 

soul, but the spectator's awareness of his mortal nature (chair) belies 

that impression. Some critics see here, unnecessarily, a statement of 

platonic idealism. Fabureau is of this opinion and supplies the con

clusion that "ce n'est qu'apres la mort qu'elle /the soul] verra 'l'or' 

du vrai soleil."^^ For Monestier though these lines are a refusal by the 

spectator to believe in the platonic world of ideas.^ In the tone of 

the two preceding stanzas, the spectator again evokes the loss of indi

viduality in death, seen here as a vaporous, "vague" existence synonymous 

with slvfere essence and absence Ipaisse. Any hope of escaping this fate 

must be forgotten (Allezl) for all life is change. The spectator's own 

existence is ephemeral, elusive, lacking substance. Poreuse, applied to 

the spectator's "presence" (cf. the "absence" of the dead), contrasts 

markedly with the permanence of the diamond-like quality associated with 

the sun or with the Absolute. The last line applies the same finality of 

existence to the intellect as was just done to physical existence. 

Guthrie takes sainte impatience literally, making the very subjective 

statement that: "Impatience is sacred, because the restless creative 

72. Fabureau, Paul Valgry . . . , p. 82. 

73. Monestier, Charmes • . . , p. 91• 
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drive is the noblest force of human life.11 ̂  Sainte suggests that this 

restlessness of spirit (impatience) is what distinguishes man from the 

inanimate. It is the spirit, the intellect, which gives him a special, 

and, for him, a hallowed place in the universe. Impatience or movement 

in man contrasts with the passivity and immobility of the Absolute. 

Lawler, who sees the expression as meaning "la pr^cieuse consecration de 

lfactivity humaine,11^ also finds here "vine variation amusante du dicton 

'Le genie est une longue patience1 aussi bien que l1invocation populaire 

76 
"k une sainte fictive 'Sainte patience, priez pour nous . . . There 

is also to be noted the expression from Ebauche d'un Serpent: "Genie! 

0 longue impatience!" (line twenty-four). Other critics take the expres

sion quite literally. For Benoist it means "la pieuse attente de la sur-

vie."?? Monestier is also of this opinion''® as are Walzer?9 and 

Fabureau.®® 

Stanzas eighteen and nineteen return to the idea of the false 

hope of immortality, of a life after death which is called a Maigre 

immortality. Maigre indicates the lack of substance that the idea of 

immortality has for the poet. The colors it wears, the couleurs de 

74. Guthrie, Prose . . . , p. 169. 

75* Lawler, Lecture . . . , p. 219. 

76. Ibid. 

77* Benoist, Essais . . . , p. 139 • 

78. Monestier, Charmes . • . , p. 91. 

79* Walzer, Polsie . . . , p. 3^0» 

80. Fabureau, Paul Valery . . . , p. 82. 
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monsonge, are black for death and the gold of decoration. As Benoist 

8l notes, these are "couleurs du deuil et des pompes fun&bres." This hope 

of afterlife is supposed to console man for his inevitable death but it 

appears a hideous sort of glory or victory to the spectator who refuses 

the logical necessity of death. The expression evokes the ironic image 

of a skull, the cr&ne vide of line six, literally a maigre immortality, 

wearing the laurel wreath of victory over death. Belief in such immor

tality even makes death sought after as a place of rest and security like 

a mother's breast. The verb fais suggests again that this is only illu

sion. This is only a pleasing lie and pious trickery. The beau mensonge 

is, of course, related to the couleurs de mensonge. In spite of evidence 

to the contrary, man, the dupe of religious deception (la pieuse ruse), 

still refuses to admit there is no afterlife. The evidence though is the 

empty skull, signifying the death of the intellect and individuality 

which accompanies the death of the body. The adjective £temel defi

nitely states the finality of death. The laugh is that seen on the skull, 

never changing and seemingly mocking those who would believe in immor

tality. 

With this image of the ridiculing skull still in his mind, the 

spectator addresses those who once inhabited such skulls. The Pferes are 

simply his buried (profonds) relatives or his "elders". He speaks to the 

now "uninhabited" heads of the dead. They have become one with the 

earth that weighs down upon them. This line is another expression of the 

image in Au Platane of the dead in the earth impeding (confondez) the 

81. Benoist, Essais . . . , p. 141. 
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progress of the living# That is to say, the death they represent "con

founds" and negates all effort of advancement in life. In the end all 

things return to the earth. A different interpretation of the passage is 

that held by Monestier®^ and Fabureau, which is, as the latter states: 

"Du fond de la sepulture, les anc&tres ne sauraient reconnaitre les pas 

de leurs descendants, qui se rendent en p&lerinage au caveau de 

famille."®̂  This seems to take the line perhaps a little too literally. 

The following image has aroused a good deal of commentary of 

rather divergent conclusions. Weinberg calls the worm "the living prin-
Oh 

ciple which inhabits the living spectator."0̂  Alastair Thomson, though, 

curiously calls it taedium vitae.®^ For Duchesne-Guillemain it is the 

87 "besoin de vivre," and for Guthrie "the process of change." ' Lawler is 
OQ 

specific in calling it "la pensee elle-m§me." The majority of critics, 

however, consider the ver irrefutable to be human consciousness. In the 

words of Fredlric Lef&vre it is "la conscience qui ose imaginer la mort, 

qui y songe souvent et qui voudrait 1'immortality."®^ This interpreta

tion is borne out by what follows. Individual consciousness, as has been 

82. Monestier, Charmes . . . , p. 92. 

83. Fabureau, Paul Valgry . . . , p. 83• 

84. Weinberg, Romanic Review, p. 150. 

85. Alastair Thomson, Val&ry (Edinburgh, 1965)» p* 59 • 

86. Jacques Duchesne-Guillemain, Etudes pour un Paul Val£ry 
(Neuch&tel, 1964), p. 131. 

87. Guthrie, Prose . . . , p. 170. 

88. Lawler, Lecture . . • , p. 220. 

89. Lef&vre, Entretiens ...» p. 297 • 
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seen earlier, ends with the death of the body. The dead beneath the 

warble slabs (tables) of their tombs have lost this "gnawing" awareness. 

It lives from life only and as long as the spectator lives the worn of 

consciousness lives too. 

In an attempt to define the nature of his consciousness, the 

spectator sees conflicting characteristics in it. It appears at once as 

self love and self hate—perhaps love of his life or living and hate of 

his physical fragility and mortality, of the restraint imposed upon the 

intellect by the body. The tooth, or its bite which causes so much 

anguish, originates within himself. It is, in fact, so much an integral 

part of him that it is impossible to distinguish it from the rest of his 

being. The adjective secrete applied to the worm's tooth indicates this 

difficulty of definition also. II voit, il veut, il songe, il touche 

portray perhaps the process of mental activity. The act of seeing (II 

voit) is equivalent to the acquisition of knowledge through the senses. 

Based upon this knowledge a need is conceived (il veut). the means to 

attain it, to act upon external environment, are formulated (il songe) 

and, finally, the goal is realized (il touche). In the expression Ma 

chair lui plait is another statement of the fact that corporal existence 

is necessary for the life of the intellect. Contrasting it more strongly 

with the dead, who have lost theirs, the spectator calls his consciousness 

ce vivant. The je of the last line is his "being" in general. Physical 

existence is inextricably bound to the life of the intellect and sustains 

it until death (.lusque sur ma couche). Lawler sees in the last line of 
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the stanza "an insistence on vitality which, despite the anguished nature 

of the emotions, contains an inherent affirmation of the possibility of 

life, action."^ 

The twenty-first stanza has given rise to more commentary than 

any other one. This is due probably to the specific philosophical allu

sions and to the apostrophe to the philosopher Zeno. The spectator asks 

if the arrow of Zeno's sophism has pierced him. This is the equivalent 

of the bite of the ver irrefutable. It expresses the anguish he feels 

at being aware of his mortality, at the paradox and injustice of the 

inevitable death of his consciousness. He, like the arrow, lives and 

moves (vibre. vole) but all is for naught. Life is only a momentary 

illusion (ne vole pas). The fourth line is explained by Valery himself. 

It means, he says, that "la sensation me cree conscience (m'eveille), 

(la reflexion)(le sens) qui la suit me perce."Critical opinion of 

this line of the poem does not agree entirely with the author's thoughts 

on it. Concerning the son, several critics^ see an allusion to Zeno's 

paradox of the millet seed (i.e., the fall of one seed produces no sound 

but the fall of a bushel of seeds does). This is questionable and 

unnecessary to imply that it was the author's meaning. The "creative 

sound" is the result of movement. Sound and movement both create sensa

tions in the body and awareness develops from the change implied. As 

90. Lawler, Form . . . , p. 33* 

91. Valery, Cahiers, XVI, 47. 

92. Robert Champigny, "The Zeno Stanza," L'Esprit createur, IV, 
1 (Spring, 1964), 11-12; Walzer, Poesie . . . , p. 3^3» Guthrie and. 
Diller, Prose . . . , p. 171. 
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Guthrie notes, "change has already been expressed in terms of sound in 

line thirty."^ The arrow, which Benoist calls "le doute philoso-

phique,"^ clearly alludes to one of Zeno's arguments. Interpreting the 

fourth line in light of ValSry's own explanation, this arrow is the same 

as the earlier one. It is abstract thought, reflection, which follows 

the awakening of consciousness (m'enfante) caused by the sensation of 

movement and change (son). The thought of inevitable death, which is the 

natural consequence of awareness and thought, causes the spectator's 

anguish (me tuo)„ In the last two lines the motionless sun is once more 

evoked. Here it is spoken of as an oribre de tortue, using another of 

Zeno's sophisms. Ombre is used here in the sense of "appearance" or 

"likeness". The spectator's soul is compared to Achilles who, in the 

sophism, has the illusion of movement but is unable to attain his goal. 

The sun appears motionless but isn't; the spectator has the illusion of 

movement but cannot escape his fate. In these lines the contrast between 

the qualities represented by the sun and those of the spectator is made 

very clear. This opposition prepares the rebellion of the spectator seen 

in the next stanza. Speaking of the general significance of this "Zeno" 

stanza, Charles Whiting feels that it "reveals the hero's impression of 

all thought immobilized by the idea of future extinction and the conse

quent terrifying idea that life itself is illusory and that death is here 

and now.For Benoist the stanza is "une critique des systfcmes 

93* Guthrie, Prose . . . , p. 171. 

94. Benoist, Essais • . • , p. 141• 

95* Whiting, PMLA. p. 138; For similar ideas see: Edmund Wilson, 
Axel's Castle (London, 1961), p. 67; Weinberg, Romanic Review, p. 151• 
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philosophiques quels qu'ils soient. Us posent au sujet de la vie les 

problfemes les plus angoissants et n'apportent que des r£ponses 

douteuses • • • • La philosophie est aussi fausse que la religion."96 

The author's own words shed more light on the role and significance of 

this stanza. The exigencies imposed by his choice of form to create an 

equilibrium of contrasts in the description of 11 un certain moi" led him 

to introduce "quelque rappel de philosophie:" 

Les vers oft paraissent les arguments fameux de z£non d'Elee--
(mais, animes, brouill^s, entralnes dans l'emportement de toute 
dialectique, comme tout un greement par un coup brusque de 
bourasque),—ont pour rSle de compenser, par une tonality m£ta-
physique, le sensuel et le "trop humain" de strophes ant£ce-
dentes; ils d^terminent aussi plus pr£cis5ment la personne qui 
parle.—un amateur d'abstractions—; ils opposent enfin & ce qui 
fut de trop attentif en lui la puissance r^flexe actuelle, dont 
le sursaut brise et dissipe un etat de fixit5 sombre, et comme 
compl^mentaire de la splendeur regnante;~en mSme temps qu'elle 
bouleverse un ensemble de .jugements sur toutes choses humaines, 
inhumaines et surhumaines. J'ai d<Sbauchl les quelques images 
de Z&ion & exprimer la rebellion contre la durle et l'acuite 
d'une meditation qui fait sentir trop cruellement l'lcart entre 
l'Stre et le connaltre que developpe la conscience de la con
science. L'Sme naxvement veut epuiser l'infini de l'El^ate. 

--Mais je g'ai entendu prendre Si la philosophie qu'un peu 
de sa couleur."' 

The next stanza begins with a refusal of this static, passive 

state as the spectator turns to physical action (Debout) and to change 

(l'fere successive). This is not the expression of the spectator's wish 

to escape death, as Faivre suggests, by refusing the light and abandoning 

himself to existence.9® Death is the destiny of all men as was seen in 

96. Benoist, Essais . . . , pp. 140-42. 

97* ValSry, Oeuvres, I, 1505-6. 

98. Faivre, Les Langues romanes. XXII, 150. 
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stanzas fifteen through seventeen. The refusal seems to be, however* of 

the kind of "existence" offered by the sun. The quest of fus ion with the 

Absolute in a state of purely intellectual existence, necessitating 

physical death, is abandoned. The spectator directs his attention now to 

his body. The verbs of this stanza are of a strong physical nature: 

Brisez, buvez. Courons, re.iaillir. All contrast markedly with the 

statue-like posture the spectator held while lost in mental abstraction.. 

The verb Brisez suggests the rigidity and immobility of the attitude to 

be broken. The remainder of the stanza suggests the taking of sustenance 

(Buvez) from the sea wind, or, in effect, from the sea itself (de la mer 

exhal£e). The juxtaposition of sein and naissance. the word fralcheur 

and the last line evoke a rebirth (re-.jaillir) of the spectator's 

physical nature. The sea, a powerful ruler (puissance sal£e), is seen 

here as the source of life of the spectator's "soul". The sea and wind 

have similar life-giving roles in La Pythie (stanza ten). In the last 

line of the stanza the spectator wishes to run to the sea, to immerse 

himself in it and to spring forth a new being, full of the force of life. 

M. Morot-Sir notes that "il y a une valeur existentielle de la nage pour 

Val£ry. La nage donne une r£alit£ & la conscience."99 The author 

expresses this idea himself in Inspirations m£diterran£ennes: 

II me semble que je me retrouve et me reconnaisse quand je 
reviens & cette eau universelie. ... 

Mais se jeter dans la masse et le mouvement, agir jusqu'aux 
extremes, et de la nuque aux orteils; se retoumer dans cette 
pure et profonde substance; boire et souffler la divine amer-
turae, c'est pour mon Stre le jeu comparable & 1'amour, 1'action 

99* Morot-Sir, Lecture, Nov. 5# 1969# 
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oil tout mon corps se fait tout signes et tout forces, comme vine 
main s1 ouvre et se ferine, parle et agit. Ici, tout le corps se 
donne, se reprend, se congoit, se d^pense et veut £puiser ses 
possibles. • • . Par elle, je suis l'homme que je veux 8tre. 
Mon corps devient 1'instrument direct de l1esprit et cependant 
l'auteur de toutes ses id^es.l^O 

This call to action of the spectator's physical self corresponds 

to a similar awakening of forces within the sea itself. Quit. contrast

ing with the refusal of the preceding stanza, is an affirmation of the 

spectator's ties with the sea and life. It introduces the II faut tenter 

de vivre of the last stanza. Here the previous calm of the sea is gone. 

The image presented to the eyes of the spectator is now one of violent 

movement, of mobility and of ceaseless change. The sea appears here as 

the antithesis of the qualities associated earlier with consciousness 

and the sun. Its activity is irrational and convulsive (d&Lires). 

Pou£e suggests that the motive force of this movement comes from within, 

that it is a natural condition. The motion of the surface of the water 

suggests the sleek, undulating skin of a panther. To Benoist the meta

phor refers to "les t&ches d'£cume £tal5es & la surface, en retrait de la 

zone oti les vagues defer lent.11*®* The chlamyde troupe is another meta

phor related to the same image presented by the aspect of the sea. The 

waves of the surface are seen as the many folds of a cloak, a garment 

often used to disguise or hide the identity of its wearer. Here the sur

face of the sea prevents seeing into its depths as effectively as if a 

cloak were thrown over it. The holes, however, permit something to be 

seen. The theme of reflected sunlight appears again in the third line. 

100. Val£ry, Oeuvres. I, 1090-91. 

101. Benoist, Essais . . . , p. 142. 
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Each wave reflects a samll image (Idole) of the sun. The light of these 

"suns" is conceived of as coming through the holes in the cloak which is 

the surface of the sea. The multiplicity of these miniature suns repre

sents perhaps the potential of the many individual consciousnesses stored 

in the treasury of the sea. Next the sea is called a Hydre, the mythical 

monster who constantly grew another head to replace the one that was cut 

off. The idea of constant self-renewal associated with the Hydra is now 

linked to the vision of the ceaseless rebirth of waves on the surface of 

the water. Absolue, in relation to this aspect, means "omnipotent, un

limited", and perhaps also "original" or "primordial". Hydre absolue 

may be interpreted also according to the etymology of the words as 

Fabureau does. This is, he says, an "alliance du grec et du latin, qu'on 

doit traduire en fran^ais par: eau dlchainle."*^ Ivre recalls the chaos 

implied by d£lires. Chair relates to the theme of sensuality of the pre

ceding stanza while it is also an extension of the image of the peau de 

panthfere. The following line describes the Hydra as biting its own tail, 

forming a closed circle and thus reinforcing the theme of an endlessly 

repeated cycle of events. In Vallry's writings there is a suggestion of 

the significance of the image: 

• . . S'accoutumer "k penser en Serpent qui 
s'avale par le queue. 

Car c'est toute la question. Je "contiens" 
ce qui me "contient". Et je suis successivement 
contenant et contenu.103 

102. Fabureau, Paul Val^ry • . . , p. 85. 

103. Val6ry, Cahiers. XXVIII, 417. 
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From this it is seen that the image is to suggest complete self-

sufficiency and the endless cycle of renewal. This is, in fact, the 

image of the Ouroboros, which, it appears, was a symbol well known to 

Val&ry**^ Generally, it is "symbolic of time and of the continuity of 

life • • . • of self-fecundation, or the primitive idea of a self-

sufficient Nature—a Nature, that is, which, & la Nietzsche, continually 

returns, within a cyclic pattern, to its own beginning."This image 

is then a continuation of this theme which was introduced in stanzas 

fifteen and sixteen. The final line of this stanza describes the visual 

impression of the tossing of the waves of the sea (tumulte) as well as 

the monotonous roar of their breaking on the shore, which, because of the 

constant drumming of sound, becomes featureless and as if unnoticed by 

the ear of the spectator (au silence pareil). The use of a comma at the 

end of the last line links this stanza with the next, which begins with 

an image of movement: the wind which has disturbed the calm surface of 

the sea. 

Everything becomes animated by the touch of the wind: the waves 

which break into spray on the shore, the pages of the spectator's book, 

and, in stanza twenty-two, the spectator himself. II faut tenter de 

vivre shows the spectator's rebellion against his destiny. In spite of 

what he now knows to be his future he must try to live. "'Vivre', says 

104. Lawler, Lecture . . . , pp. 149-50; See these pages also for 
a brief discussion of the sources and occurance of this symbol in 
Val£ry's works. For a detailed study of the Ouroboros see Erich Neumann, 
The Origins and History of Consciousness, trans. R. F. C. Hull (New York, 
1954), pp. 5-38. 

105. Juan E. Cirlot, A Dictionary of Symbols, trans. Jack Sage 
(New York, 1962), p. 235. 
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Weinberg, is a key word; it represents the activity of the reunited body 

and spirit, of their common movement into the future."It is here 

that the meaning of the epigraph is illustrated: "0 my soul, seek not 

after immortal life, but exhaust the realm of the possible." To Marcel 

Raymond there is an indication in II faut tenter de vivre that "la vie 

n'est qu'un pis aller, pour qui s'est laiss£ enchanter une fois par le 

107 
mirage de la cormaissance et de la maltrise absolues de soi." The 

first line of this stanza is the climax of the poem. The remaining lines 

show only the change that has taken place in a once seemingly static 

Natvire, paralleling the change that has occurred in the attitude of the 

spectator. The wind's action of opening and closing the spectator's 

book echos the repeated movement of the waves of the sea. Weinberg 

prefers to see the pages of the book as waves. The book they form, the 

sea, is "one In which the spectator reads ('un long regard sur le calme 

100 
des dieux1, line six) only to discover new truth." Another solution 

would be to take the book as a real book, perhaps, as Monestier says, the 

book the poet is in the act of writing.Th0 book might, however, 

simply represent man's abstract thought, his knowledge and attempts to 

attain the absolute of awareness. It has become the plaything of the 

very forces it sought to explain, the life force of Natvire embodied by 

106. Bernard Weinberg, The Limits of Symbolism (Chicago, 1966), 
p. 3^9. 

107. Marcel Raymond, De Baudelaire au Surrealisme (Paris, 1966), 
p. 168. 

108. Weinberg, Limits . . . , p. 3^9. 

109. Monestier, Charmes . . . , p. 93* 
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the wind. To strengthen the description of the conflict between the 

forces of nature and the abstract thought represented here by the book, 

the author has alternated the lines, dealing with each: lines two and 

four pertain to the book; lines three and five describe the movement of 

the sea. To complete the image of the book, line four shows the pages, 

shining white and blinding in the sunlight, flying away in the sea 

breeze* The spectator hastens them on (Envolez-vous) as if they were 

birds, recalling the white doves of the first stanza. He no longer needs 

them, the abstractions of the intellect, since he has chosen the side of 

life and changing nature over an immobile Absolute so like death. 

Eblouies suggests, besides the whiteness of the pages, the inability of 

man's mind to comprehend the inner workings of Nature. Valery writes 

elsewhere: "La vie—inexplicable—'Ouroboros* ,"H0 indicating that he too 

is 6bloui by the mystery of life which he represents by the symbol of the 

Ouroboros. 

To return to the images of Nature in lines three and five, it 

will be noted that the movement described becomes more and more violent. 

The waves smash themselves against the rocky shore, "daring" to defy the 

immobility of the Absolute. The "powder" they shoot up from these rocks 

is, of course, their foam and spray. The verb here (.jaillir) recalls 

the desired action of the spectator in stanza twenty-two (re.jaillir). 

Again in the fifth line the poet urges the waves on to destroy, in joyful 

abandon, recalling the Grande mer de d^lires douses, the once calm sur

face of the sea, which represents human consciousness. There is now a 

110. Valery, Cahiers, VII, 31^. 
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return of sorts to the imagery of the beginning. There are, however, 

some very significant changes in these images, which Weinberg minimizes 

by saying that "the very first line of the poem is repeated practically 

without change, with 'picoraient' being synonymous with 'marchent' and 

•foes' with 'colombes' ."H* He does note, however, that the change of 

the verb tense to the imperfect is "fundamental", indicating that the 

static has been replaced by the dynamic.^2 The words mentioned by 

Weinberg though are in no way synonymous. The words marchent and 

colombes were used with obvious metaphorical intent. In the final line 

it is clear that illusion is ended, that the spectator has returned to 

reality. The physical violence of the verbs of the last stanza indicates 

this also. The doves of the beginning are now seen to have been real 

boats. Val^ry's own words substantiate this view: "Ce cimeti&re existe. 

II domine la mer sur laquelle on voit les colombes, c'est-&-dire les 

barques des pecheurs, errer, picorer ... ."^3 The foes are simply the 

white jibs of the fishing boats which were seen earlier as the doves. 

The bird metaphor os retained only in the verb picoraient. Also implicit 

in the use of the imperfect tense is the idea that time has actually 

passed, that the sun is no longer stationary and that all this was 

illusion. 

There appears to be little agreement on the structure of the 

poem. Lawler finds, for example, that "la composition est symetrique, et 

111. Weinberg, Romanic Review, p. 155* 

112. Ibid. 

113. Cited by Lef&vre, Entretiens . . . , p. 63« 
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chaque strophe sert de complement ou de contraste au th&me, au ton, & 

1'atmosphere d'une autre.Henri Peyre though, who finds little to 

admire in the poem, believes differently: "Les exegeses des critiques qui 

se sont £vertues 5l chercher, done & trouver, une mite & ce pofeme ou d'y 

lire vine dissertation philosophique sur l'Stre et le non-§tre, le temps 

et l'intemporalitl, le mouvement et 1'immobility, ont enveloppl de nuees 

opaques et de fausse respectability un pofeme imparfait."H5 One of the 

critics finding such unity in the poem is Gustave Cohen. He prefers to 

see it as a classical tragedy in four acts in which there are three 

actors: (1) the protagonist is the Non-Etre or the N|ant; (2) the deuter-

agonist is "la conscience, celle du poete sans doute, celle de l'homme 

aussi . . • (3) the tritagonist is the author who is both actor and 

spectator.Weinberg also finds structural unity in the poem and the 

unifying element is, he says, an "extended metaphor to which all words in 

the poem are related .... The metaphor establishes a parallelism or 

equivalence among three separate elements: the sea, the cemetery, and the 

spectator .... Each of the elements in this tripartite metaphor has 

in itself two aspects, a superficial one and an internal one."**^ These 

118 
two aspects are represented by the ratio: "surface: subsurface." This 

analysis of the poem's structure is not one hundred percent applicable, 

114. Lawler, Lecture . . . , p. 202. 

115. Peyre, Prose . . . » p. xlii. 

116. Cohen, Essai . . . , pp. ̂ 7-^8. 

117. Weinberg, Romanic Review, pp. 136-37* 
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as Weinberg admits, because the "subsurface" of the cemetery, the dead, 

is unlike that of the other two elements of the metaphor.*^ As noted 

before, the sun, so prevalent in the imagery of the poem, does not enter 

into Weinberg's plan. The importance of its role may be seen in the 

following passage. In Inspirations M^diterran£ennes the author describes 

the most propitious place for the birth of a "philosophical thought" to 

be: 

• • • Au bord de quelque mer merveilleusement £clair£e. L&, les 
ingredients sensibles, les elements (ou les aliments) de 1*£tat 
d'ime au sein duquel va germer la pensee la plus g&ierale, la 
question la plus comprehensive, sont reunis: de la lumi&re et de 
l'^tendue, du loisir et du rythme, des transparences et de la 
profondeur . . . notre esprit ressent alors, decouvre alors, dans 
cet aspect et dans cet accord des conditions naturelles, pr£-
cis£ment toutes les qualites, tous les attributs de la con-
naissance: clarte, profondeur, vastitude, mesurel ... . 

These same elements are present in the physical setting described in Le 

Cimetifere marin. The important point here is that the essential catalyst 

is the "mer merveilleusement Jclairee,1' or, in other words, the sea and 

the sun. The setting may be interpreted, according to the passage quoted, 

as a metaphor of knowledge. 

Val5ry characterizes the composition of the poem in the following 

words: 

Entre les strophes, des contrastes ou des correspondences dev-
aient Stre institues. Cette dernifere condition exigea bient&t 
que le po&me possible fCit un monologue de "moi" dans lequel les 
themes les plus simples et les plus constants de ma vie affect
ive et intellectuelle, tels qu'ils s1etaient imposes & mon 
adolescence et associ^s & la mer et "k la lumi&re d'un certain 

119* Weinberg, Romanic Review, p. 137. 

120. Val£ry, Oeuvres. I, 1903* 

i 
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lieu des bords de la M6diterran£e, fussent appel^s, trames, 
opposes . . . .121 

There are several points in this passage that should be taken into 

account when analyzing the poem. The author divides the themes appearing 

in it into two categories: affective and intellectual. The origins of 

these themes, it is said, were the sea and the light of the Mediterranean. 

As will be seen, the themes and imagery of the affective group are re

lated generally to the sea. Those of an intellectual nature are assoc

iated primarily with the sun. This is the polarization of imagery 

spoken of earlier. There is one other element present in the author*s 

statement on the composition of the poem, the "moi". In the present 

interpretation this "moi" is seen to represent the totality of the spec

tator's existence, his physical as well as his intellectual self. This 

"moi" finds itself between the two extremes of existence represented by 

the sun and the sea, and yet he participates to a degree in each. The 

cemetery plays a considerable role in the poem also. It is, in effect, 

the counterpart of the spectator. On one side there is the sun and the 

cemetery, which share in certain qualities such as immobility and death. 

On the other, the side of life and motion, are the sea and the spectator. 

There is a scale, going from pure consciousness and inactivity on one 

side to the opposite qualities on the other. The scale is vertically 

oriented, progressing upwards from the sea to the spectator, to the ceme

tery and finally, at the top of the scale of consciousness, to the sun. 

The cemetery and the spectator represent the place man can occupy in 

this spectrum of existence. 

121. Val£ry, Oeuvres, I, 1503* 
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Most critics have noted the importance of the role of the sun in 

this poem. Its first appearance (Midi le .juste) evokes the position it 

holds at midday, the geometrical precision of its relation to the rest of 

the universe. This initiates a series of references to the purity and 

absoluteness of its nature. The light it sheds on the sea is a pur 

travail; it is an ouvrage pur and the point pur to which the spectator 

aspires. Val5ry speaks of the sun as omnipotent, "tout ce que nous 

voyons est compost par lui • . . and because of this it has a great 

122 influence on the formation of our ideas. Its presence in the sky 

introduces into man's mind "l'id£e d'une toute-puissance sur&ninente, 

123 l'id^e d'ordre et d'unit£ gln^rale de la nature." For him it is "le 

1 pit 
module d'une puissance transcendante." The "unity" of nature 

mentioned in the lines just quoted appears in the poem in several ways. 

The sun is referred to, in stanza thirteen, as a self-sufficient entity: 

"En soi se pense et convient & soi-mlme / T&te complete et parfait 

diad&me." The idea appears again in the place premiere (stanza seven) of 

the sun. In stanza fifteen the dead melt into a "single" absence 

Ipaisse. The loss of individuality, the blending of personal differences 

in the death of the "vague people" who have "already sided with" the sun, 
\ 

demonstrates the unifying and ordering power of the sun's influence. 

Another characteristic of the sun is immobility and, by exten

sion, immutability. Immobility or calm is evoked from the very 

122. Valery, Oeuvres. I, 1094. 

123. Ibid.. 1095. 

124. Ibid. 
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beginnings Ce toit tranquille. le calme des dleux (stanza one); paix. un 

soleil se repose (stanza two). In stanza three stability and calm are 

again evoked. Later expressions of the lack of movement are solstice 

(stanza seven), Midi sans mouvement (stanza thirteen) and the comparison 

of the sun to Zeno*s tortoise in stanza twenty-one. The idea of immuta

bility is inherent in the image of the diamond (stanzas two and four

teen). The idea is primarily implied by the text. This is done by the. 

stress put on the contrasting quality of change associated with the spec

tator and the sea. It was noted before that there is also a destructive 

element in the nature of the sun. In stanza twelve, for example, we see 

that because of the sun's flames "Tout est brfile, d^fait, regu dans 

l'air." There are several references to the actual flames of the sun and 

their destructive power: feux (stanza one), consume (stanza two), voile 

de flamme (stanza three), torches du solstice and la lumifere aux armes 

sans piti£ (stanza seven), and the flambeaux in stanza ten. This aspect 

of the sun prompts Cohen to say that it represents non-being or the 

jjeant.l^ Faivre too holds this opinion and says that the meditation on 

death which occupies several stanzas of the poem "nous semble done s'Stre 

impos£e & l1imagination de l'£crivain plutSt par la presence de midi que 

par celle du cimeti^re."^^^ In support of this view he quotes the fol

lowing words of Val£ry: "Au soleil, dans 1'immense forme du ciel pur, je 

rSvais d'une enceinte incandescente ou rien de distinct ne subsiste, oti 

rlen ne dure, mais ou rien ne cesse; comme si la destruction elle-meme se 

125. Cohen, Essai . . . , p. 87. 

126. Faivre, Les Langues romanes. XXII, 139« 
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d£truisit & peine accomplie. Je perdais le sentiment de la difference 

de l'Stre et du non-&tre."^7 Faivre says also that "le soleil qui 

128 
domine cet univers devient 1'image mSme de la connaissance," and "la 

pens£e s'identifie %. lui."*^ The sun does, in fact, represent knowledge 

and thought but both are in their purest, most absolute form. The sun 

symbolizes absolute awareness, pure consciousness* This is the opinion 

of most critics.*^0 

As mentioned earlier, the cemetery symbolizes the degree to which 

man may participate in the Absolute. The line in stanza ten describing 

the cemetery as a "Fragment terrestre offert & la lumifcre" indicates the 

close relationship between it and the sun. Many of the qualities present 

in the sun are also found in the cemetery. One of its characteristics is 

light, seen in such expressions as feu sans mati&re and compost d1or 

(stanza ten), Le blanc troupeau (stanza eleven). The heat of the sun is 

shared by these white tombs: "Oil tant de marbre est tremblant sur tant 

d1ombres"(stanza ten). Other important traits it has in common with the 

sun are purity (ce point pur, stanza four), peacefulness or passivity as 

seen in the image of the flock of sheep formed by the tombs (stanza 

eleven), and in Ici venu, l'avenir est paresse (stanza twelve). The 

aspect of the sun with which the cemetery is most closely related is its 

12?. Cited by Faivre, Les Langues romanes. XXH, 139. 

128. Faivre, Les Langues romanes. XX, 315* 

129. Ibid.. XXI, 104. 

130. See for example: Fabureau, Paul Val^ry . . . , p. 84» 
Lef&vre, Entretiens . . . , p. 286; Fernandat, Autour . . . , p. 13; 
Walzer, Pogsie . . . , p. 330. 
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destructive nature. Those in the cemetery have "sided with the sun" and 

as a result have lost that which distinguished them in life. This loss 

is expressed in l'fLme consumee, fum£e, absence and sa forme se meurt 

(stanza five), in cette terre osseuse and mes absents (stanza nine) and 

in all of stanzas twelve, fifteen and sixteen. These lines evoke, as 

noted earlier, a loss of individual distinctions and a fusion of them 

into one "essence". 

The sea's qualities are generally the opposite of those associ

ated with the sun. The immutability and permanence of the latter are 

countered by the endless change and movement of the sea. As noted, the 

very first stanza introduces a hint of this into an otherwise calm scene 

(palpite, tou.jours recommenc^e). The strongest images of the movement of 

the sea come at the end of the poem when the spell cast by the sunlight 

is broken. The first movement is that of the sea wind (stanza twenty-

two). In stanza twenty-three the motion of the sea is seen as delirium 

and the constant drumming of the waves on the shore is a tumulte. In the 

final stanza the action becomes violent (.jaillir. Rompoz). Repetitive 

movement is suggested also by images of the multitude of waves on the 

surface of the sea (Eau sourcilleuse; comble d.1 or aux mille tuiles; mille 

et mille idoles du soleil). This idea of repetition echos the concept of 

the cycle of Nature seen in stanzas fifteen and sixteen and particularly 

in the image of the Ouroboros of stanza twenty-three. In the latter case 

the image of cyclical motion is a metaphor of the sea itself. 

The sea, representing as it does here the "cycle of Nature," also 

symbolizes life, which opposes the death represented by the cemetery and 

the sun. This too is primarily evident ill the final lines. In stanza 
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twenty-two the words naissance. fraicheur. Me rend mon 8me and Courons & 

l1 onde en re.jaillir vivant are all indications of the sea's power of 

creation and of giving new life to beings. Re.jaillir suggests also that 

the spectator's origins are to be found in the sea. Depth, which is 

always associated with the sea, appears in several images in the poem. 

The first mention of it is the abyss over which the motionless sun stands 

(stanza two). The "mass" evoked in stanza three implies its hidden 

depths and altitude of stanza four is a direct reference to it. In 

stanza eight there is the image of the cistern which is a metaphor of 

both the sea and the potential of the spectator. The sea is seen earlier 

in stanza three as a sort of reservoir of potential creative acts (Stable 

trlsor, visible reserve, Oeil qui gardes en toi tant de sommeil), while 

the sun appears as the symbol of complete actuality. There is also an 

element of darkness associated with the sea. This is only implied, how

ever, by the presence of the contrasting light of the sun. It is sug

gested, for example, by Tant de sommeil sous un voile de flamme, by the 

"edifice within the soul" but which has a roof of gold, and by the dis

dain shown for the depths (altitude) by the serene scintillation of the 

surface. 

There has been some disagreement among critics as to what, 

exactly, the sea represents. For Whiting it is the symbol of "intellec-

131 tual purity." This idea is shared by several other critics who call 

131. Whiting, PMLA. p. 13^. 
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it "consciousness".^*^ Leffcvre though says that it is the "soul."^-^ 

This is also the opinion of Monestier^^* and of Walzer who adds that it 

is also life and "le monde du devenir."^-' Raymond calls the sea the 

symbol of "la vie inconsciente et creatrice" as well as the "Sme, 

vivante, dlsirante, obscure, informe."^^ As has been demonstrated 

earlier, there is an opposition established between the sun and the sea, 

representing the totality of the range of existence in the universe, the 

sun being symbolic of pure actuality or of the absolute in terms of 

consciousness. The sea then would represent the opposite of this: pure 

potential or the mysterious world of the unconscious. 

There is another aspect of the sea to be mentioned, its shining 

surface. It takes the form of un voile de flamme, a comble d'or (stanza 

three); scintillation sereine (stanza four) and milles idoles du soleil 

(stanza twenty-three). It should be remembered that this is only reflec

ted light, that the surface of the sea acts as a mirror of the sun. 

Similarly, in stanza seven, the spectator compares himself to a mirror 

which returns the light of the sun. The light emanating from the sun is 

symbolic of absolute awareness or consciousness. The light reflected 

from the spectator then is the equivalent of his own consciousness. 

132. Benoist, Essais . . . , p. 144; Kenneth Douglas, "Stanza 3 
of Paul Val£ry's 'Cimeti&re marin'Modern Language Notes. LXIV (1949)» 
156; Femandat, Autour . . . , p. 13. 

133* Lef&vre, Entretiens ... ,p. 286. 

134. Monestier, Charmes . . . , p. 85. 

135* Walzer, Po£sie . . . , p. 330. 

136. Raymond, Baudelaire . • • , p. 163. 
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According to Faivre "la lumifere conffere ses attributs & 1'esprit. lis 

sont l'un et l,autre de mfirae nature."*^7 Beneath this thin layer of 

light is the zone of darkness (morne moiti£), just as beneath the spark

ling surface of the sea lie its shadowy depths. As seen in stanza three, 

the surface of the sea (comble d'or) and its depths (temple) find a 

parallel in the spectator's mind (Edifice dans l'Sme). The sea repre

sents specifically the unconscious and, more generally, the source of • 

life, the storehouse of Nature. Besides the surface element symbolizing 

the light of consciousness, the spectator has several other character

istics similar to those of the sea. One of the more important is that he 

too changes, thus making his identity with the Absolute impossible. This 

change, which is associated with Time, appears in stanza six as mon ombre 

passe and in stanza thirteen as the "secret change." Depth is part of 

his nature also as is seen in the image of the cistern and the creux 

tou.iours futur of stanza eight. He speaks of his potential in this 

stanza also, making his relationship with the sea even more definite. 

In an effort to characterize the meaning of the poem generally, 

critics have been as much in disagreement as in interpreting specific 

metaphors and images. Gustave Cohen, for example, sees here an expres

sion of the poet's interest in "ce moment essentiel 'entre le vide et 

l'£v£nement pur', entre le n£ant et la naissance de la polsie ou plutot 

de l'id£e-m&re ou du motif initial du pobme non encore realist . . . 

l'inconscient va devenir conscient, la pens^e se faire acte . * . 

137* Faivre, Les Langues romanes. XX, 315* 

138. Cohen, Essai . • . , p. 62. 
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For Weinberg though it depicts the conflict, in the poet's mind, between 

the appeal of stoicism and of life.*-^ The poet's goal, again according 

to Weinberg, is to find "happiness."1^® To Lef&vre the poem represents 

a search for self-knowledge, "connaissance du moi pur."^ For 

Monestier and Benoist*^ the poem treats simply the phenomena of life 

and death. Champigny says that the two basic themes are rest and 

fhjL 
motion, while for Whiting it is a question of the impossibility of 

145 intellectual purity. Lawler says that "the poem describes the compo

sition of a state of consciousness, the process of creating a full cycle 

146 of meditation" and that its subject is "the determination of a psy

chological attitude, a system of values, which has nothing to do with a 

practical or scientific end: it is the whole sensibility alone with 

itself in the act of meditation."^'' It is felt, however, that the 

themes of the poem relate primarily to a concept treated by Val^ry in 

several other poems such as Au Platane. La Pythie and Le Rameur. It is 

essentially a commentary on the paradox of man's dual nature, on the 

139* Weinberg, Limits . . . , p. 32?. 

140. Ibid., p. 351* 

141. Lef&vre, Entretiens . . . , p. 281. 

142. Monestier, Charmes . . . , p. 16. 

143. Benoist, Essais . • . , p. 123* 

144. Champigny, L'Esprit cr^ateur. p. 14. 

145. Whiting, PMLA. p. 138. 

146. Lawler, Form . . . , p. 33* 
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conflict he sees within himself between his intellect and his physical 

existence. In addition to identifying and describing this condition, 

the protagonist ultimately resolves the conflict in his decision to 

accept and affirm the interdependence of the physical and spiritual 

aspects of his being. The themes suggested by the critics mentioned 

above are, indeed, included in the poem. They are, however, only rami

fications of the basic structure or simply one aspect of it. As has 

been seen, the imagery of the poem may be divided into groups which are 

distributed according to a vertical orientation with those pertaining to 

the sea and the unconscious at the lower levels and those of the sun and 

complete actualization of intellectual powers at the top. All individual 

metaphors and images, or groups of them which pertain to a common theme, 

find, a place within this central structure. 



CHAPTER 7 

LE RAMEUR 

In this poem the poet establishes a conflict at the beginning 

which is sustained throughout. The rower, representing the intellect of 

the poet or of man in general, is pitted against the river of Time and 

the corporal side of his dual nature. In this river he sees the reflec

tion of the pleasures of the world of the senses. Several times he 

expresses his desire to free himself of them, the delightful though arti

ficial charms of life. The direction his desired escape is to take is 

toward the source of the river, which represents symbolically the source 

of life as well. In the expression of the movement of the rower upstream 

as well as that of the river downstream, there is a suggestion of inevi

tability. There is a turning point in the tension of the struggle at the 

end of the fifth stanza. Here the character of the river changes. It, 

rather than the poet's efforts, becomes the focal point of the poem. The 

river takes on human attributes, as though it, a nymph, and the rower 

were lovers and he struggles now to be free of her embrace. In stanzas 

six and seven the steady flow of the river of Time is evoked as it slowly 

wears away the life of the rower. Images of death are seen now, appear

ing as the unavoidable destination of the flow of the river. The bridges 

crossing the river, under which the protagonist rows, represent this 

also, for in them the rower can envision the scheme of the universe: 

life, death and the unknowable mysteries of both. Finally, the rower 
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concedes the inevitability of death. He continues, though, in spite of 

the futility of the struggle, hoping to rise above this paradoxical 

condition through intellectual awareness. 

The first image of the poem is one of physical force. The rower 

strains against the force of the current, resisting its normal movement. 

The purpose of the rower's exertion is to allow him to escape the influ

ence of the river. The unending flow of the river is symbolic of the • 

similarly unending passage of time. This river will ultimately flow to 

the sea where its identity will be dissolved and lost. In the same way 

the flow of time eventually carries all living things to dissolution and 

oblivion in the featureless sea of eternity. The idea of time in associ

ation with the flow of the river is expressed by means of the juxtaposi

tion of fleuve and infiniment. The latter word also evokes the constant 

repetition of the movement of the oars of the boat. The violence and dif

ficulty of the rower's actions are described by the verb arrachent, which 

gains importance by its position in the line. The attraction of the 

things the rower is trying to leave behind is expressed by \ regret. The 

words imply that his feelings are ambivalent about his struggle of sepa

ration. What he would give up is described as riants environs. Riants 

indicates that a paradox exists in this conflict: the rower is trying to 

escape something that would give him pleasure if he would only give up 

his struggle. In the word environs it is seen that these attractions sur

round him on all sides. They are, in fact, life itself—specifically 

corporal, non-intellectual life. The contrast between the rower and his 

physical "surroundings" is brought out more clearly by the phrase &me aux 

pesantes mains. These words contain an opposition which is basic to the 
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poem as a whole. The "soul" or the "intellect" is conceived of as being 

weighed down and encumbered by the pesantes mains, which represent here 

corporal existence. The latter is necessary for the life of the "soul", 

as Le Cimetifere marin demonstrates amply, but at the same time, it im

poses limitations. Physical restraint appears here as weight (pesantes) 

as it does in Au Platane (A qui la fango pbse, stanza two). Pleines. 

modifying mains, suggests perhaps the fatigue caused by the rower's 

ceaseless effort at the oars. Avirons. synonymous with rames. evokes, 

etymologically, their constant movement (a-virons. from virer). 

In the last line of this stanza, the rower expresses the "neces

sity" that this escape take place. The use of II faut makes it evident 

that the condition is merely sought after and not necessarily obtained. 

The "wishful" nature of the rower's statement is made clear in the fol

lowing stanzas.* This wish, like the struggle itself, is an indication 

of his refusal to accept things as they are. Through application of his 

intellect, he moves to change the situation. The sky, seen reflected on 

the smooth surface of the water, must cease its opposition and give way 

to the rhythmical blows of his oars as though he were beating down a gate 

in the desire for admittance to another realm. The attainment of this 

goal has a sombre aspect, however, which is indicated by the comparison 

of the oars' repeated striking of the water to the sounding of the death 

knell. It appears then that in either direction, downstream or upstream, 

the end result is the same. The image of death may be seen again in 

1. In the variants of the poem this condition is evident also: 
Line six: Puissent autour da moi . . . . ; Line ten: Comme ,je veux la 
8ource et rame vers l'oubli. Cited by James Lawler, Lecture de Valery: 
Une gtude de Charmes (Paris. 1963)* P* 237. 
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lames, "blade". The same word, however, means "wave" and thus relates to 

the imagery of the river. The adjective lentes evokes first the slow, 

repetitive strokes of the oars. By virtue of its etymology (Latin 

lentus, "supple"), it describes the flexibility and bending of the oars 

as they pull against the water. 

The attitude of the protagonist towards the environs and the 

effect on him of the effort to break away is made clear in stanza two. 

The "heart" is not to be understood in the sense of "emotions" but as the 

vital, central core of his being, the intellect. It is "hardened" and 

unaffected by the attractions presented by his surroundings. The idea is 

restated in 1* oeil distrait des beautes. The eye, representative of 

understanding and the intellect, is turned to other things. It is not 

affected by the beauty of the scenery reflected in the water and whose 

image the rower destroys with the strokes of his oars. Each time he 

raises the oars from the water, he leaves circular waves on the surface 

of the river on either side of him (autour d© moi), which grow larger 

(mfirir) as they slip away downstream. Again the rower expresses his wish 

to change the situation he finds himself in (Je veux rompre). Specifi

cally, he desires to break the "world" reflected by the water. In 

illustre, there is again the suggestion of the mirror-like surface of the 

river. It reflects the brilliance (cf. lustre) of the sky and the sun 

(feu) of the world he wishes to escape. The adjective also expresses the 

attraction the world holds for him since it means primarily "famous" or 

"of particular merit." In addition to the fire of the sky, the leaves of 

trees make up the image of the world seen by the rower in his liquid 

mirror. The leaves represent, by extension, the forest in general. The 
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latter is symbolic, here as in Aurora, of the world of the senses. Again 

as in the other poem, it is closely related to water images. The fire 

seen by the rower may be interpreted as the visual effect of sunlight 

flickering through the leaves and sparkling on the rippled surface of the 

water. Even though he wishes to destroy the image, the rower admits it 

holds some attraction for him, for he sings its praises as he struggles 

to escape it. As Monestier says: "Malgre lui il est £mu par les beautes 

2 qu'il renonce." 

Stanza three continues the vegetal imagery initiated by the 

leaves. Trees are more obviously representative of the forest and have, 

naturally, a similar symbolism. The rower sees himself above the trees 

of the forest as he moves away from them (sur qui ,je passe). This is the 

natural result of looking down at their reflection on the water's sur

face. The river*s surface is seen as a broad (ample), unspoiled or pri

mitive (naive from Latin nativa) fabric. The fabric called moire, to 

which the river is compared, reflects various changing colors, just as 

the river reflects the landscape and the changing colors of the foliage 

which the rower is passing by. Moire also evokes the smoothness of the 

water's surface, which is further described as being painted with floral 

designs. The word ramages. whose sound recalls rames of line one, sug

gests that the disturbance caused by the rowing gives the surface this 

appearance of being painted. The rower himself, in fact, seems to be 

painting with his oars. The theme of time appears once more in paix de 

1'accompli. The expression evokes the passivity of the static state of 

2. Robert Monestier, ed., Charmes. yrSced&s d'extraits en prose 
relatifs & la po^tique de Val£ry (Paris, 1958), p. 96. 
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completion* Paix contrasts with the activity of the rower and l1accompli 

suggests wholeness* completeness, the end of the necessity to act and( in 

the extreme, death. Immediately after this image of calmness and peace, 

forceful action is demanded by the verbs d^chire and impose, which ex

pand the theme of violence introduced earlier by arrachent and rompre. 

The rower wants the wake of his boat to destroy the reflected images. 

Pli. signifying the wake, also recalls the reference in line nine to the 

water as a fabric. The use of the subjunctive in coure expresses again 

the wishful nature of the rower's words, continuing the inference of II 

faut and Je veux. The grand calme is the grand fleuve itself and recalls 

paix of line ten. The word abolir is another statement of the violence 

necessary for his escape. It becomes evident now that the rower wishes 

not so much the destruction of the river itself as he does the memory of 

the calm and beauty he sees reflected in it, the memory of the riants 

environs he is trying to leave behind. It is the attraction of what the 

river represents, a state of peace he once knew, that he is trying to 

forget. 

This attraction appears again in the next line as charmes du 

.jour. Charmes recalls line eight where the rower sings in praise of the 

very beauties he would like to destroy. Du .jour indicates, however, that 

these pleasures are only temporary and will disappear in time. The 

refusal of these "graces" is forcefully stated by the repetition of the 

negative jamais. The rower characterizes himself as a "rebel", one who 

resists the existing order of things. His struggle is expressed as a 

"defense" against the flow of the river. It is, in fact, a defense 

against the attractions of the physical world which is trying to pull him 
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back completely into a passive state, a realm governed by time and which 

ends in the eventual dissolution of his "self", of his individuality. 

The word essayant suggests that the rower is as yet unsure of his ability 

to succeed in this endeavor. He is now trying to determine his strength 

to resist the attractions of the sensory world and the effect of time on 

his being. The word Mais, coming forcefully at the beginning of the 

line, underscores the regret he feels at denying this other half of his 

nature. Just as inevitably and irreversibly as he has aged physically 

(tir£ de l'enfance) day by day (les soleils), he is returning to the 

source. Walzer seems to overlook the broader implications of the passage 

when he paraphrases it as : "Comme son corps a grandi au long des 

saisons, son esprit se sent maintenant mfcr pour 'essayer sa defense' 

contre le flux des apparences sensibles."^ The idea of being "torn" from 

his infancy suggests, by association with previous images of violence, 

that this period of his existence was as difficult to leave as are the 

riants environs. Thus, to a degree, the two are equated. The action of 

the rower is expressed as a "return" (re-monte), and coming immediately 

after having mentioned his infancy, the latter is equated with the fol

lowing source, the goal of his effort. He is fleeing then the eventual 

destruction and death of his self in his desire to return to a previous 

state. This state might be interpreted as the "nothingness" preceding 

the birth of the individual. It is a "return" because he comes from it 

and will return to it in death. The idea of nothingness or of the neant 

is implied by la source oti cesse meme un nom. The juxtaposition of 

3. Pierre-Olivier Walzer. La Po5sie de Val6ry (Genfeve, 1966), 
P. 352. 
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source and cesse implies that this point is both beginning and end. In 

oil cesse mime un nom it is possible to see the idea that this point 

represents the undifferentiated oneness preceding material existence. It 

is where all individuality (nom) is melted into unity. Monestier says 

this "source" is a symbol of "l'Etre absolu, unique, oil les choses 

perdent leur individuality."^ Walzer shares this opinion.-' An objection 

to this view might be that there is no inference of an absolute "being" 

in the poem. Instead of "l'Etre absolu" perhaps "l'Absolu" would be more 

appropriate. Alain prefers to interpret this line as saying simply the 

"inexprimable."^ Lawler takes yet another point of view, paraphrasing it 

as "inexpriml jusqu'ici" or "encore sans nom""'' which would seem to imply 

a sort of "prenominal" existence. 

In stanza five, the opposing force of the river is personified as 

feminine (nymphe) and of great and lasting strength. En vain negates the 

effect of the forces to be described in the following lines. The ubiqui

tous nature of these forces represented by the river and the importance 

of the struggle are evoked by the adjectives toute. £norme and continue. 

The first two words imply the universality of the situation while con

tinue recalls the theme of the steady flow of time and, therefore, eter

nity. The attractive force exerted by the river is now expressed in 

human terms of physical, "hand to hand" combat (bras, membres). The 

4. Monestier, Charmes . . . , p. 96. 

5. Walzer, Poesie . . . , p. 352. 

6. Alain, ed., Charmes. pofemes de Paul Valery comment£s par 
Alain (Paris, 1928), p. 252. 

?• Lawler, Lecture . . . , p. 240. 
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force impedes, but does not effectively block, the effort to escape. 

Bras purs suggests the effort of the nymph to hold the rower through her 

physical charms, as though he were her lover. The idea of purity here 

implies the clarity of the water and, as a desirable quality in a woman, 

suggests again the attraction she exerts on him. The strength of such 

sensual attractions is evident in membres harasses. The latter word 

evokes both the physical fatigue of the rower and the resistance pre

sented by the river. 

Again stressing the violent nature of the action, the tense of 

the verb romprai also indicates that the actual escape is still only 

desired and not realized. The restraining force now takes the form of 

cold bonds or fetters, suggesting the bondage of the rower in relation to 

the river and perhaps his intellectual sterility should he succumb to it. 

Glacis implies as well the coldness of death, which, as suggested earlier, 

is the final destination of the river. The word also evokes the visual 

image of the glossy surface of the water. Lawler, who sees the poem as 

primarily a metaphor of poetic creation, calls the liens "conventions 
g 

limitatives." The last line of the stanza describes the force of the 

river in yet another way. The reflected light on the points or tips of 

the waves appear as "silver beards" to the rower. Suggestive of great 

age, the image recalls previous expressions of time and eternity. The 

adjective argent is related to the ideas of purity (bras purs) and cold

ness (glacis). The force of the river, no longer a simple attraction, is 

seen clearly now. Its full magnitude is revealed (nue) to the rower. It 

8. Lawler, Lecture . . . , p. 240. 
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is a reality and not just a reflected image. He sees through the attrac

tive superficialities into the depths of the "nymph" and is aware of her 

true nature. Monestier interprets this stanza as describing the nymph, 

who represents the water, as being incumbered by the long weeds and grass 
Q 

growing under the water. As has been noted, however, it is the rower 

who is caught up in these weeds and wishes to break free of them. 

Beginning with stanza six, the actual conflict between the river 

and the rower becomes secondary to the rower's consideration of the 

broader significance of their opposition. In line twenty-one the water 

and the sound it makes are equated. Both have a quality of secrecy and 

of the unknown about them (secret, £trangement). Bruit secret suggests 

the whispering of secrets by the waters. Water, which, as has been seen 

in Le Ctmeti&re marin and La Pythie for example, is symbolic of the 

source of life, holds, therefore, the "secret of life." In the following 

line it is seen that the river's long, narrow shape and the sound it 

makes suggest to the rower the image of the blindfolding of a prisoner 

who is going to be executed. The blindfold prevents the actual seeing, 

and therefore the knowledge, of what is going to happen. A silken blind

fold would produce a rustling sound similar to the whispering of the 

waters. It is thus that the river, that is to say "Time", eventually 

carries the rower to his "execution", and the sound of the water flowing 

by reminds him of his fate. The eyes of the rower are then the .jours 

dor£s. The latter also signify the "days" of his intellectual (dor£s) 

life (cf. line fifteen). Aging is again evoked by use 1*antique .joie, 

9* Monestier, Charmes . . . , p. $6, 
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which is the equivalent of the passing of the .jours dorSs or of the 

childhood (line fifteen) of the rower. The theme of blindness is also 

continued, suggesting now the senselessness and irrevocability of the 

loss of the past, as well as the impossibility of effectively resisting 

the march of time. The bruit of line twenty-four is the same rushing 

sound of the river in line twenty-one. The "flight" is the flow of Time 

and the river, in the direction opposite to that in which the rower 

wishes to go; it flows away from the "source" towards dissolution (of 

being) in the sea (death). Egale and nul changement evoke the implacable 

and inalterable flow of Time. Egale suggests in addition the equality of 

all things before the phenomenon of Time. For Alain this stanza des

cribes exactly "la pure rSverie dans un raonde fluide, mais qui exprime 

encore autre chose, la pure pensee, qui est comme un monotone effacement 

des signes: mes jours dor£s ... For Lawler, though, as well as 

for most other critics, these lines express the monotonous rowing and 

steady "flight" of the rower upstream: "La monotonie aveugle de 1'action 

lui donne 1'assurance que les anciennes joies du jour c^deront & cette 

discipline de 1*ombre qu'il a trouvee; il atteindra h. un nouveau present 

qui ne devra rien au pass£."^ This interpretation differs somewhat with 

that presented here, however, in that the river (Time) is seen as using 

up the rower's days and, in the end, he will be the one to give in. The 

10. Alain, Charmes . . . , p. 252. 

11. Lawler, Lecture . . . , pp. 240-^1. 
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only "certainty" apparent in the entire poem is the fuite 6gale et de 

12 nul changement. 

In the remainder of the poem there is an important change in the 

literal and figurative point of view of the rower. Instead of looking 

down from a superior position into the water or at its surface, his 

attention is now directed upwards. Now he is dominated by the environs. 

specifically by the "ringed bridges", which represent to him the "vaults" 

of heaven, the universe. Annel^s refers perhaps to the rings left by 

different water levels around the supports of the bridges or to the style 

of architecture. The deep (cf. secret) water is said to "carry" him 

under these bridges. This means that the water supports him as he 

travels over it. Seen from his inferior position, the dark vaults of the 

bridges appear as metaphors of the universe. In them there is the pro

mise of life (vent), as well as vague, "secret" activity (murmure) and 

the black void of death (nuit). In this picture of the universe the 

rower sees his own dark fate. For Alain the bridges represent "le moment 

tragique oh. l'ime va se trouver seule en elle-meme."^ The swiftness of 

the passage of time and of the approach of his death, evoked by the 

rapidity of the approach of the bridges (courent). causes anxiety (ennui) 

in the mind (front) of the rower. The effect of the emotion is stated by 

the verb ficrasent, which suggests both the tremendous weight of the 

bridges and the finality of the physical destruction that awaits him in 

12. This is also evident in the variants to the text. Bruit de 
fuite £gale was once flot d'usure fine, which is clearly related to the 
imagery of the river. Cited by Lawler, Lecture . . . , p. 23?. 

13. Alain, Charmes • . . , p. 252. 
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death. Echoing the dominant theme of resistance of the first five 

stanzas, line twenty-eight states that, in spite of this eventual nega

tion of life, there is one thing in man, his intellect (os orgueilleux). 

that refuses to submit to this situation and docilely accept this fate. 

It is the intellect which makes man unique and special (orgueilleux). 

Through his spiritual qualities man can, in some small way, escape the 

nullification of death. It is a form of immortality, since the "bone" .is 

even harder than what is to destroy it. The word porte, refering to the 

arches of the bridges, also implies a gate, an entrance, perhaps, into 

some future state. The rower is seen entering a "gate" which seems to 

mark a point of transition. 

The metaphor of the bridges is continued in the final stanza 

whose structure is the same as that of stanza seven. The first three 

lines evoke the fatal symbolism of the bridges and their supremacy over 

corporal existence. The last line is the expression of the rower's 

continued determination to resist. The nuit of line twenty-nine, the 

same as that of line twenty-six, passes slowly because it represents the 

black void of eternity. In terms of the rower, it expresses the duration 

and difficulty of the struggle against the current as he fights his way 

upstream, passing under the bridges. L'&me is the physical existence of 

man. By lowering its eyes (sensibles soleils). it concedes to the supe

riority and dominance of the "night" of the bridges. The "sensitive 

suns" is not a pr^cieux expression. Sensibles expresses their function 

as receptors of light, while the metaphor of soleils as eyes symbolizes 

the intellect, knowledge and understanding (cf. .jours dores). The eye

lids represent corporal existence again and the adjective promptes 
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suggests their ephemeral nature in relation to the rest of the universe. 

The action of lowering the eyes and the eyelids is suggestive of the act 

of closing the lids after death. Alain sees in this only an expression 

of the desire to think: "Cet univers vrai est un univers dur. II faut 

vouloir penser."^ The rower performs this act of submission at the very 

moment he plunges ahead (je m'enfonce) in his struggle. These last two 

lines indicate that in the same act of protesting the situation, the 

rower is still unavoidably overwhelmed by it. The '•movement", though it 

is upstream, still leads to death (cf. line sixteen). The stones of the 

bridges surround him as though he were entombed in them. The stones 

represent all that is antithetical to the biological, ephemeral life of 

the rower. In the last lane, the rower admits the futility of the 

struggle but renews his efforts at the same time. In Je m1 enfonce is the 

suggestion that the life force of the rower is being worn out in the 

effort (cf. line twenty-three). It also recalls the water imagery of the 

poem, implying the desire to return to the "source" and perhaps the even

tual swallowing up of the rower by the forces of the water. Finally, it 

portrays his plunging into the dark shadows under the bridges. In rela

tion to this last image there is an expression of defiance as he leaves 

the azur oiseux for the dark. For Lawler the last line indicates "le 

meprls de la lumi&re qui voulait imposer une interpretation toute faite 

de la r&ilitl."*-' As seen in Au Platane (stanzas two and twelve) and in 

Palme (stanza eight), Azur connotes thinking or the intellectual 

14. Alain, Charmes . . . , p. 25^. 

15« Lawler, Lecture . . . , p. 241. 
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processes in general. Considering his "mental activity" to be useless is 

a sign of his realization of the futility of the struggle. Azur might 

also be interpreted as the amount of time the rower's life has lasted, 

recalling thus the .jours dores. The rower is aware of the futility of 

his intellectual activity and of his life also since he will die even

tually. But in spite of this (au mepris de), as line twenty-eight 

implies, he can take pride in his intellect, for only this makes him 

unique in the universe. It is the flight itself against the flow of Time 

and nature that makes man superior to that which crushes him. The 

struggle in which man engages is important. The question of victory over 

the obstacle is not important. 

In evaluating the role of the rower, Duchesne-Guillemain says: 
* 

"C'est son obstination m&me, son refus indefini de se laisser seduire 

'& tant d'azur oiseux' qui fait le sujet du pofeme."^'' He does not 

clearly state, however, what is meant by azur oiseux. Walzer seems 

doubtful of the general meaning of the poem for he says that "le rameur 

de notre poete doit bien cacher quelque dessein secret sous sa volont£ 

1R 
rebelle." He adds that the action of the rower is "une obstination 

dont on ne voit pas bien & quoi elle mkne."^ He goes on, however, to 

characterize the work as primarily a metaphor of poetic creation: "Ls 

16. The variants of the last line clearly suggest this: Je m'en-
fonce au mepris de mes sifecles (destins)(tant d'azur) oiseux. Cited by 
Lawler, Lecture . . . , p. 231* 

17. Jacques Duchesne-Guillemain, Etudes pour un Paul Valery 
(Neuch&tel, 1964), p. 147. 

18. Walzer, Poesie . . . , p. 351* 

19. Ibid. 
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rameur, 0*681 le poete pench£ sur le grand fleuve Devenir. Opini&tre-

ment, il ferme les yeux aux apparences, remontant le courant, abandonnant 

derri&re lui l'univers fascinant auquel il veut s'arracher, quittant les 

•riants environs*. Mlpris de la facilite, mais m£pris difficile qui 

exige vin 'coeur dur*. Car non seulement l'apparence, mais l'apparence de 
OA 

l'apparence lui est ennemi." This interpretation is shared by Alain 

and Monestier who adds that the effort of the rower is to be seen as the 

22 aspiration to the Absolute. The idea of appearances being the object 

of scorn is mentioned in particular by most critics. Lawler paraphrases 

the predicament of the rower by saying that "le monde n'est pas experi-

ment6 directement, concrfetement, mais seulement la reflection du monde. 

L*effort du Rameur sera de . . . detruire la distance entre lui-mSme et 

les objets."^ For him the struggle against the "ready-made interpreta

tion of reality" represented by the azur oiseux, produces his "permanence 
rtjli 

secrete, une forme poetique." His ability and determination to defy 

the flow of the river triumph over time and appearance according to 

Lawler;2̂  however, this is not in agreement with the facts presented by 

the poem nor with what Lawler himself says later. The total impression 

he receives from the poem, he says, is one of "une continuity qui par sa 

20. Walzer, Poesie . . . , p. 351* 

21. Alain, Charmes . . . , p. 252. 

22. Monestier, Charmes . . . , p. 95* 

23. Lawler, Lecture . • . , p. 239* 

24. Ibid., p. 241. 

25. Ibid. 
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r£gularitS et son insistance communique un effet d1 immobility intime."^ 

Alain too believes that the rower triumphs over the forces of the 

27 river. ' Lawler also remarks on the repetition of certain words (fhne. 

rompre, courir, dur, soleils, .jour, pleines, fleuve, passer, eau) in the 

first and second halves of the poem. Such a series of repetitions, he 

asserts, is certainly not gratuitous and "denote presque math&natique-
pQ 

ment, pourrions-nous dire, l'^quilibre et l1immobilite du po&me." 

Though the importance of these repetitions is disputable, there is a 

certain sense of equilibrium implied by the opposition of the forces of 

the rower and the river. The result is not quite immobility, however, 

since the rower does pass slowly beneath the bridges (leur nuit passe 

longtemps). 

Most of the images of the poem fall into two groups which express 

the two major themes of "Duality" and "Time". Images related to Duality 

occur most often in contrasting pairs, while those expressive of Time 

usually occur singly. Within the group pertaining to Duality there is a 

polarization of images according to the general categories of "physical" 

and "intellectual". The images pertaining to the "intellectual" are 

generally fewer in number, reflecting the force of the sensory world and 

the dependance of the intellect on corporal existence. One of the first 

"physical" images of the poem is that of the river itself. There are 

many references not only to the river but simply to water throughout the 

26. Lawler, Lecture . . • , p. 241. 

27. Alain, Charmes . . . , p. 2^8. 

28. Lawler, Lecture . . . , p. 2^3. 
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poem. It is obvious from the first line that it stands in opposition to 

the rower. After fleuve at the beginning there are the words cercles 

d'onde, eau de ramages peinte, source, eaux, fleuve again and eau pro-

fonde, which are only the direct expressions of water imagery. There are 

also several metaphors of water, such as the naive moire, la nymphe. the 

liens glacis and the barbes d'argent. All of these either directly 

oppose the rower or represent something he wishes to destroy or forget, 

since it acts as an attraction he avoids. Also related to water imagery 

are the vegetal images in stanzas two and three: l1illustre monde des 

feuilles and the trees over which he passes. Images expressing hardness 

contrast with these. The coeur dur and the bones mentioned in stanza 

seven (front, os orgueilleux) belong to this group. 

In stanza six there begins a series of images which evoke a sense 

of impermanence or finiteness in regards to the rower's life. The image 

of the silken blindfold and its implication of eventual death, the con

stant, steady flowing of the river, the "blind" wearing away of his life, 

the acquiescence of the "soul" before the threatening bridges and, espe

cially, the promptes paupieres are all part of this group. Their counter

parts express permanence or lasting qualities. The perseverance of the 

rower does this from the first. It is also seen in infiniment mes rames 

/ M'arrachent . . . , in all of stanza four and in the final line of the 

poem. Images of hardness mentioned above also might belong here. The 

very effort of the rower to ignore the attractions of the corporal world 

(le coeur dur, l'oeil distrait) is a movement in that direction. There 

is also the suggestion of this theme in the repeated expression of the 

rower's desire to attain his goal (II faut que. Je veux, Je romprai). 
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Finally, in the seventh stanza, there is the clearest example of per

manence where "l'os orgueilleux est plus dur que leur porte." 

There is one set of images in which the "physical" contrasts with 

the "spiritual". Ame aux pesantes mains is an example of this, expressing 

the limiting effect of corporal existence on the spirit. Also repre

senting the "physical" are: the beautes he destroys, l1illustre monde. 

vegetal imagery, charmes du .jour, bras purs, membres harasses, and, of 

course, the references to the parts of the body in the last stanza. 

Examples of opposing images are the references to his "soul", the abso

lute represented by la source ott cesse m&me van nom, and front and os or

gueilleux representing the mind. 

Though the struggle described in the poem implies much force on 

both sides, there is a passive element present which contrasts with the 

active which is, in turn, represented by the activity of the rower. In 

the first three stanzas, all that the rower sees is reflected by the 

river. Mirrors are passive elements par excellence, since they only 

reflect and do not initiate images. The steady flow of the river may be 

considered passive also, especially in the first four stanzas before it 

is personified. The water of the river only follows its natural course 

without needing any force to compel its movement; it follows the path of 

least resistance. Expressions of the calmness of the river, such as the 

implied mirror surface of the water, the grand calme, also belong to this 

group. The images of the active element are directly related to the 

rower, in the first lines he is bent, straining against the oars, as he 

pulls away upstream. He disturbs the smooth, calm surface of the water. 
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In fact, his rebellion and refusal to drift with the current are the 

cause of all the action in the poem. 

There is also the category of two actively opposing forces. In 

stanza five the river loses its passive qualities, which are mere "at

tractions" in the first four stanzas, and its "naked power" is unveiled. 

The nymph represents the restraining, "negative" force. The rower's 

efforts to break free of her hold represent the "positive" force. In the 

remainder of the poem, the negative force is the main point of interest. 

It is characterized as inevitable (aveuglement, fuite Jgale), mysterious 

(secret. £trangement), and as leading finally to death (bandeau de soie, 

use 1* antique .joie). 

There is also an element of artificiality implied in the images 

of the riants environs. the beauties destroyed by the rower in the first 

four stanzas. The water is "painted" with floral decorations; the moire 

is a "fabrication." This can be seen too in the fact that these delights 

are all reflected; not real but perhaps only imitations of reality. They 

are also quite fragile and impermanent for the stroke of an oar can de

stroy them. A single image stands in opposition to them. By its posi

tion after this series of artificialities, it seems to be a sort of 

climax. It is the goal to which the rower aspires, la source ou cesse 

mfene un nom. The artificiality and impermanence may be seen as physical 

life, while this source is "reality" itself, the Absolute, complete 

knowledge or awareness perhaps. However, the cessation of life is also 

implied. This source is the beginning as well as the end, the n^ant in 

which all things originate and to which they return (remonte). 
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The other major division includes the images of Time. The river 

itself, as noted earlier, is symbolic of time. The first direct refer

ence to time is the word infiniment of line one. The stone bridges also 

evoke the idea of infinity for stone is symbolic of permanence. Infinity 

is suggested too by the repetition Jamais ... .jamais and by the words 

nul changement and l1accompli. Several images suggest flowing, a concept 

which is derived from the river metaphor and which is important for 

evoking the steady passage of time. Examples of this are found in the 

verbs passe, coure, courent, and in porte. Continue and fuite £p?ale are 

also expressive of flowing. Other expressions of time are those which 

measure its passage (.jour, .jours dores, soleils). The rower's youth and 

the past belong here also (antique joie. enfance, m|moire). Finally, 

there are the words lentes, lentement and mfirir, all of which mark the 

slow passage of time. 

Time leads ultimately to death, the theme of another group of 

images. The mystery of death is expressed by the bruit secret des eaux 

and the adverb etrangement. which precedes the blindfold image. The same 

mysterious sounds are evoked by the vofttes pleines de vent, de murmure et 

de nuit. As noted earlier, death is implied by the source ou cesse meme 

un nom. It can also be seen in the front "crushed" by the bridges, the 

tomb of line thirty-one and in the word nuit of the last two stanzas. 

One aspect of these images, noted before in the discussion of the goal of 

the rower, is their implication that death awaits at either end of the 

river. This suggests a cyclical nature of the movement of the poem in 

general. Lawler apparently sees this aspect of the poem also for he says 

that: "II est important d'observer que le fleuve est & la fois l'ennemi 
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et le moyen du salut puisque, remontant les eaux profondes, le protagon-

iste salt qu'il atteindra son but. La source est myst^rieuse, une 

region de vents sauvages et de murmure, et son atmosphere est l1obscurit! 

29 de la mort, ou peut-Stre celle du sein maternel." 7 

In terms of the imagery as presented here, the poem may be 

interpreted, not as a metaphor of poetic creation, but as the expression 

of a protest against the human condition, of man's physical subjugation 

to the passage of time and of the desire to escape it by intellectual 

means. The paradox of his dual nature, corporal and spiritual, affords 

him, however, a means of fighting the very ennui it engenders. It is 

through the application of his intellect and his refusal to succumb to 

the attractions of a purely sensual existence that man can rise above his 

situation. There can be no victory, however, for Time and Death even

tually triumph. Even knowing this, man must persist in his struggle, 

scornful of the obvious waste and futility. At the conclusion of the 

poem, the protagonist is still struggling and remains in an indeterminate 

and transitional state. Valery notes elsewhere though that the struggle 

must end and concession made to the forces of time and life: 

L'hoimne s'opposant au temps, s1 oppose "k sa vie pour atteindre 
quelque chose. II effectue un travail cach£ d'une intensite 
rapidement insupportable. II lui faut ou c£der ou mourir mais 
ne plus continuer Si lutter, & concevoir, Si soutenir. Car il 
d£passe le quantum de hors du temps qui lui est donnl, quand 
il se solidifie de la sorte. C'est ainsi que l'ime se detache 
du corps par separation du milieu.30 

29. lawler, Lecture . . . , p. 238. 

30. Cited by Lawler, Lecture . . . , p. 241. 



CHAPTER 8 

PALME 

The starting point of Palme is the miraculous appearance to the 

poet of a "heavenly" messenger. He advises the poet to temper his impa

tience to create and presents the parable of a palm tree and the creation 

of its fruit. In effect, the angel represents the rationality of the 

poet, his own intellect becoming aware of other Independent yet internal 

forces involved in the formation of his creations. The metaphor of the 

tree demonstrates man's condition of existing between two distinct and 

separate worlds, specifically the active, intellectual world of con

sciousness and that of the unconscious where, by some unknown and, by 

virtue of what is produced, miraculous means, he receives the necessary 

mental nourishment. The source of material for intellection is the 

unconscious, just as it was in Aurore. The palm, or man, is seen as 

intermediate between two states. He stands between the two realms in the 

same way the tree stands with its leaves in the heavens and its roots, 

through which it receives sustenance, in the earth. Easic to the entire 

situation is the time required for the mysterious workings of the natural 

processes of developing and maturing the fruit. Time is measured by the 

rhythmical swaying of the tree, by the daily cycle of the light of the 

. sun, all contributing to a sense of expectancy and waiting for the final 

event, the creation of nature's secret and unhurried processes, whether 

it be the fruit of the palm or the product of man's intellect. Once the 

195 
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fruit of this labor is born it is detached from its parent and from that 

point on it is useless to him. The creator, however, who has given up 

his creation for the delight and enjoyment of others, has benefited 

through the very act of creation and "giving birth". It raises him above 

those who are merely the recipients of his gifts as it frees him of the 

burden of their preparation. 

The first stanza of this poem has received a good, deal of commen

tary, most of which is directed at explaining the metaphor of the angel 

whose counsel constitutes the body of the poem. Some critics have noted 

the similarity of this situation with that of the Annunciation.* This is 

a fitting comparison since the angel here announces to the poet the forth

coming "birth" of his artistic creation expressed in terms of the product 

of the date palm coming to fruition. At the same time, however, the 

angel is also considered to be none other than Val£ry's wife. This 

assertion is based on the fact that the poem is dedicated to Jeannie. 

Walzer adds another definition, calling the angel the poet's Muse as wall 

as his wife. He also says that "c'est bien Anima, cette fois, sous les 

traits de cet ange, et le poVte se tait pour l'lcouter."̂  it should be 

noted again here that Palme and Aurore originally formed a single poem.** 

1. Germaine Br£e, Twentieth Century French Literature (New York, 
1962), p. 114; Pierre-Olivier Walzer, La Poesie de Valery (Genive, 1966), 
p. 353. 

2. Pierre-Francois Benoist, Les Essais de Paul Valery (pofemes et 
proses). (Paris, 1964), p. 173; Walzer, Poesie . • • , p. 353* 

3» Walzer, Poesie . . • , p. 353* 

4. Alain, ed., Charmes, pofemes de Paul Valery comments par Alain 
(Paris, 1928), p. 256. 
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The importance of light and the symbolism of the davm in Aurore may then 

help explain some elements of Palme, particularly the first stanza. 

Laurette, whose interpretation of the metaphor of the angel is most rel

evant to the rest of the poem, finds the key to the stanza in the line 

Qui parle & ma vision. In these words he sees an indication that the 

poet is making an analogy between the angel and the palm tree. It is 

morning and the "angle eclatant de lumibre apporte 'le pain tendre et le 

lait plat'. L'&veil du jour et de ses dons, de la conscience est vine 

heure heureuse et riche de promesses."̂  Laurette illustrates his remarks 

with a passage from Valery1s Cahiers: 

A quatre heures, je regardais le palmier orn<5 d'une etoile 
Ce calme infiniment doux, source immobile de la journle, 
Etait infiniment voisin de la source des larmes, 
Et le jour est venu lentement £clairer 
Bien des ruines. 

Monestier's interpretation of the scene is somewhat different: "La com-

pagne du pofete risque de troubler, par sa gr8.ce, la meditation matin-

ale.^"7 

The angel has also been seen as a basically religious manifesta-
g 

tion. However, the angel may be considered as generally symbolic of 

invisible and unknown forces. Angels are the messengers of God and, as 

such, represent a connecting link between man and a divinity, or between 

5. Pierre Laurette, Le Thfeme de l'arbre chez Paul Valery (Paris, 
1967), p. 51. 

6. Cited by Laurette, Le Thfeme . . . , p. 51• 

7» Robert Monestier, ed., Charmes. pr£ced£s d1estraits en prose 
relatifs & la poltique de Valery (Paris, 1958)» P* 97* 

8. Lawler, Lecture • . • , p. 246. 
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this world and a superior one. Here the angel is endowed with a "fear

ful grace" which may be interpreted in various ways. Gr&ce means "grace

fulness" or "elegance" in one sense, but a second and more important 

connotation in this particular context is that of a "favor" or "aid", for 

that is, in effect, what the angel brings to the poet (Le pain tendre et 

le lait plat). The expression of fear in relation to this gift is, it 

seems, a fear of the unknown, of the overpowering force (Jclat) of the 

qualities represented by the angel. For some critics the poet's fear is 

that of being distracted from his work by the grace of his companion.^ 

The £clat of line two, which causes the poet's fear, is an indication of 

the nature of the angel's gifts. The word connotes light, which is 

generally associated with the intellect and creative forces as has been 

seen in Aurore and Au Platane for example. Coming immediately before the 

word ange, £clat partakes of its connotations of things supernatural and 

divine. The act of not veiling this brilliance is the equivalent of 

withholding little of those qualities suggested by it: intellectual act

ivity, knowledge, creativity. If the metaphor of the angel in this poem 

suggests the Annunciation, the veiling of its radiance recalls another 

biblical passage, that of Moses when he descended from Mount Sinai bear

ing the tablets of the commandments. As he spoke to the people he had to 

cover (veil) his face for they could not withstand its brilliance.*® 

Pain tendre and lait plat have also received much critical atten

tion. They are primarily indicative of nourishment, here of a spiritual 

9. Benoist, Essais . . . , p. 174; Lauretta, Le Thfeme . . . , 
P« 51. 

10. Exodus xxxiv. 29-35* 
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sort because of the qualities of the giver, and are characterized by 

their simplicity. For Lawler this "abundant" gift is "tlmoignage clair 

de la bont£ de la nature."** Benoist sees them simply as the physical 

needs ("nourritures terrestres") of the poet, which his wife and muse 

supplies. This, he says, gives the poem "un £lan familier, confidentiel 

et charmant."*^ An often quoted commentary on the expression lait plat 

is that of Andr5 Gide who was at first shocked by the term but then 

admired it. "II fallait tout le glnie de Val5ry pour inventer /this 

epithet/• 31 fallait, pour la mlriter, 1*aspect si particulier du lait 

dans la jatte, son opacity, sa matit£, sa blancheur, etc.; une £pith&te 

qui ne convenait & aucun autre liquide ne pouvait qu'Stre excellente."*^ 

It is not the spoken words of the angel that counsel the poet but some

thing he reads into its glance (parle S. ma vision). The word vision 

seems to indicate that the poet receives his mysterious visitor in a 

particular mental state, suggesting perhaps that the following is con

cerned primarily with things of an intellectual nature. Vision generally 

implies the acquisition of knowledge of one sort or another. In pri&re 

we see that the angel's "counsel" is in the form of an invitation to 

contemplate the palm tree, visually as well as intellectually. Pri&re, 

with ange. continues the religious tone of the passage, suggesting the 

"divine" nature of the words to follow. The advice to remain calm is 

immediately followed by the mention of the palm tree, which then becomes 

11. Lawler, Lecture . . . , p. 246. 

12. Benoist, Essais . . . . , pp. l?3-7^« 

13* Cited by Lawler, Lecture . . . , p. 24?. Source not given. 
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the focal point of the poem* The poet is told to "know" the weight of a 

palm tree* The verb may be interpreted as "be aware of" and also "share, 

partake of" this weight or "be like" the palm. Poids» meaning the weight 

of the profv>sion in the next line, evokes a sense of fatigue. It also 

means, figuratively, "importance" or "merit". 

Stanza two begins the development of the metaphor of the tree, 

which is first described as being bent down beneath the weight of its . 

fruit. The image here is not too unlike that of giving birth. There is 

a suggestion of the struggle and contortions of labor (elle se plie). 

The "abundance" of line twelve recalls the "profusion" of line ten and 

the idea is continued in accomplie of the next line. The entire line, 

however, furthers the metaphor of giving birth by saying that the body 

(figure) of the tree, as of a woman, is "fulfilled" in bearing its fruit. 

The role of the tree and of woman is to bear offspring and their forms are 

literally and figuratively fulfilled in that act. The Latin sense of 

accomplir is "to fill" (remplir). This metaphor is taken up again at the 

end of the poem. In line fourteen lourds recalls the previous abondance, 

profusion and poids. It also is related to liens in that these "chains" 

or "irons", which are the fruit, weigh the tree down. By doing so they 

hold it to the earth, illustrating the close "ties" that exist between 

the two. This idea is also expressed later in l'attirance de la terre. 

The second admonition of the angel, Admire, means basically "to 

admire", "to esteem", but the etymology of the word suggests the act of 

seeing as well as admiration and also to be enamoured of something 

(admirare from mirare. "to admire, to look on with admiration"). The 

motion of the tree is repetitive, as the verb vibre suggests, and evokes 
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the swaying of the palm in the wind. The tree is then compared to a 

lente fibre. Here again the Latin etymology clarifies the meaning. 

Lente suggests the slow speed of the swaying motion and the meaning of 

its etymon, lentus. "supple" or "pliant", describes the quality of the 

material of the tree (fibre). The swaying motion of the tree "divides 

the moment." This expression too allows several interpretations. Since 

the tree divides, it stands between two parts but belongs to neither 

fully—an important distinction as will be seen. Moment may be inter

preted first as "time". In this respect the swaying of the tree may be 

compared to the motion of a metronome, which "divides" time as it marks 

off the intervals. This begins the theme of the passage of time which is 

one of the more important ones of the poem. Another meaning of "moment" 

is the mechanical "moment", the product of one of a pair of forces and 

the length of the lever arm it acts upon. In this sense the tree is seen 

as a lever and the weight of its fruit as the force. The remainder of the 

stanza says that the tree is the deciding factor (d£partage) between 

heaven and earth. It is a point of transition between the spiritual and 

the physical. Sans myst&re indicates that, in contrast to the earlier 

aura of mystery with religious overtones, the tree's position is clear. 

The contrast of the attraction of the earth and the "weight" of 

the firmament forms a pair of opposing forces, alluded to earlier by the 

use of the word moment. The attraction of the earth is obviously the 

force of gravity acting on the fruit of the tree. It also represents the 

attractive force of the unconscious, symbolized by the earth, on the 

awakening spiritual faculites. Poids recalls the earlier use of the word 

and has essentially the same meaning here. It seems paradoxical that the 
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firmament would have "weight" but the word also implies the "force" 

acting upon a certain body. In this sense it becomes the antithesis of 

the attirance de la terre. Qualifying the weight as "of the firmament" 

alludes to the "divine" origin of the fruit (cf. line eighty-four). 

The intermediate position of the tree is indicated again in line 

twenty-one by arbitre as it was by the words d^partage and divise. The 

tree is here between the sun (awareness( consciousness) and shadow 

(unconscious), just as the poet in Aurore is between the light of dawn 

and the dark of night. The tree is likened to a sibyl, another being 

who exists between two states. She, too, is a link between consciousness 

(sagesse) and the unconscious (sommeil) as she gives oracles (cf. line 

thirty-eight) while in a state of trance (cf. La Pythie)« The oracles, 

the fruit of the tree and the poet's artistic creations all have their 

origins in some dark, obscure world not fully understood or seen by the 

"parent". Ih the same way, man's conscious thought finds its origins in 

the shadowy workings of the unconscious. This is the subject of Aurore. 

Once more the motion of the palm tree in the wind is evoked as we 

see it swaying ceaselessly about the place it is rooted to the earth. 

This recalls the situation of the Plane tree and its attendant symbolism. 

Here, however, the question is not that of the hopelessness and frustra

tion of the situation but of what the outcome will be if the tree is 

allowed to fulfill itself in its natural role. From the point of view of 

either the earth or the heavens, the movement of the tree is seen as con

tinual approaches and withdrawals (appels. adieux) since the attraction 

of each side appears to be equal in force. This idea is repeated in line 

twenty-eight. The tree is "noble" in that it is not won over by either 
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Influence and remains uncompromisingly between them. Tendre contrasts 

with this, evoking the flexible quality of the tree alluded to by lente 

fibre. As Lawler says, the tree "ne c&de ni au regret ni au d£sir: sans 

compromission et sans rigidity ... ."^ These qualities make the tree 

superior and worthy of nothing less than the gifts of the gods (fruits du 

firmament) just as the sibyl receives the gift of inspiration in the form 

of possession by a god. 

In stanza four there is imagery very reminiscent of certain 

passages of Au Platane and Cantique des colonnes. In both poems light is 

equated with sound. Even in Aurore there is some relation expressed 

between light and sound (lines four, seven, fourteen). In Au Platane the 

imagery of stanza twelve bears strong resemblances to that here. Appeal

ing at once to the senses of sight, touch and hearing, the poet evokes the 

sound of the wind (doigt de l'air) blowing against the leaves and fruit at 

the top of the tree. The or l£ger is both the golden sunlight and the 

"light" breezes blowing through the leaves. As noted in the chapter on 

Au Platane. the golden light of the sun is at times synonymous for Val£ry 

with air and wind. The simple doigt de l'air is here the equivalent of 

the seule main des dieux of the preceding stanza. The symbolism of wind 

and air as sources of life and as creative forces has already been noted 

in the discussions of Le Cimetifere mar in and La Pythie. The soyeuse 

armure of line thirty-three describes the leaves of the tree which, when 

moved by the wind, produce a sound similar to the rustling of silk. 

Soyeuse is also related to l£ger and murmure. Armure. however, continues 

lk, Lawler, Lecture . . . , p. 2^7• 
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the imagery of heaviness introduced by poids and evokes the image of the 

leaves of the palm forming a sort of protective armor for the tree. 

Weight is again evoked by Charge, coming directly after armure. and this 

contrasts once more with the idea of the lightness of the sound of the 

wind and light. This "armor" of leaves is held up as protection against 

the blinding light of the sun, an act recalling the veiling of the 

angel's brilliance. The &me du desert is the powerful radiance of the 

sun and is equated symbolically with the spirit and the intellect. 

Lawler's interpretation of these images differs somewhat. He says, for 

example, that the lightness of the sound emanating from the tree as it 

moves in the wond "couvrira ce desert d'une s£duisante armure de soie."^5 

In addition, he considers &me du desert to mean the "nudity41 of the 

desert, contrasting with riche vStement de soie.^ For Walzer, however, 

the soyeuse armure is the "douce force" of the poet's song (voix imp^ris-

sable), which is able to "enchanter quelque temps les chagrins des 

17 hommes." 

The wind creates the voice that the tree "gives back" to it by 

blowing the grains of sand through the leaves. The wind appears in a 

similar role of a productive agent in Au Platane. Here this quality is 

underscored by line thirty-seven. Arrose implies fertilization and 

nourishment and the grains, "grains" and "seeds", show that the wind is 

investing the tree with certain latent, potential powers inherent in 

15* Lawler, Lecture . . . , p. 248. 

16. Ibid. 

!?• Walzer, Polsie • • • , p. 354, 
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these seeds* The possessive pronoun ses indicates that these seeds will 

share in the qualities of the wind, which is, by extension, the sky and 

sun or the intellect. The voice produced in this manner will, of course, 

be eternal for it comes from an eternal source. The voice is created 

within the tree itself and the message it carries is, in effect, an 

"oracle" addressed to the tree. The word oracle recalls the earlier 

mention of the sibyl and also the sixth stanza of Aurora where the poet 

was searching for just such an oracular voice. 

The palm evidences pride in the "miracle" which is foretold by 

this voice. In the verb se flatte is also the idea that the sound 

coming from the leaves has a calming, pleasing effect. The last line of 

the stanza tells us that each of the difficulties of the present, the 

weight the tree must bear, the waiting, the isolation, has a part in the 

making of this miracle to come. Se chantent continues the theme of sound 

seen earlier in murmure, voix and oracle. Lawler paraphrases these last 

lines by saying that "le chant est celui d'une fructification prochaine 

qui donne sens et beaut£ "k 1'affliction pr5sente."l® 

During this time the tree is unaware of its own capabilities for 

it has not yet borne fruit. The long period of maturation of the fruit is 

the subject of the fifth stanza. The idea of the tree as being an inter

mediate point between two contrasting worlds is again evoked In line 

forty-two. The repetition of the daily appearance of the sun is evoked 

by chaque .jour. The latter word expresses not only a measure of time but 

may also be interpreted as "light". This meaning is furthered by the 

18. Lawler, Lecture . . . , p. 2^9. 
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following verb luit while encore continues the theme of the duration of 

time. The measurement of time in a musical sense is evident in compose, 

mesuree, compte and even in dur£e as it was earlier in the second stanza. 

This "composition", which is made of time as well as of sound, produces 

"a bit of honey" (cf. un dieu couleur de miel in Cantique des colonnes). 

Here the honey may be the metaphorical equivalent of the sap of the tree, 

the nourishment of the fruit (cf. sue, line forty-nine), or perhaps "la 

douceur d'un fruit mftr."*9 This douceur is measured out by the time 

schedule of the heavens where the individual "days" mean nothing. That 

is to say, the maturity of the fruit is not to be measured by the 

counting of days but by the cycle of nature. Divine is used here in the 

non-religious sense of the unknown, inexplicable reasons of the universe. 

Puree, by its imprecision, furthers this idea. The passing days or, more 

precisely here, "periods of light", are part of the secret (dissimule) 

ingredients that constitute the life giving sap flowing in the tree. The 

reproductive power (amour) inherent in each day of light is accumulated 

in the sap. The relationship between love and light, seen also in 

stanzas thirteen and fourteen of Cantique des colonnes, is strengthened 

by the rhyme .jours / amours. ArSme indicates here that these "loves" are 

past since only the scent remains and this too evokes the passage of time. 

Ih stanza six the angel, who has been describing the situation of 

the tree, now turns to the poet, applying what has been said to his case 

specifically as the reappearance of the second person pronoun indicates. 

The poet is told to be patient if the miraculous creation does not come 

19* Andr£ Lagarde and Laurent Michard, eds. XXe Sifecle (Paris, 
196f). p. 331. 
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forth in spite of all his work. Adorable recalls the amours of line 

fifty while rigueur continues the imagery of stanza two, suggesting the 

rigors of birth. The difficulty and pain of the effort put forth by the 

poet, as well as his frustration at its lack of result is seen in the 

tears he sheds. Laurette calls these tears the "facult£s analytiques de 

1*esprit."^® The verb opfere evokes this desired product as well as the 

action, being related etymologically to oeuvre. Ombre of line fifty-four 

recalls the earlier use of the word (line twenty-two) where it was 

equated with the earth. That mekr.ing is present here also, in addition 

to the figurative sense of "under the sign of" or "with the requirement 

or necessity of". This necessary ingredient is time. Langueur suggests 

an abatement of the effort of the poet to force the outcome as well as 

a long period of time (cf. longueur). The problem is not that the source 

(La Sage) of these future creations has been exhausted. La Sage, recall

ing the sagesse of the sibyl, is, in fact, the tree itself, or rather the 

form of the tree and by extension, the "body" of the poet. "Body", how

ever, must be understood as opposed to the "spirit"; that is to say, the 

anima versus the animus, the unconscious versus consciousness. Here, as 

in Aurore, the poet's creations are clearly initiated by unconscious 

processes about which he has little understanding or knowledge. Sage 

also implies that whatever is being thus prepared is related to intelli

gence or to things of an intellectual nature in general. 

The substance being prepared is called "gold" and "authority". 

The attributes and symbolism of the former which pertain to intellectual 

20. Laurette, Le Thfeme . . . , p. 53* 
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qualities have been discussed several times before* "Authority*1 evokes 

ideas of superiority, knowledge or wisdom (cf. Sage) and even perfection. 

This gold and authority embody an "eternal hope" which rises up through 

the tree by means of the life-giving sap. It is interesting to note that 

the Esp^rance of the poet in Aurore rises upward from the depths of the 

water in a similar movement (stanza nine). The "eternal" quality of the 

hope recalls the voix implrissable. It is eternal because its origins 

are in the laws of growth and maturation of Nature itself, which evokes 

once more the "natural" cycle of things mentioned in relation to stanza 

five. The "hope" of the tree and of the poet are the future products, the 

fruit or artistic creation, whose final form is yet undetermined. 

Esp^rance also implies "waiting" and this idea is strengthened by the 

following word ^ternelle. The adjective solennelle, which modifies the 

sap of the tree, evokes first, if the etymology of the word is considered 

the "annual" rising of the sap into the branches of the tree toward the 

sun (sol-ennelle). A second sense is that of religious ritual and the 

implied importance of such acts. The verb monte in the last line of the 

stanza describes the movement of the sap and gives the poem a definite 

vertical, ascensional movement. 

In the following stanza the origins of this esp£rance are dis

cussed in more detail. The passage of time, the many seemingly empty 

days, were not wasted. J our 3 has the same connotations here that it had 

in line forty-seven of the passage of time and of the daily appearance of 

the sun. The eternal existence of the univers implies that this slowly 

passing time seemed to be wasted (vides) or "lost" forever (cf. Ster-

nelle). There is an unseen side to the tree though and while these days 
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pass slowly by there is hidden activity under the ground. Contrasting 

strongly with the passivity implied by the empty passage of time, avides 

describes the forcefulness of this subterranean action. This is also 

suggested by the verb travaillent. The substance chevelue is a graphic 

description of the root system of the tree and recalls the pieds 

SohevelSs of the tree in Au Platane. The word substance, because of its 

vagueness of description, underlines the obscure and hidden aspect of the 

activity as well as the mysterious nature of the roots themselves. The 

t£nfebres also convey this idea and recall the earlier ombre. Symboli

cally, the word refers to the opposite of the sun or the spirit, to the 

non-intellectual side of man. In this respect it also conforms to the 

vertical orientation of the imagery. The adjective &Lue, taken in a 

biblical sense, would indicate the privileged status of the roots. They 

have been "chosen" to bear this mysterious life-giving force to the 

heights and this gives them special dignity. Lawler's explanation is 

that "les racines sont une maltresse bien-aimle que les ombres invisibles 

ont choisie,"^* but this interpretation does not appear to be warranted 

in view of the other imagery of the poem. The irresistible force of the 

action taking place in the roots is evident again in line sixty-seven and 

also its unending nature (cf. 6ternelle). In the next two lines the 

movement into the depths is stated strongly. The earth is personified 

now by the words entrailles du monde (cf. the personification of the 

earth as noire m&re in Au Platane). The expression also stresses the 

depth of the movement and this is repeated in the next line. The 

21. Lawler, Lecture . . . , p. 250. 
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intestines are one of the most vital areas of the body, responsible for 

digestion and the distillation of nourishment. In this respect they 

contrast the corporal to the spiritual, which depends on them for life* 

Poursuivre evokes the difficulty of obtaining the nourishing water and 

the elusiveness or rarity of the liquid below the surface of the earth. 

Water recalls and is related to the earlier words pertaining to liquids: 

sue and sfeve. Finally, the contrast of levels becomes quite clear 

through the juxtaposition of profonde and sommets. 

Echoing the admonition to remain calm in the first stanza, the 

angel advises patience now, patience dans l'azur. Azur. as has been 

seen, is related to the air and the sky. The "atoms of silence" are the 

separate "empty" days of stanza seven. Atoms are, as are the days, the 

constituent parts of the whole. The relative importance of each day of 

waiting is demonstrated by this expression. In each one is the promise of 

the future, the ripened fruit. The word chance implies, however, only 

the "possibility" of the final result. There is an element of "chance" 

involved in the production of the fruit or work of art (cf. La Pythie. 

stanza seventeen). Etymologically the word evokes the falling of the 

ripe fruit from the tree (from Latin cadens), repeated later in the word 

tomber. The angel promises that the event will occur despite the long 

wait and barren silence. Surprise recalls the earlier allusions to the 

secret workings of the roots of the tree (elle s1ignore) in preparation 

of its fruit. 

The final cause of the actual release of the fruit could be of 

the most inconsequential nature. The specific causes mentioned are sig

nificant, however. The dove, or for that matter any bird, because of its 
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association with the sky, may be considered symbolic of thought and of 

the spirit. The latter are also symbolized by the sky in Au Platane and 

Aurore. Here it represents specifically intellectual effort. The breeze 

symbolizes the same force but with connotations of a creative* active 

element as it had in stanza four. The force described by the word 

6branlement is exterior to the tree or to the poet and it could be either 

a physical or intellectual shock that sets the "birth" process in action. 

Even the pressure of a woman leaning on the tree could cause the release 

of the tree's fruit. The falling of the ripe fruit is described as a 

rainfall. Since rain falls from the heavens it acquires, by association, 

some of their qualities. It too is divine, in the same sense as the 

divine dur|e: it has certain obscure yet powerful qualities that man does 

not fully comprehend. Once the fruit has fallen to the ground it becomes 

the object of great veneration. Oh l1 on se .jette & genoux describes the 

act of kneeling to gather the fruit. At the same time it implies, by the 

verb se .jette, praise of the tree's or of the poet's product and, by 

extension, their superiority over their adulators. This idea is ampli

fied in the following lines. 

The final stanza begins with an expression of scorn for those who 

receive these creations. However, it is not immediately clear to whom 

this scorn applies. The verb s'^croule. as well as se roule later, could 

both describe the fruit falling to the ground and rolling in the dust. 

This is the way Lawler interpretes the passage: ". . . ce fruit, ce peuple 

form£ de lui-m&me doit Stre s£par£, comme par une loi fatale. La palme 

doit l&cher prise, permettre & sa creation de rejoindre les autres fruits 
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qui sent tomb^s au sol."22 But there is a distinction made between the 

peuple of line eighty-one and the fruits of line eighty-four. The 

"people" is to fall upon the heavenly gifts. The fruit the tree bears 

and is just releasing has been characterized consistently as "divine" 

(poids du firmament, la seule main des dieux, la divine dur£e). The 

position of the word Palme at the beginning of line eighty-two, the 

apostrophe made to the tree immediately after mentioning the people 

"falling in ruin" (Qu'un peuple & present s'^croule). and, finally, the 

points of suspension after the word, all contribute to exhalt the tree to 

a superior status and to oppose it strongly to that of the people. The 

superior nature of the tree will be developed more in the last half of 

the stanza. The expression & present, due to its juxtaposition with the 

previous word, can be interpreted as meaning a "present" or "momentary" 

people, or in its visual meaning of "now", which would then apply to the 

following verb. In the former case the peuple is clearly "people", the 

"masses" perhaps. In the adverbial sense there could be some doubt 

whether the word refers to people or is actvially a metaphor of the fruit. 

It should be remarked, however, that nowhere else in the poem is the 

fruit personified and interpreting it as such would add little to the 

sense of the poem. If the people are then "of the moment" and only 

ephemeral beings, they do not share or comprehend the eternal nature of 

the "creator" of these divine fruit, the palm or the poet. The adverb 

irr6sistiblement furthers these ideas. The people are "without 

22. Lawler, Lecture . . . , p. 250. 
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resistance", submissive and inferior in respect to the tree and its 

fruit. The inevitability of the eventual downfall or ruin of the people 

is also expressed by this adverb. 

Again expressing scorn of these creatures, the angel gives the 

fruit to them now since they are no longer of any value to their creator. 

The image presented in Dans la poudre qu'il se roule is quite disrespect

ful, suggesting perhaps the habit some animals have or rolling in the 

dust. Here it connotes a complete lack of restraint and order, contrast

ing with the tone of the rest of the poem. The dust suggests sterility 

by its lack of water and contrasts with the fruit which is always 

associated with images of water or liquids (sue, sfeve. eau profonde). As 

mentioned earlier, line eighty-four shows that the peuple are not the 

fruit for it is on the fruits du firmament that they roll. Monestier 

sees this also and paraphrases lines eighty-one to eighty-four as : "Le 

peuple se rue sur les dattes tombees dans la poussi&re."^ The fall of 

the fruit to a baser level, that of the people, sullies it. It is no 

longer wanted by the tree nor is the creation of the poet needed once it 

is in their hands. They defile the fruit of labor and time In the dirt, 

but, the angel continues, this apparent loss is really a gain. All the 

time spent in preparation of this fruit was not lost even though it would 

seem so now that they belong to the people. After the loss of its 

creations the palm is llgfere. The word recalls previous imagery evoking 

the air and the heights (le soleil, doigt de 1'air, vent, ciel). Once 

more demonstrating the lasting, eternal nature of the tree or of the 

23. Monestier, Charmes * • . , p. 100. 
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creator, the verb demeures means "endure" or "prevail", and contrasts 

with the jk present applied to the people. The beaux abandons are, of 

course, the fruit, which, as stated earlier, is no longer needed and is 

abandoned once it has served its purpose. This says, in other words, 

that it is the act of creation that is important, not the product of it. 

What matters is the effect of the giving on the giver, not the recipient 

who is passive and has invested nothing in the creation. 

Finally, the angel makes a direct comparison of the tree to 

celui qui pense. Concerning the apparent equality of the words penser 

and peser in his mind, due perhaps to their identical etymology, Valery 

writes: ". . . d'un cfct£, une demande et une attente, de 1'autre, une 

r£ponse venue; et le tout dans un arrSt relatif, c'est-Si-dire partiel." 

Thinking is equated with the storing up of and consequently being heavy 

with "fruit" or future creations. In the next line the act of giving 

birth to this fruit is expressed as an unburdening (to follow the logic 

of penser / peser: d^-pese) of the mind of the thinker or, literally, of 

the body of the tree. As noted before, this act of creation may also be 

viewed in terms of a woman giving birth. In all respects se depenser 

indicates the fatigue of the effort of giving birth to the offspring 

whether it be fruit, a child or an idea. All three "creators", tree, 

woman and artist, grow through this act themselves. When the fruit falls 

from the tree its top is relieved of the weight and rises towards the 

heavens. The poet has progressed in knowledge and is thus elevated, 

24. ValSry, Cahiers. XXVII, 469. 
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attaining superior status through the process of giving forth his 

creations. The act is thus equivalent to transcending a previous state. 

In this poem as in Aurore many of the images can be arranged 

according to sets of opposing image groups. In almost all of these 

groups the opposing images are vertically oriented or divided according 

to levels. There are also, however, several groups of images which do 

not consist of contrasting ideas. The opposition of "high" versus "low" 

has a clearly vertical orientation. It appears, for example, in stanza 

two in the antithesis of the last two lines (terre / firmament). It is 

seen again in such pairs of words as ombre / soleil. L'or of line thirty-

one is the tree top as well as the golden light of the sky. The roots 

are seen working in the tlnfebres of the earth, deep in the "entrails" of 

the earth where water is found. 

There is also a recurring contrast between images of lightness 

and those of heaviness. Images of lightness appear sometimes as an 

attraction towards the heavens, equal and opposite to the force of 

gravity acting on the heavy fruit of the tree, pulling it down towards 

the earth. An example of this sort of contrast is found in lines nine

teen and twenty where the two opposing forces are specifically described. 

In stanza four the first three lines present several expressions of 

lightness: or Ijger, murmure. doigt de l'air.soyeuse. Immediately after

wards the contrasting idea of heaviness is evoked by armure and charge. 

The first words of the angel evoke the weight of the fruit of the palm 

which is alluded to several times thereafter in the poem. A final ex

ample of this may be seen in the release of the fruit which results in a 

lightness and ascension of the tree. 
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One pair of oppositions that is not so obvious as some of those 

just mentioned is that of a "motive force" and the material "source". 

The motive force is the active element in the poem. It is the cause of 

all the action and gives the final form to the fruit or the artistic 

creation. It appears in the form of the main des dieux first, a force 

residing In the heavens (firmament). The sounds produced at the begin

ning of stanza four all occur in the upper regions of the tree and the 

cause of the sound is the doigt de 1'air. The wind appears again in 

lines thirty-five to thirty-eight as the motivating force, causing the 

imperishable voice to speak. All action either takes place in the 

heights or originates there and is directed downwards as in stanza 

seven. Here again, it is the summits who direct (demandant) the activ

ity. Finally, the cause of the fruit's release is a bird, a creature of 

the air, or the wind again. The other half of the pair, less fully 

developed, perhaps because of its passive nature, is the "material 

source", the source of the nourishment of the fruit of the tree. It is 

always associated with the lower levels and is essentially static. It is 

the cause in stanza two, as in Au Platane. of the tree's not being able 

to move any distance nor to cede completely to other attractions. It 

appears again as ombre et langueur in stanza six. The eau profonde. the 

t&ifebres and the entrailles du monde all are part of this metaphor. 

Besides the classifications just discussed, there are several in 

which the images do not occur in antithetical pairs. One of the more 

evident of these are metaphors which are related to the fruit of the 

tree or, more generally, to vegetal imagery. This is the central meta

phor of the poem according to Jacques Duchesne-Guillemain: "Toute la 
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suite de la pifece d£roule le message de cet ange, traduit en visions par 

le po&te. Celles-ci d^veloppent la m^taphore vlg^tale esquiss£e dans 

Aurore ... The references to the richness or abundance of the 

tree's fruit are the clearest expressions of this* Examples of abundance 

are found also in allusions to the weight of the fruit (poids. fruits 

lourds. attirance de la terre) and in the words abondance, profusion. 

figure accomplie and ample palme. Related closely to these expressions 

of fruitfulness are images evoking the source of the nourishment of the 

fruit. These are primarily allied to the idea of liquids in some way. 

The verb arrose in stanza four introduces the concept, which is developed 

in the next three stanzas by the words miel, sue, arSme. eau profonde and 

finally pluie in stanza eight. With much of this liquid imagery there is 

an associated idea or suggestion of mystery. This expresses the secret, 

unknowable nature of the hidden sources of the future creations. Images 

of darkness in general suggest this also. As was noted earlier, the 

lower levels are associated with darkness or shadows. The earth is 

related to the ombre in stanza three and particularly In stanza seven 

(t6n&bres). Expressions of secretness, mystery, and of things which sur

pass man's rational knowledge are very common in the poem. Sibylle. 

sommeil. dieux. miracle, elle s1ignore, divine durSe, dissimule. to 

mention a few, are examples of this theme. 

Another very important series of images is that which is con

cerned with time. Specifically, it is related to the ideas of waiting 

and patience. This seems to be the central theme of the poem more than 

25. Jacques Duchesne-Guillemain, Etudes pour un Paul Vallry 
(Neuchitel, 1964), p. 110. 
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the vegetal imagery as suggested by Duchesne-Guillemain. Images belong

ing to this group which deals with waiting are very numerous. The idea 

is inherent in the first word of the angel: Calme. The word sommell 

implies a quiescent state of waiting as does s1attendre and the implied 

duration of the action in stanza three. Later expressions of waiting are 

found in langueur, esp^rance £ternelle and in the triple exhortation to 

patience in the eighth stanza. All of this obviously connotes a future 

expected event: the falling of the fruit, the birth of a work of art. 

There are several metaphors which state this aspect of the theme of time 

specifically. The sibyl, for instance, predicts future events. Oracle 

is related directly to that metaphor. Other examples are the words pre

pare and esp^rance in stanza six and the future tense of the verbs 

viendra and feront tomber in stanza eight. In the second stanza the 

metaphor of the metronome, the fiber Qui divise le moment, suggests the 

measuring of time. This idea is continued by the image of the repetitive 

movement evoked in stanza three. It appears again in expressions such as 

chaque jour. mesur£e, ne compte pas les .lours and chaque atome de silence. 

In the closing line of the poem there is, as noted before, the 

idea of the creator's superiority over those who receive his discarded 

creations. This is expressed by the fact that after the release of the 

fruit the tree and the artist gain in stature. The unburdened tree is no 

longer bent down and its top rises freely once its ties to the earth 

(attirance) are loosened. For the artist it is the act of creation that 

matters and by which he grows. The creations themselves are of no value 

to him except as a means by which he may exercise his faculties fully in 

the process of the growth of his intellect. 
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As is the case with most of Vallry's poems, critics are in some 

disagreement about the general sense or meaning of Palme. Gilberte 

Aigrisse says, for example, that "Palme est le pofeme de 1'acceptation 

de l*inconscient, de 1*Inspiration de 1(intuition*"* The inclusion of 

the word Inspiration does not seem appropriate to Vallry, however, for, 

as Andr£ Berne-Joffroy notes, .it is a major concern of Valery to show the 

27 inanity of the myth of inspiration. Lawler is apparently alone in 

detecting an essentially "sacred" tone in the poem.2® The central theme, 

according to him, is that of "grace".2̂  This interpretation seems to 

over-emphasize the religious connotations of certain words (i.e., ange. 

miracle) and to neglect their meanings in relation to the structure of 

the poem as a whole. Lawler does note, however, that this is a structure 

"oti rien n'est perdu, chaque force dissidente apportant sa vertu & son 

oppos&e. La branche est placee entre ces extremes . • . ."30 Finally, 

Hubert Fabureau sees some significance in the fact that a poem entitled 

Palme ends the collection of Charmes. He says that Valery "a 1'intention 

de rappeler ainsi que la Palme est l'emblfcme rlserv5 aux triomphateurs qui 

31 ont achev£ une oeuvre glorieuse, au prix d'une rude effort."^ 

26o Gilberte Aigrisse, Psychanalyse de Paul Valery (Paris, 1964), 
p. 232. 

27. Andr£ Berne-Joffroy, Valery (Paris, I960), p. 110. 

28. Lawler, Lecture . . • , p. 2^5* 

29. Ibid., p. 251. 

30. Ibid., p. 252. 

31. Hubert Fabureau. Paul Valery: Poesies Choisies (Paris, 1952), 
p. 86. 
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As mentioned earlier in connection with the contrasting sets of 

Images, there is a definite vertical orientation to the structure of the 

poem. All qualities are arranged according to levels. "Positive" values 

such as light, lightness and activity are found in the higher levels. 

The "negative" values, darkness, heaviness or weight, inactivity or 

secret activity, are found below the tree or oriented downward as is the 

case with weight. Between the two extremes stands the tree. Its rela

tive position is expressed as that of an "arbiter", the point of contact 

and fusion or transition between two fundamentally different states. 

When the palm is viewed as a metaphor of man its condition may be inter

preted as expressing the dual attractions of his nature: intellectual and 

physical. For the case of the artist or thinker it says, as does Aurore. 

that the source of his concepts are hidden in the physical universe of 

Nature. In addition, their mysterious preparation is not to be hurried 

by useless intellectual activity. These then, with the theme of time, 

are the central and important elements in the structure of the poem. 



CHAPTER 9 

CONCLUSION 

The purpose of this study has been to determine the organizing 

principles of the selected poems by relying on only the material found in 

them. In each of the poems definite structuring of imagery has become 

evident through the analysis presented. In the discussion of each poem 

it was primarily the symbolism and meaning of nouns and adjectives that 

were of main interest. This is not the result of a conscious effort on 

the part of the writer to concentrate on that aspect of the poems nor was 

it an oversight. As was demonstrated, each of the poems is concerned 

with an essentially static situation. There is little actual change of 

condition and the poems are primarily descriptive in nature. Hartman 

finds this aspect in Val£ry!s writings in generals "In all things Val£ry 

sees this quality of the virtual, one recalling the emergent yet unreal

izable character of consciousness, a state where intense expectation is 

not as yet betrayed by event."* Marcel Raymond too comments on this. He 
o 

defines Val£ry as a "pobte de la connaissance" but qualifies it as "de la 

connaissance naissante, de la pensle encore embryonnaire, de tous les 

6tats intermldiaires entre 1'inconscience et la conscience .... Cette 

ascension lente, ce passage de la nuit au jour, forme un des thfemes 

1. Geoffrey Hartinan, The Unmediated Vision (New Haven, 19j&)* 
p. 111. 

2. Marcel Raymond, De Baudelaire au Surr^alisme (Paris, 1966), 
p. 160. 
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principaux de sa po£sie."3 The intermediate state he mentions does 

indeed appear in the poems treated here. Aurore shows the poet at a 

point of transition between sleep and wakefulness or between the uncon

scious and consciousness. Cantique des colonnes portrays the immobility 

of the columns and their eternal nature. The only sense of movement here 

is through time. In Au Platane as in Palme the tree is fixed to the 

earth, incapable of movement other than swaying back and forth. Both are 

also a point of transition between two worlds as are the protagonists of 

La Pythie, Le Cimetifere marin and Le Rameur. 

Walzer says of Le Rameur that it, "comme quelques autres pieces 

de Charmes ... n'est qu*une m£taphore continue.Alain too is of 

this opinion.-5 Rather than having a "continuous metaphor" as their pri

mary characteristic, it appears that these poems consist of many individ

ual and disparate metaphors which are woven together into a cohesive 

unito The principle which organizes most of the poems discussed here is 

a contrast of one metaphor with another. Of perhaps greater significance 

is the fact that these contrasting sets of metaphors may be arranged on 

a vertical scale. If the various metaphors and images of the poems are 

categorized according to their general referents and these categories 

3» Raymond, De Baudelaire . . . , pp. 160-61. 

4. Pierre-Olivier Walzer, La Po£sie de Val£ry (Genfcve, 1966), 
p. 351. 

5* Alain, ed. Charmes. Pofemes de Paul Val&ry comment£s par Alain 
(Paris, 1928), p. 250. 
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are then divided according to their association with either higher or 

lower levels* the following arrangement appears: 

HIGH LOW 
Light Darkness 

Ac tivi ty Pas s ivity 
Freedom Restraint 
Mental Intermediate Physical 

Sky Earth 
Sun Protagonist Sea 
Fire Water 

Absolute Indeterminate 
Actualization Potentiality 

Future Past 

The categories given here may overlap to a degree and others might be 

added to the lists. There is, of course, some modification of this gen

eral scheme depending on the particular poem in question. In Cantique 

des colonnes for instance, the columns become the protagonist and meta

phors or images of the Low category are relatively few in number. In Le 

Cimetifere marin the protagonist's position is subdivided. The cemetery 

takes the side of the sun (High) while the living spectator is on the 

lower side of this central position, showing his closer relationship with 

the sea. 

In a study of this nature one is often tempted to generalize con

clusions based on a specific work to the whole of the author's writings. 

Without wishing to imply that the results obtained here can be considered 

by any means definitive, it is felt that they are in fact representative 

of Val£ry's style and that they provide important insight into his view 

of the world and life, whether this be called his philosophy, metaphysics 

or whatever. Considered with La Jeune Parque. the collection Charmes 

represents the bulk of Vallry's "mature" verse. The particular expres

sion found in it, by virtue of being practically his entire poetic 
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expression, can be considered representative of his poetic practice if 

not, precisely, of his poetic theory# It is believed therefore, that 

certain inferences, though not necessarily conclusions, about his poetry 

in general based on the results of this study may be made and the follow

ing statements are made with this in mind* 

Ih the discussions of the individual poems in this study, with 

the exception of Cantique des colonnes, the polarization of images has 

been interpreted as reflecting the poet's view of the conflicting ten

dencies within man of his two natures: physical and intellectual. This 

also represents, in the writer's opinion, the opposition of the uncon

scious and consciousness. Jean Hytier believes that in ValSry's works 

the "sensibility11, what is termed in this study the "physical" or the 

"unconscious" aspect of man's nature, has a very important function. He 

says that "il est clair que pour Vallry la sensibility, indistincte de 

1' intelligence, n'en joue pas raoins par rapport "k cette derni&re un rftle 

_ splcifique; elle est son moteur, son excitant et son aliment.Intelli

gence and sensibility are, however, quite distinct though equally depen

dent on each other as the structuring of metaphors and images of the poems 

indicates. Faivre is of this opinion also. He sees that in Val£ry "un 

ablme infranchissable s^pare l'Etre et le Connaltre."^ The dependency of 

the two opposing natures is particularly evident in Aurore, Au Platane, 

La Pythie. and Palme. In them the body appears as the indispensable 

source of the raw material of intellectual activity. This idea appears 

6. Jean Hytier, La Po^tique de Val^ry (Paris, 1953)* PP» 29-30. 

7. Jean-Luc Faivre, "Paul Val£ry et le thfeme de la lumi&re," 
Les Lettres romanes, XXI, 2 (May, 1967), 107• 
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elsewhere in Val£ry's writings also. He says in Inspirations mlditer-

ranlennes. for example, that while swimming "Mon corps devlent l'instru-
Q 

ment direct de 1*esprit, et cependant I'auteur de toutes ses id£es." He 

says also that "le plus grand polite possible—c'est le systfeme nerveux. 

g 
L'inventeur du tout—mais plutot le seul pofete."7 

The method used in this study has several inherent problems and 

dangers as do all methods of criticism. For example, there is always the 

temptation to "read into" the poem meanings which are not necessarily 

there. Any meaning given for a particular part of the poem should be 

substantiated by its role in the meaning of the poem taken as a whole. 

Once the "meaning" of the individual words or elements of the poem have 

been established as nearly as possible, there is the danger of finding 

relationships between some of them which, again, are not meaningful for 

the entire poem. Isolated phrases may have very clear meanings but in 

the context of the larger unit perhaps only one particular sense would 

be appropriate. One of the greater difficulties of applying a method of 

analysis in which every word of the poem must be examined is that of 

determining the relative importance of the individual items or elements. 

The only solution to this problem appears to be experience in using the 

method. A good deal of this plus familiarity with the technique of the 

particular poet in question aids greatly in the effective application of 

this method but, however, does not assure a "definitive" analysis. 

8. Val&-y, Oeuvres. I, 1091. 

9. Ibid., p. 335. 
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Because of the length of the discussions of some poems treated 

the question of consistency arises also. The critic must neither stray 

from the procedures required of the application of the method nor lose 

sight of the goal. It is often very tempting to introduce other types of 

criticism because of the nature of the particular element of the poem 

being studied. An especially good example of this is the "Zeno" stanza 

of Le Cimetifere marin. As was seen, the majority of critics treat it as 

philosophy only and its role in relation to the rest of the poem is 

actually secondary to them. Such passages must always be evaluated in 

the context of the whole and not studied in a vacuum. A final pitfall is 

the temptation to make conjectures as to the creative process involved in 

the production of the poem. The critic should avoid this diligently as 

well as the frequently observed inclination to examine the "psychology" of 

the poet as it is presumed to be expressed in his verse. Again, with the 

method used here, only the poem itself should be considered. The 

question is not what the poet meant to say but what he did say. Conjecture 

must be postponed until the facts of the work have been established. 

In the discussion of the poems selected for study here it has 

been demonstrated that there are indeed certain basic structures apparent 

in the arrangement of their imagery and metaphors. This raises the 

question of the existence of such structures in other of Vallry's poems 

in the collection Charmes as well as in his poetry as a whole. In future 

studies of Val£ryfs writings this method could be applied to determine 

the consistency of occurrence of the results obtained here. This study 

represents only one step in the application of this method to all of 

ValSry's poetry. A series of similar studies would permit a synthesis of 
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results which would afford a view of the overall structure of the poet's 

use of metaphor and imagery. The vise of this method need not be 

restricted to the author's poetry, for its application can produce useful 

information about the structure of Val£ry's prose as well. As one of 

several possible critical approaches, this method yields additional 

information which is essential to a greater understanding of Val6ry and 

of the nature of his works. 
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